EDUCATIONAL/HOME SOFTWARE & PERIPHERAL CATALOG

TWO SERIES SOFTWARE
P.O. WEST HOXTON
N.S.W. 2171
PH/FAX 02 606 9343
Dear Computer User,

Thank you for your inquiry.

We hope that this catalog may be of some assistance to you.

Although existing copyright laws restrict us from importing some software packages ourselves, many are still available at the prices quoted in this catalog.

All hardware items are plus 20%, due to Sales Tax.

All prices are subject to change without notice.

We warrant our products for 60 days, after this period most publishers will honour further warranty and upgrades.

New products that have come available to us are:
- Applied Engineering (prices are suggested US retail + 50%)
- Computer Eyes II with GS specific software $225.
- Firmware Design GS memory cards, expandable to 4 Megabytes (1 meg. - $499. incl. tax)

We accept Bankcard, Mastercard & Visa and do not charge your card until we ship. As a newly started business we depend on cash flow and we cannot afford to carry accounts or supply products on approval.

We will try to beat any price, so please do not hesitate to call.

Postage and Handling charges are $5. per order. If an order can't be filled we ship the remainder free.

We only carry Apple II Series software and hardware in stock. Different machine type products can be obtained on a prepaid basis.

Julie and Jeff Schuerman.

Educational software that works.
Early reading/language comprehension and English as a second language (ESL) skills are learned through the story of The Gingerbread Boy. Pictures and graphs are used to assist sentences, learn word meanings, and build spelling. Concept-driven lessons enhance the ease of use for both early learners and ESL students. A stand-alone audio tape is also included so the student may hear the word meanings as well as see them illustrated on the screen.

- Apple (DE262AP)  $ 49.95
- IBM (DE262PC)  $ 49.95

Gingerbread Boy

By Nelson Publishing Co.

Designed to help improve students' reading comprehension skills. Teachers should understand and interpret graphs and charts while reading stories. With Levels I, II, and III, students also learn to analyze and evaluate arguments and to judge how well writers have presented their points. Includes "Bookmarks," a record-keeping facility that allows teachers to monitor and guide each student's progress. Requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.

- Level I: Grades 3-4
  - IBM (DE175PC)  $ 125.00
- Level II: Grades 5-6
  - IBM (DE175PC)  $ 150.00
- Level IV: Grades 7-8
  - IBM (DE175PC)  $ 150.00

IBM Personal Computer Reading for Information Series

Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd

For Home and School Use

LEARNING COMPANY, THE

Reader Rabbit: Early Reading and Thinking Skills

Grade Level: Kindergarten to 2nd

For Home and School Use

Imaginative, fun, and exciting young students will be when they create "computer paintings" from simple words. Kids exercise their creativity and develop their vocabulary as they choose words and form them into colorful images. School Version includes Teacher's Manual, Student Workbook, and back-up disk.

- Apple (MD52AP)  $ 29.95
- IBM (MD52AP)  $ 29.95

MINDED

ACE Detective

Grade Level: 2nd to 6th

For Home and School Use

Successful detectives use critical reading skills in this game of drawing conclusions. Detectives who find the correct suspect receive a warrant and mug shot. Challenge Upgrade includes "create your own mystery" with mug shot library, plus choice of 50 stories, three difficulty levels, time, speed, and performance summaries. Back-up included.

- Apple (MLP449AP)  $ 49.95
- IBM (MLP449AP)  $ 49.95

ACE EXPLORER

Grade Level: 2nd to 6th

For Home and School Use

Explorers use the video-phone, search computer hamz, and travel in space to find the information they must gather before time runs out. A successful engineer gets a copy of the report and an alien graphic. Challenge Upgrade includes choice of 60 stories, three levels, performance summaries, and a Create Story feature for writing original science fiction stories. Back-up disk included.

- Apple (MLP439AP)  $ 49.95
- IBM (MLP439AP)  $ 49.95

ACE REPORTER

Grade Level: 2nd to 6th

For Home and School Use

Becoming an Ace Reporter means uncovering details—what, when, where, and why—by reading telegrams and conducting interviews. Once all the facts are in, players choose a headline that will give the reader the story’s main idea. A successful reporter gets a byline on the story printed. Includes early stories. Challenge Upgrade for customizing and back-up disk.

- Apple (MD530AP)  $ 49.95
- IBM (MD530AP)  $ 49.95
**MINOSCAPE**

**AROUND THE WORLD/GETTING THE MAIN IDEA**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

The game takes the players on a trip around the world. As players pass each city, a graphic depicting an aspect of that city is displayed. When the players land on designated spaces, they are given the opportunity to read a selection and answer a question. Program can be printed.

**DRAWING CONCLUSIONS/CHIEF OF DETECTIVES**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Guessing r sympathetic pairs of words from a list of context clues that will help them solve the mystery of the chief’s disappearance. Program can be printed.

**HINKY PINKY**
Grade Level: 3rd and 4th
For Home and School Use

A game that tests the players’ memory and observation skills. Program can be printed.

**MOUNTAIN CLIMBING/CAUSE & EFFECT**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

While embarking on a mountain-climbing expedition, players are faced with dangerous obstacles that they must overcome. Program can be printed.

**FAINSYLAND/READING BETWEEN THE LINES**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players are on an adventure in quest of the fabulous kingdom of Sylvania. As they travel, players must choose between the lines of the fascinating story cards. Program can be printed.

**TIME CAPSULE**
Grade Level: 2nd and Up
For Home and School Use

Players travel through time to answer 300 reading questions. The comprehensive game covers various periods, including grammar, vocabulary, and comprehension skills. Program can be printed.

**RAILROADING/READING FOR DETAII**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players compete to be the first to arrive at the station in this fast-paced racing game. Program can be printed.

**GALAXY SEARCH/PREDICTING OUTCOMES**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players search for rare alien gems. Each gem has an associated value and can be found in various locations. Program can be printed.

**WHAT COMES FIRST/SEQUENCE**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players have to arrange cards in order to reveal a sequence of events. Program can be printed.

**SCHOOL DAYS/INFERENCE**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

A player attempts to uncover a hidden treasure by sliding and in and out of paths leading to four different treasure sites. Program can be printed.

**WORD MAGIC!**
Grade Level: 1st to 4th
For Home and School Use

Names that work like magic to help build reading and vocabulary skills. Program can be printed.

**RANDOM HOUSE MEDIA**

**ALPHABET, SEQUENCE AND PHABETIZING**
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

**SNOOPY’S READING MACHINE**
Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd
For Home and School Use

**LITERARY COMPREHENSION SERIES**
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

A complete menu-driven, five-read comprehension program with a separate strand for each of the five skills most frequently taught in regular texts and used in standardized tests: Main Idea, Details, Sequencing, Critical Reading, and spelled/defined. Program can be printed.

**SPINNAKER SOFTWARE**

**READING I—PETER RABBIT READING**
Grade Level: Preschool to 1st
For Home and School Use

Children will love helping Peter Rabbit find his way through places like Mr. McGregor’s garden and Mr. Jeremy Fisher’s pond. They’ll help Peter finish his homework by recognizing different letters, as well as read three letters and sounds combine to blend main words. Program is enhanced with voice synthesis.

**LANGUAGE ARTS**

**BEHIND THE WHEEL/FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players must follow directions to get from one location to another. Land on specially designated spaces gains the player the opportunity to answer questions. The reading selections focus on giving directions. Program can be printed.

**DEVELOPING READING POWER**
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use

Programs use the “Clue” technique to improve literal comprehension and development for increased reading performance. Student will learn to use verbal, visual, and semantic clues. Exercises for testing these skills are provided. Program includes a back-up disk and teacher’s manual.

**HIDDEN TREASURES/CONTEXT CLUES**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Takes on a journey through grammar, spelling, and reading. Players make inferences related to specific reading selections which are based on the child’s level of comprehension. The test is given from a computer when the game is complete.

**WORD SEARCH**
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

Guess the words that are hidden in the grid, and the player will see the hidden clue. Program can be printed.

**SMART SHOPPER/FACT OR OPINION**
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

A player peruses through a shopping mall. When landing on the entrance to one of the stores in the mall, the player gains the chance to answer a question. Program can be printed.

**TIME CAPSULE**
Grade Level: 2nd and Up
For Home and School Use

Players travel through time to answer 300 reading questions. The comprehensive game covers various periods, including grammar, vocabulary, and comprehension skills. Program can be printed.

**CRITICAL READING**
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

Focuses on evaluating statements of fact or opinion, on identifying reliable and irrelevant details, on identifying author’s purpose, on identifying advertising and/or propaganda devices and, in using key words to validate a generalization. Program can be printed.

**MAIN IDEA**
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

Focuses on identifying the main idea of a list (title), the stated main idea of a paragraph (topic sentence), and the unstated main idea of a paragraph. Program can be printed.

**SEQUENCE**
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

Focuses on identifying the proper sequence of a list of actions, the proper sequence of key words that form a given sequence (events), and identifying the proper sequence of events within a story. Program can be printed.

**FANTASYLAND/READING BETWEEN THE LINES**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players search for rare alien gems. Each gem has an associated value and can be found in various locations. Program can be printed.

**FAINSYLAND/READING BETWEEN THE LINES**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players search for rare alien gems. Each gem has an associated value and can be found in various locations. Program can be printed.

**FAINSYLAND/READING BETWEEN THE LINES**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

Players are on an adventure in quest of the fabulous kingdom of Sylvania. Program can be printed.
Presenting The Newest Addition to A Great Line of Educational Software.

**AESOP'S FABLES**
Grade Level: 3rd to 5th
For Home and School Use

This reading comprehension program contains superbly illustrated graphics, 12 stories (fables with their corresponding morals), over 400 questions and answers, and built-in word lists (glossaries). Also includes a Memory Game and self-authoring system to add your own words for spelling and reading practice. Double-sided disks. SCHOOL VERSION includes program disk, back-up disk, data disk and Teacher's Manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (T17114AP) $39.95
- Apple Igs (T17114IG) $49.95
- School Version

**MAGICAL MYTHS**
Grade Level: 5th to Junior High
For Home and School Use

Magical Myths consists of five modules, three of which are stories: The Creation of the Gods, Pindaric's Box and King Midas. The program contains built-in glossaries and 1000 reading comprehension questions. There is a Myth Maker module whereby a student can create his own myth and related questions and a 1- or 5-page Mytical Match concentration game to help build memory skills. SCHOOL VERSION includes program disk, back-up disk, 2 blank disks (for Story Creator and one for Quiz Maker), Teacher's Manual and a Quiz Reference Card for the built-in word processor and question creator.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (T1914AP) $39.95
- Apple Igs (T1914IG) $49.95
- IBM (T1914IP) $39.95

**READ & RHYME**
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 3rd
For Home and School Use

Wonderful color graphics and music will capture interest while developing vocabulary, building self-confidence, and logical thinking in children. They'll delight in learning as they interact with the space creatures and learn the chance to make a wish on the happy star. SCHOOL VERSION contains back-up disk.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (T1836AP) $39.95
- Apple Igs (T1836IG) $49.95
- School Version

**READ-A-RAMA**
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 2nd
Appropriate for School Use

This two-disc program features five learning activities (modules) that contain many common words. WORD-A-RAMA helps the child learn to recognize words that represent the pictures: READ-A-RAMA asks the child to find a specific picture from six that are shown. Other modules include SPELL-A-rama, READ & REMEMBER, and SPELL & REMEMBER.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (T1814AP) $39.95
- IBM (T1814IP) $39.95
- Comm 64 (T18141COC) $25.95
- IBM (T1814IP) $39.95
- IBM 2.5 (T1814IP2C) $25.95
- Igs (T1814IG) $49.95
- Apple Igs (T1696IG) $59.95

**UNICORN SOFTWARE**
**THE ADVENTURES OF SINBAD**
Grade Level: 4th to Junior High
For Home and School Use

Journey along with Sinbad as he sets out to earn his fortune and see the world. Exciting animated graphics will capture a child's interest and imagination while building vocabulary and reading skills. Over 600 reading comprehension and synonym/match questions based on the built-in glossaries will enhance children's language arts skills. SCHOOL VERSION includes program disk, back-up disk, 2 blank disks (for Story Creator and one for Quiz Maker), Teacher's Manual and a Quick Reference Card for the built-in word processor and question creator.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (T1814AP) $39.95
- Apple Igs (T1814IG) $49.95
- School Version

**STICKYBEAR READING**
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 3rd
For Home and School Use

Builds vocabulary and reading comprehension skills with 3 fun activities. In MATER THE WIND, there are lots of word-picture sets for vocabulary building. In FINDING THE WORD, the player watches the actions then chooses the correct words. And what child wouldn't love to create sentences when there are 27 possible words? Come one every time or one tries to BUILD A SENTENCE? LAB PACK contains 8 program disks.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (T18111AP) $39.95
- Igs (T18111IG) $49.95
- Comm 64 (T181111COC) $25.95
- IBM (T18111IP) $39.95
- IBM 2.5 (T18111IP2C) $25.95
- IBM (T18111COC) $25.95
- Apple Igs (T18111IG) $59.95
- Apple Igs (T1696IG) $78.00

Fun. Easy to use. These are the hallmarks of the The Learning Company's family of quality programs. The Learning Company specializes in educational software for children ages 4 to 14 that develops thinking skills while teaching reading, writing, math and spelling.

Now, The Learning Company is proud to present its newest product: *The Children's Writing & Publishing Center.*

This new revolutionary program brings the fun and exciting world of desktop publishing to children of ages nine and up.

Designed to be easy to use, it stimulates the natural creativity of young people and makes the process of writing fun and rewarding. It combines powerful features in word processing, picture selection and page design. Now children have the tool to produce first-class illustrated reports, letters, stories, newsletters — and anything else they can imagine.

So great is the demand for this product that one software store manager said in amazement, "Our customers are pounding their fists on the counter for The Children's Writing & Publishing Center!"

Every program from The Learning Company is designed by highly qualified educators. Each provides many levels of play, positive reinforcement and animated graphics that delight children. Consumer editions are available in 3.5" and 5.25" formats for Apple® and IBM® and IBM-compatible computers. A complete line of School Editions with classroom activities is also available.

Apple and IBM are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. and International Business Machines Corp., respectively.

For Product Information, See Pages 5, 11, 14, 27, 36, 84.
RANDOM HOUSE MEDIA

CUSTOMIZED "FLASH" SPELLING
Grade Level: 3rd to 8th
Appropriate for School Use

Here are twenty-highly effective practice and review lessons in all the major capitalization skills. The initial 20 lessons present the rules of capitalization at a time, then review lessons give multi-skill practice. Finally, editing lessons give students the chance to apply and extend their new skills.

- Apple II-e ($29.95) ........................................ $ 29.95

SNOOPY'S SKYWRITER SCRAMBLER
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

Watch the flying Ace soar across the screen. See the same word flying behind his flying ace fighter. He breaks how many words he can make using letters in the game word. Now here's your challenge. Can you be a Word Ace too?

- Consumer Version ........................................ $ 29.95
- School Version ............................................ $ 29.95

WEEKLY READER SOFTWARE

STICKYBEAR SPELLGRABBER
Grade Level: 1st to 3rd
For Home and School Use

Helps kids spell correctly and build vocabulary skills. When one of more than 200 colorful picture pops on the screen, the voice speaker says words for a bear to a search for the right letters, and scores points if the answer is correct. The over 4,000 words are properly selected from the Weekly Reader and Great Co. Lection.

- Apple ($29.95) ............................................. $ 29.95
- Commodore 64 ($29.95) ...................... $ 29.95
- IBM ($39.95) ............................................. $ 39.95
- IBM PC/XT ($39.95) ...................... $ 39.95
- IBM PC/XT (C) ...................... $ 39.95

LANGUANGE ARTS

WRITING

BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING

COMPOSITION STRATEGY: YOUR CREATIVE BLOCKBUSTER
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
Appropriate for School Use

Making use of the latest findings in learning technology, this program uses linguistic prompts to draw out the writer's thoughts. The prompts are then deleted to leave a finished composition of the writer's own work. There is no other program like one this. Program can be printed.

- Apple II ($29.95) ........................................ $ 29.95

DLM

WRITING ADVENTURE
Grade Level: 3rd to 5th
For Home and School Use

Two disk program makes writing an adventure. Prompts and teaches creative narrative writing. Provides users with specific learning situations that prompt imagination and creativity. Allows students to create, edit, proof, save and print their stories. Lab Pack includes 5 story starters; writers disks; user and reference guide.

- Apple (DLM302AP) .......................... $ 39.95
- Commodore 64 (DLM302CMD) ........ $ 39.95
- Lab Pack ............................................. $ 39.95

EDU-WARE

(A Britannica Learning Company)

WRITING SKILLS SERIES
VOLUMES 1-5
Grade Level: 8th and Up
For Home and School Use

Focuses on correcting the most common writing mistakes through sharpening self-editing skills. The program features a built-in text editor which allows a person to correct written passages on the screen.

Volume 1-Possessives/contractions, noun plurals/possessives, and subject/verb agreement.

Volume 2-Pronoun/antecedent agreement, commas, and subject/verb agreement.

Volume 3-Quotation practice, pronoun cases, and subject/verb agreement.

Volume 4-Pronoun/antecedents agreement, no comma modifers, and subject/verb agreement.

Volume 5-Pronoun/antecedent agreement, problems of case and consistency.

- Apple ($29.95) ............................................. $ 29.95

For Product Information, See Pages 7, 12, 15, 21, 24, 30, 34, 37, 45, 74, 87, 107, 180
SPINNAKER SOFTWARE

HOMEWORK HELPER—WRITING
Grade Levels: 4th to 12th
For Home and School Use
Reviews three fundamental steps of writing a paper: deciding ideas about the subject, organizing these ideas into an outline and writing actual text. Includes complete word processing, editing and printing capabilities. IBM version contains 3 1/2 and 5 1/4 diskettes.

Apple (SS1323AM) .......................... $ 49.95
IBM (SS1323PC) ............................. $ 49.95

KIDWRITER
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 4th
For Home and School Use
Let's children create colorful scenes and write stories to go with them. Introduces the fundamentals of word processing as they create their own story book. Program can be printed on ImageWriter or Selectric printer.

Apple (SS1184AP) .......................... $ 36.95
Comm 64/40 (SS1184COM) ................. $ 26.95

KIDWRITER GOLD
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 4th
Aptopropriate for Home Use
Let's children create colorful scenes and write stories to go with them. They learn fundamentals of word processing as they create their own story book. Program can be printed on ImageWriter or Selectric printer.

Apple (SS1176GS) .......................... $ 49.95
IBM (SS1176PG) ............................. $ 49.95

DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES

GRAMMAR GREMLINS
Grade Level: 4th to 12th
For Home and School Use
A fun-filled trip to a haunted house where students are winners when they use good grammar. Program presents basic rules of grammar and offers over 600 examples and practice sentences which teach and reinforce these rules. Material covered includes abbreviations, capitalization, parts of speech, contractions, plurals, and much much more. All graphically appealing learning activities are highly effective in motivating students to improve grammar skills.

Apple (DA160AP) .......................... $ 49.95
Apple 2 (DA160AP) ........................ $ 49.95
IBM (DA160PC) ............................. $ 49.95
IBM 3 (DA160PC) .......................... $ 49.95

GRAMMAR GREMLINS—DATA DISKS
Grade Level: 3rd to 8th
For Home and School Use
Four data disks for use with the original GRAMMAR GREMLINS program disk. Included with each disk are directions for using the new data with all the activities in the program. Each disk contains twenty data files, 480 new questions divided into levels of difficulty for each grade level.

Apple (DA160AP) .......................... $ 19.95
IBM (DA160PC) ............................. $ 19.95

KIDWRITER- IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 4th
For Home and School Use
Learn to write clearly and effectively with a program that takes exercise to YOUR personal writing needs. After you take one of three 60-question diagnostic tests, the program proposes areas in need of improvement and creates a custom work session. Focusing on grammar, usage, and style the program is a helpful tool for teachers, business and professional people, students, and anyone who wants to improve their writing.

IBM (SS1191PF) ............................. $ 35.95

WECKLY READER SOFTWARE

GRAMMAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Grade Level: 4th to 12th
For Home and School Use
Designed to develop and strengthen basic grammar and word skills. Fill-in-the-blank exercises are used covering the areas of sentence structure, punctuation, parts of speech, comparisons, and tenses. Contains 55 pre-programmed lessons with 10 questions in each. Users may add 10 additional lessons.

Apple (MEADAP) ............................. $ 19.95

GRAMMAR

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER

GRAMMAR
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
Aptopropriate for School Use
Designed to develop and strengthen basic grammar and word skills. Fill-in-the-blank exercises are used covering the areas of sentence structure, punctuation, parts of speech, comparisons, and tenses. Contains 55 pre-programmed lessons with 10 questions in each. Users may add 10 additional lessons.

Apple (MEADAP) ............................. $ 19.95

ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE!

There's a crack in time! Dinosaurs are returning! You must find them! Only you control the Time Transporter that can return them to their end. Think of the peril! Imagine the panic! Where are they? Who has seen them?

You must decipher the clues. Solve the mystery! Save your home town!

RETURN OF THE DINOSAURS is a remarkable Database Adventure that enhances critical thinking and problem-solving abilities, requires practical time and money management decisions and teaches fundamentals of database organization and use. This is a wonderful game for the entire classroom as well as single players.

DATAVENTURE SERIES

Join's our highly successful MarchMadca, Easy Reader and Fun Learning Series. Explore the "clues" Leon presented educational opportunities available from American Educational Computer, Inc.

For Product Information, See Pages 2, 18, 19, 20, 23, 39, 40, 45, 54, 58, 64, 67, 69, 80

Absolutely the best in educational software.

Weekly Reader Software from Optimum Resource

Look for the entire Weekly Reader line of programs for children from pre-kindergarten through junior high in finer computer stores everywhere.

For Product Information, See Pages 5, 12, 16, 19, 21, 32, 36, 37, 45, 76, 89, 102, 104, 125, 192

© Time Travelers, Inc. • 10 Solutions Place • Northridge, CA 91324 4693 1-02
We’ve taken a slightly different approach to creating software for your IIGs.

Most IIGs software is created for everyone else first—for IBM, Commodore, Apple II. Then minor changes are made for the IIG. In fact, sometimes all that changes is the sticker. At Britannica we don’t work that way. We start by designing on the IIG—for the IIG.

That’s why our software takes full advantage of your 4,000 colors, digitized sound, pull-down menus, GS/GS and, of course, your friendly mouse.

So isn’t it time you give your IIG the software it deserves—like these?

JUGSAW! Awarded “Editor’s Choice” in the December ’88 edition of InCider. JUGSAW! was called “deceptively simple, yet maddeningly complex.”

This wonderfully addictive electronic puzzle uses all 4,000 of your IIGs colors in its 34 images. Each image can be scrambled into 8 or 10, or 60 pieces. Then you see how fast you can point and click it back together. Definitely captivating for anyone from 4 to 104.

Designasaurus—Winner of the Best Educational Program award from the Software Publishers Association; this run-away hit is actually three programs in one.

It’s a graphic survival adventure (you’re the dinosaur). It’s mix and match game (create your own species). And it’s a printing program for making dinosaur reports, posters, booklets—even T-shirts.

For dinosaur-lovers of all ages.

Revolution ’76. This spectacularly rich historical simulation is easy to learn. Yet challenging to conquer. You’ll unite colonies. Build armies. Make or break alliances. And pick leaders. Could you have set the groundwork for one of the world’s most successful nations? And how would you have changed America’s history? Play Revolution ’76 and find out.

For time-travellers 14 and up.

Look for all three programs in software stores near you, or call 800/972-2272 (CA: 415/544-1866).

Once you try our software, you’ll see the difference between software created for everyone else and software created just for you.
ALIEN ACTION
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 12th
For Home and School Use
Invasion space ships are soaring and the missile base saved when students supply correct answers.
- Apple (DL0184AP) $ 36.00
- School Version $ 49.00

ALLIGATOR MIX
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 3rd
For Home and School Use
Improves skill in both adding and subtracting numbers, 0-9.
- Consumer Version
  - Apple (DL0186AP-C) $ 36.00
  - School Version $ 49.00

DEMOLITION DIVISION
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use
Gives students an opportunity to practice the division of numbers with answers 0-9 as tanks move toward corner.
- School Version $ 49.00

DRAGON MIX
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use
Provides practice in both multiplication and division of numbers with answers provided.
- Apple (DL0186AP) $ 36.00
- School Version $ 49.00

METEOR MISSION
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 12th
For Home and School Use
Printed chapter includes math skills to the teacher generated math or word problems they especially need to practice.
- Apple (DL0184AP) $ 49.00

ARCADEMIE SKILLS BUILDERS IN MATH
Grade Level: 1st to 6th
For Home and School Use
A combination of microcomputer software and print materials that presents a total approach to practicing math facts. This challenging supplemental math pro-
gram offers six individual titles to provide practice and reinforcement in the four basic math operations and combinations of operations. Arcade skills builders in math meets the needs of individual students by providing the following game content options: the program range of numbers can be changed to practice basic facts with the numbers 0, 3, 6, or 9, or the skill level of the game range in intervals of 1-9; the game time can range from 1-3 minutes; the keyboard or paper pad can be used. Each School Package includes disk with Inte-
gration sheet, 32 color flash cards, 12 blackline masters and a teacher's manual. The Consumer Pack-
age includes disk and teacher's manual only. The School Package has a built-in system allowing teachers to set up their own programs, analyze class sta-
ging and progress, track individual student programs, determine each student's strengths and weaknesses, and offer a broader range of problems.

ALIEN ADDITION
Grade Level: 1st to 6th
For Home and School Use
Provides practice in addition of numbers 0-9.
- Apple (DL0184AP-C) $ 36.00
- School Version $ 49.00

FAST-TRACK FRACTIONS
Grade Level: 3rd to 5th and up
For Home and School Use
Combines the excitement of race car driving with the practice and reinforcement of fraction skills. There is an endless variety of problems with three response modes: fill-in, matching and sorting. Features worklist generator and easy-to-use color and manage-
ment system.
- Apple (DL0184AP) $ 46.00

FRACTION FUEL-UP
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use
For existing game that enables children to apply the fraction skills they have learned in the classroom. Up to 8 spaceships, each representing 1 math problem, must be filled with the correct amount of fuel in order to start off. A word problem is displayed at the top of the screen asking the student to determine how much fuel is needed to blast off the ship. joystick optional Program can be printed.
- Apple (DL0182AP) $ 32.95

MATH MASTERS: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
Grade Level: 1st and Up
For Home and School Use
A complete program for offering drill and practice of basic math facts, addition and subtraction, in a variety of ways, computerized game format, electronic work sheets and paper/ pencil work sheets. Features exciting, motivating graphics to encourage drill and practice of addition and subtraction in a magic show format.
- Apple (DL0184AP) $ 46.00

MINUS MISSION
Grade Level: 1st to 3rd
For Home and School Use
Provides practice in subtraction of numbers 0-9.
- School Version $ 49.00

MATH MASTERS: MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
A complete program for offering drill and practice of basic math facts, multiplication and division, in a variety of ways: computerized game format (vertical, electronic work sheets and paper/pencil work sheets). Features exciting, motivating graphics to encourage drill and practice of multiplication and division in an inter-
active, puzzle game format.
- Apple (DL0184AP) $ 46.00

DECIMAL DISCOVERY
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
For Home and School Use
The format of this program helps students improve their skills in comparing, adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing decimals. The ten-by-ten games are designed around an oil-ripping theme, offer players three response modes: matching, fill-in, and scanning the answers. Students will enjoy practicing with an endless variety of decimal problems.
- Apple (DL0184AP-C) $ 36.00

EDU-WARE
(A Britannica Learning Company)
FRACTIONS
Grade Level: Elementary and Junior High
For Home and School Use
Combines the excitement of race car driving with the practice and reinforcement of fraction skills. There is an endless variety of problems with three response modes: fill-in, matching and sorting. Features worklist generator and easy-to-use color and management system.
- Apple (DL0184AP) $ 46.00

EDU-WARE
(A Britannica Learning Company)
FRACTIONS
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 12th
For Home and School Use
Contains six learning units: definitions and parts of the fraction, denominator, addition of fractions, sub-
traction of fractions, multiplication of fractions, and division of fractions.
- Apple (EM0204AP) $ 39.95

FIRST BYTE

This member of the "Talking Factbase Series"'s its build-in revolutionary speech technology to aid Profes-
sor Matt A. Melton talk to your child. You will now have a private tutor to help them learn basic math facts. The first byte helps students improve their skills in comparing, adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing decimals. The ten-by-ten games are designed around an oil-ripping theme, offer players three response modes: matching, fill-in, and scanning the answers. Students will enjoy practicing with an endless variety of decimal problems.
- Apple (DL0184AP-C) $ 36.00

IMPERSONAL COMPUTER
MATH PRACTICE SERIES
Grade Level: 1st to 12th
For Home and School Use
Self-paced programs designed to improve and develop math skills. The programs provide practice problems and tutorial help. Teachers may select a lower level for students needing remedial help or a higher level for those ready for enrichment. Includes a record-
keeping facility called "Bookmark" that allows teachers to monitor and evaluate students' progress.
- Apple (EM0204AP) $ 39.95
- IBM (FB0103PC) $ 39.95
- IBM (MB0103MC) $ 49.95

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
MATH CONCEPTS SERIES
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 12th
For Home and School Use
Students learn the concepts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals and geometry, at progressive levels of difficulty. Shows applications and develops mathematical understand-
ing. Teachers may select a lower level for students needing remedial help or a higher level for those ready for enrichment. Includes a record-
keeping facility called "Bookmark" that allows teachers to monitor and evaluate students' progress.
- Apple (EM0204AP) $ 39.95
- IBM (EM0204PC) $ 150.00
- IBM (EM0204PX) $ 175.00
- IBM (EM0204PS) $ 175.00
- IBM (EM0204PC) $ 195.00
- IBM (EM0204PS) $ 195.00

LEARNING COMPANY, THE
MATH RABBIT: EARLY MATH AND THINKING SKILLS
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 3rd
For Home and School Use
Children learn early math concepts in this entertaining, math-filled game program. Players begin by choosing a character and matching sets of objects to numbers. Later, if the child chooses free to add, subtract, read, and tell the math results of adding and subtracting two- and three-digit numbers, recognize number patterns and re-
ationships. SCHOOL VERSION includes 12 activities, built-in math skills, and director's guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, reproducible blackline masters, LAB EDITION contains a 3-3/4 inch leader's guide, with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and reproducible blackline masters.
- Apple (EM0204AP) $ 39.95
- IBM (EM0204PS) $ 39.95
- IBM (EM0204PC) $ 49.95
- IBM (EM0204PX) $ 49.95

LEARNING LAB SOFTWARE—PELICAN SOFTWARE
FRACTION FAIRY TALES
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 2nd
For Home and School Use
This simple-to-use program features those adorable bears in year settings fairy tale surroundings. With just two keying options, students get fraction recognition by uncovering 1's, 1/2's, and 1/3's in each colorful scene. Whimsical animation rewards that correct answer.
- Apple (LL101AP) $ 15.00
- IBM (LL101AP) $ 15.00

K-12 MICROMEDIA PUBLISHING
MULTIPLOY
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 12th
For Home and School Use
Popular drill program combines exciting arcade-type gameplay with the practice and reinforcement of the four basic math operations. Students must shout down the problem ship by Apple (NE111AP) $ 29.95
**NUMBER MUNCHERS**
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
Program includes readiness skills, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers.

- Apple (MB07101AP) $49.95

**PERCENTS**
Grade Level: Elementary
Appropriate for School Use
Three methods for expressing and solving equations, solving for percentage, for solving the base, solving equations through selected methods, solving for per cent increase and decrease.

- Apple (MB78181AP) $49.95

**PUT TOGETHER, TAKE AWAY**
Grade Level: 1st and Up
Appropriate for School Use
Three levels (Instruction, Practice, and Mastery) for addition and subtraction of whole numbers. Review computation "on line" and strengthening independent skills: includes timed speed drills.

- Apple (MB78201AP) $39.95

**RATIOS AND PROPORTIONS**
Grade Level: Elementary and Up
Appropriate for School Use
Program includes readiness skills, using data to write ratios and proportions, using data to solve stated proportions and to write and solve problems.

- Apple (MB78181AP) $49.95

**MIXED NUMBERS**
Grade Level: Elementary
Appropriate for School Use
Program includes readiness skills, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers.

- Apple (MB07101AP) $49.95

**MEDICAL MATH**
Grade Level: Elementary
Appropriate for School Use
Problem-solving for medical problems. Includes dosages, guidelines, calculations.

- Apple (MB07101AP) $49.95

**METACOMET**
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
An educational calendar designed for children. It displays sales, show correct change, print reports, and does other typical cash register activities. Children can use the program in a "play store" a school store, or a tax store at home. Select "Use your brain" and the child does the calculations in order to practice math. A Wizard on the screen teaches the child when he does not have enough money. Program can be printed. Apple

- Apple (MC2181AP) $39.95

**THE GREAT NUMBER CHASE**
Grade Level: 4th and Up
Appropriate for School Use
Competitive fun while sharpening your estimating skills in exercises involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and square roots. Choose the difficulty level right for you.

- Apple (MB76211AP) $34.95

**MICROPOWER & LIGHT CO.**
**ELAPSED TIME CALCULATIONS**
Grade Level: 3rd to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
The program provides numerous exercises in calculating the elapsed time between calendar dates and between clock times. Students can choose to work many different situations, and can always ask to see the program calculate the member's clock time, step by step.

- Apple (MF02011AP) $29.95

**ESTIMATH**
Grade Level: 4th and Up
Appropriate for School Use
Competitive fun while sharpening your estimating skills in exercises involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and square roots. Choose the difficulty level right for you.

- Apple (MF02011AP) $29.95

**DISCOVERY WITH MATH**
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 9th
Appropriate for School Use

- Apple (MC76181AP) $39.95

**MATH SEQUENCE SERIES**
Grade Level: 2nd and Up
For Home and School Use
An excellent math drill and practice series. Six of the mathematical operations (one per deck) have been programmed and made more appropriate for home use. They are: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Fractions, and Percents.

- Apple (MF01210AP) $34.95

- Apple (MF01215AP) $34.95

- Apple (MF01220AP) $34.95

- Apple (MF01225AP) $34.95

**RODOMATH**
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
An arcade-styled math drill and practice game by matching the age and educational level of players. Includes Daily FLASH cards.

- Apple (MC7210AP) $34.95

**MINDSPACE**
**SUCCESS WITH MATH SERIES**
Grade Level: 7th to 12th
For Home and School Use
Here are practical, classroom-tested programs for students on many levels, and each is like having a private tutor at your elbow. Positive results are achieved through review and practice.

- Apple (MC7210AP) $29.95

**MATH MAGIC**
Grade Level: Preschool to 4th
For Home and School Use
Always fun, this game helps children learn to count objects, as well as add and subtract. Youngsters answer questions as they travel down walls to capture the playful, hidden monsters. Set level by age or use Challenge function to customize skill levels, enter custom questions, and control timing, beginning number range and much more. Performance records and quick-play levels included.

- Apple (MF0210AP) $49.99

- IBM (MF0210CF) $49.99

- Mac (MF0210MC) $49.99

**MULTIPLICATION/DIVISION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0202AP) $29.95

**DECIMALS: ADDITION/SUBTRACTION**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0204AP) $29.95

**DECIMALS: MULTIPLICATION/DIVISION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0206AP) $29.95

**FRACTIONS: ADDITION/SUBTRACTION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0208AP) $29.95

**FRACTIONS: MULTIPLICATION/DIVISION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0210AP) $29.95

**JUMPING MATH FLASH**
Grade Level: Tid to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
An arcade-style mathematics drill

- Apple (LM3206AP) $49.95

**KNOWING NUMBERS**
Grade Level: Preschool to 4th
Appropriate for School Use
Three games in one! Focuses on number recognition, concepts of less than, greater than, adding and subtracting. Programs can be printed. IBM

- Apple (LM2325AP) $29.95

**MULTIPLICATION/DIVISION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0202AP) $29.95

- IBM (CS0202PC) $49.99

- Mac (CS0202MC) $49.99

**DIVISION SKILLS**
Grade Level: Elementary
Appropriate for School Use
Program includes 96 basic facts, one-digit divisors, two-digit divisors, whole number remainders, fractional remainders, and decimal remainders.

- Apple (MB78131AP) $49.95

**HEY, TAXI!**
Grade Level: 1st and Up
For Home and School Use
Students solve basic math fact problems to collect their fare, watching out for the competitive cab company, traffic lights, and speed limit signs. Covers addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers.

- Apple (MB78251AP) $39.95

**MICCOLLISIONS**
(from Medigenic)
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 9th
Appropriate for School Use

- Apple (MB0120AP) $39.95

**MATH MAGIC**
Grade Level: Preschool to 4th
For Home and School Use
Always fun, this game helps children learn to count objects, as well as add and subtract. Youngsters answer questions as they travel down walls to capture the playful, hidden monsters. Set level by age or use Challenge function to customize skill levels, enter custom questions, and control timing, beginning number range and much more. Performance records and quick-play levels included.

- Apple (MF0210AP) $49.99

- IBM (MF0210PC) $49.99

- Mac (MF0210MC) $49.99

**MATH SEQUENCE SERIES**
Grade Level: 2nd and Up
For Home and School Use
An excellent math drill and practice series. Six of the mathematical operations (one per deck) have been programmed and made more appropriate for home use. They are: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Fractions, and Percents.

- Apple (MF01210AP) $34.95

- Apple (MF01215AP) $34.95

- Apple (MF01220AP) $34.95

- Apple (MF01225AP) $34.95

**RDOMATH**
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
An arcade-styled math drill and practice game by matching the age and educational level of players. Includes Daily FLASH cards.

- Apple (MC7210AP) $34.95

**MINDSPACE**
**SUCCESS WITH MATH SERIES**
Grade Level: 7th to 12th
For Home and School Use
Here are practical, classroom-tested programs for students on many levels, and each is like having a private tutor at your elbow. Positive results are achieved through review and practice.

- Apple (MC7210AP) $29.95

**MULTIPLICATION/DIVISION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0202AP) $29.95

**DECIMALS: ADDITION/SUBTRACTION**
Grade Level: Elementary
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0204AP) $29.95

**DECIMALS: MULTIPLICATION/DIVISION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0206AP) $29.95

**FRACTIONS: ADDITION/SUBTRACTION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0208AP) $29.95

**FRACTIONS: MULTIPLICATION/DIVISION**
Grade Level: Elementary to High School
For Home and School Use

- Apple/IBM (CS0210AP) $29.95

**JUMPING MATH FLASH**
Grade Level: Tid to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
An arcade-style mathematics drill

- Apple (LM3206AP) $49.95

**KNOWING NUMBERS**
Grade Level: Preschool to 4th
Appropriate for School Use
Three games in one! Focuses on number recognition, concepts of less than, greater than, adding and subtracting. Programs can be printed. IBM

- Apple (LM2325AP) $29.95
SPACE MATH
Grade Level: 1st to 6th
Appropriate for School Use
Answering questioning allows players to shoot at the spaceship. This program generates a vast amount of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division problems. Computations can be programmed into the program.

- Apple (LW222AP) $49.95

NORDIC SOFTWARE
TURBO MATH FACTS
Grade Level: 1st to 4th
For Home and School Use
Turbo Math Facts: Teaches addition and subtraction of numbers by allowing for concentration of individual and groups of numbers. Each Flash Card Development memory and pattern recognition by playing a note, and adding notes as the player remembers them. Notes: A pair on a grid and are connected to form boxes.

- Mac (RL11M) $9.95

RANDOM ROOM HOUSE
BASIC MATH FLASH® FACTS
Grade Level: 1st to 6th
Appropriate for School Use
Combine drill and practice in basic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The effectiveness of Flash cards techniques, timed responses, and a combination of both. A prime way to motivate students to recall basic math facts quickly and accurately! Includes both addition and subtraction Flash cards. Each pack comes with the teacher’s manual and reinforcement materials.

- Apple IIe (RI415AP) $4.95
- Lab Pack $99.95

EXPANDING YOUR MATH SKILLS
Grade Level: 5th to 7th
For Home and School Use
Includes addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, number concepts, fractions, decimals, percents, and geometry/measurements. New options include graphic illustration of concepts and sound which is used in conjunction with graphics.

- Apple (RI087AP) $99.95
- Level 1 (2 disks) Grade 5 $99.95
- Level 2 (2 disks) Grade 6 $99.95

BUILDRING YOUR MATH SKILLS
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

- Apple (LW222AP) $49.95

space math

- Apple (LW222AP) $49.95

GALAXY MATH FACTS GAME
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
For Home and School Use
Your students are stranded in deepest space. To get home, they must dodge block ships, trip through dangerous weather systems, find the aliens Zergoids. The only way to get their math facts right before their trip ends is to learn them. This game provides the solid skills they need for mastery of math essentials. Requires Apple IIe and 48K.

- Complete Set—Grades 2 to 6 $174.00
- Apple IIe or IIe (RI390AP) $174.00
- Estimating and Rounding (1 disk) $32.95

GALAXY MATH VOL. 1—BASIC MATH FACTS
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
For Home and School Use
Masters math principles while leading the crew of Galaxy Math on its mission into space. The Galaxy Math series gives the child the practice necessary to improve basic math skills. Ideal for upper and lower grades. Practices addition, multiplication, and division of single-digit numbers. 6 different levels of play.

- Apple (RI110AP) $29.95

GALAXY MATH VOL. 2—FRACTIONS
Grade Level: 5th to 8th
For Home and School Use
Practice addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of fractions. Compare fractions using less than, more than, and equal to concepts.

- Apple (RI110AP) $29.95

GALAXY MATH VOL. 3—DECIMALS
Grade Level: 5th to 8th
For Home and School Use
Practice addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of decimals. Test knowledge of relationships between decimals and percents.

- Apple (RI110AP) $29.95

GRAND PRIX
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use
Students race against time to raise their performance levels—from student driver to teacher driver, and finally—Grand Prix driver—keeping control of their car by using the computer direction—control keys and knowing their math. The winner is the one with the greatest mastery of basic math skills!

- Complete Program (4 disks) $99.95
- Apple IIe (RI083AP) $89.95
- Level 1 (2 disks) Grade 3 $49.95
- Level 2 (2 disks) Grade 4 $49.95
- Apple IIe (RI085AP) $49.95
- Lab Pack $179.95

PEANUTS® MATH MATCHER
Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
For Home and School Use
The Peanuts gang knows how to help your user build greater math skills and have fun at the same time! The double-sided deck offers matching memory games that contain hidden picnics. When a player calls, a math problem in addition, subtraction, multiplication or division is answered correctly, the hidden picnic with the Peanuts gang comes alive!

- Apple IIe (RI292AP) $29.95
- Apple IIe (RI390AP) $174.00
- Lab Pack $99.95

SNICKY TO THE RESCUE
Grade Level: 3rd to Junior High
For Home and School Use
WOODSTOCK is missing! Can Snoopy rescue his friend from the clutches of the Grump? Match out for trap doors, moving floor, and most of all, the spot running block—your path is sanity-trapped with math challenges. Your knowledge of addition is the only thing that can help you and SNOOPY survive.

- Apple (RI110AP) $29.95

Math Wizard
Grade Level: 1st to 6th
Appropriate for School Use
This amazing program includes four math activities for one or two players together: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division on three difficulty levels. Includes a word problem for each level and a certificate for the player who scores 100%. The Math Wizard will congratulate your child's interest and make practicing math fun.

- Apple II Plus (RI095AP) $49.95

PERCENTAGE PANIC
Grade Level: 6th to 9th
For Home and School Use
Your mission is to successfully stock a five rocket modules while dodging the danger of alien invaders, and then return to your space station. Correct answers to various problem percent problems earn you enough fuel to make your attempt successful. Incorrect answers are given full-screen explanations. SCHOOL VERSION includes back-up disk.

- Apple II Plus (RI095AP) $49.95

RACE CAR ‘RITHMETIC
Grade Level: Kindergarten and Up
For Home and School Use
An exciting arcade game that teaches mathematics. Players choose level of difficulty and time option in a race to the finish line. A game for one to four players, with each player on his or her own level. SCHOOL VERSION contains teacher's manual and back-up disk. IBM requires color card.

- Apple (RI034AP) $39.95

UNICORN SOFTWARE
DECIMAL DUNGEON
Grade Level: 5th to Junior High
For Home and School Use
Teaches addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of decimals, as well as conversion of decimals to fractions and percentages on three difficulty levels. For one or two players, the object of this multi-level arcade action is to rescue the first-captive character where you are held captive by correctly answering decimal problems. Incorrect answers are given full-screen explanations. SCHOOL VERSION contains Teacher's Manual and back-up disk.

- Apple II Plus (RI105AP) $34.95

VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
HANDS-ON MATH: VOLUME 1
Kindergarten to 4th Appropriate for School Use

A math program that uses a manipulative approach to build basic math concepts: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and geometry using fractions. Features include color dots, number tiles, instruction book, transparencies, and a guidebook for setting up the lessons.

- Apple (EI22AP) $49.95
HANDS-ON MATH: VOLUME II
Grade Level: K through to 6th
Appropriate for School Use
Simulates the use of five manipulative devices: two color counters, color laces, mirrors, attribute blocks and base ten blocks. For each lesson in the program, the Playground provides the child with an opportunity to freely explore and discover important mathematics concepts. Using the Playground students can move objects on the screen to experiment with mathematical ideas.

Apple (V1726AM) ............................................... $ 49.95

ALGEBRA-BLASTER—DATA WIZARDS
Grade Level: 7th and 10th
For Home and School Use
Four new data disks for use with the original ALGEBRA-BLASTER program are included with each disk are directions for using the new data with all the activities in the program. Each disk contains 5-7 data files, with at least 400 new questions divided into levels of difficulty for each grade level.

Disk I—Monomials & Polynomials
Apple (DA31AP) ............................................... $ 19.95
Comm 64/128 (DA31COMO) ............................... $ 19.95
IBM (DA31PC) .................................................. $ 19.95

Disk II—Factoring
Apple (DA32AP) ............................................... $ 19.95
Comm 64/128 (DA32COMO) ............................... $ 19.95
IBM (DA32PC) .................................................. $ 19.95

Disk III—Equations
Apple (DA33AP) ............................................... $ 19.95
Comm 64/128 (DA33COMO) ............................... $ 19.95
IBM (DA33PC) .................................................. $ 19.95

DESIGNWARE
(A Britannica Learning Company)
MISSION: ALGEBRA™
Grade Level: 8th and Up
For Home and School Use
An interactive geometry tutor with all the excitement of Macintosh graphics. Endlessly patient, the program lets you work at your own pace and review material as often as you wish. In compatible with all major textbooks and classroom tested, this program follows the class 5-year curriculum. Includes more than 450 problems with a special emphasis on proofs.

Apple (EG121GD) ............................................... $ 99.95
Mac (EG121MD) ................................................ $ 99.95

EDU-WARE
(A Britannica Learning Company)
ALGEBRA 1
Grade Level: Junior and Senior High School
For Home and School Use
This comprehensive algebra program contains over 600 problems in five subject areas: algebraic numbers, monomials and polynomials, factoring, and solving both equations and systems of equations. Select within each category a tutorial describing a systematic approach to solving the problems, or solve the problems with or without help. IBM needs color card.

Apple (DA1AP) ............................................... $ 49.95
Apple 3.5 (DA1APC) ......................................... $ 49.95
Comm 64/128 (DA1COMO) ............................... $ 49.95
IBM (DA1PC) .................................................. $ 49.95

Contains five learning units: definition, number line operations, sets, evaluating expressions, and rules for equation reduction. IBM requires dual disk drive and color card.

Apple (EW10AP) ............................................... $ 30.95
Comm 64 (EW10COMO) ................................. $ 25.95

WEEKLY LEADER SOFTWARE
STICKYBEAR MATH
Grade Level: 1st to 6th
For Home and School Use
Turn math practice into an adventure! New kids can practice their math skills and the whole family out of some sticky birds. It’s simple—for every set of addition and subtraction problems your family gets right, Stickybear gives a step closer to getting out of a jam. CAP PACK contains 5 program disks.

Apple (XS815AP) ............................................... $ 39.95
Comm 64 (XS815COMO) ................................. $ 29.95
IBM (XS815PC) ................................................ $ 39.95

Lab Pack
Mac (XS815AP-L) ............................................... $ 75.00

STICKYBEAR MATH 2
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
Aids children to practice multiplication and division. Like Math 1, program can be individually configured for specific levels and customized for up to 40 students. Math II keeps records (up to 40 students) and has automatic level-on difficulty to monitor to adjust problems, minimize frustration and keep user challenged! CAP PACK contains 9 program disks.

Apple (XS816AP) ............................................... $ 39.95
Comm 64/128 (XS916COMO) ............................. $ 29.95
IBM (XS816PC) ................................................ $ 39.95

Lab Pack
Mac (XS816AP-L) ............................................... $ 75.00

ADVANCED MATH
BROADERBUND SOFTWARE
CALCULUS
Grade Level: 9th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
Using this highly interactive program, students explore and investigate the basic concepts of calculus. They will create and graph functions and their derivatives; or experiment on-screen to see for themselves that the integral of velocity is position. Compatible with all major textbooks, includes over 300 problems. A special media anatomy, explains, and demonstrates the processes for solving basic calculus problems. SECOND EDITION includes backup disk and teacher’s guide and reproducible materials.

Mac (68120MC) ............................................... $ 99.95
Mac (68025MC) .............................................. $ 109.95

GEOMETRY
Grade Level: 9th and Up
For Home and School Use
An interactive geometry tutor with all the excitement of Macintosh graphics. Endlessly patient, the program lets you work at your own pace and review material as often as you wish. In compatible with all major textbooks and classroom tested, this program follows the class 5-year curriculum. Includes more than 450 problems with a special emphasis on proofs.

Apple (EG121GD) ............................................... $ 99.95
Mac (EG121MD) ................................................ $ 99.95

EXPERIENCE THE CREATIVE POWER OF MEDLEY FOR YOURSELF!
It’s available now at a price you can afford. Medley includes:
• One desktop publishing disk with backup
• One 80,000 word dictionarythesaurus disk
• One clip art disk with over 500 graphics
• Medley user’s guide

Program price, complete $195.00

For Product Information, See Pages 11, 29, 34, 36, 44, 86, 107, 120

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Corporation.
LEARNING COMPANY, THE
BUMBLE GAMES—MATH/PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 5th
Appropriate for School Use

Principles of basic mathematics and geometry are covered with this classroom-proven program. Six appealing games introduce the concepts of number lines, tables, and charts. Students develop their own problem-solving strategies using the games. Each game is designed to reinforce the lesson taught in class. The games are self-contained and can be played with or without the computer.

- Apple (XBS26AP) $39.95
- IBM (XBS26PC) $39.95

STICKYBEAR
WORD PROBLEMS
Grade Level: 3rd and up
Appropriate for School Use

Hundreds of different math word problems are stored on disk and can be expanded to suit individual needs. Parents or teachers can expand the problem. After each correct answer, a report card is printed out, and a printout option to print out practice problems. Lab Pack contains 2 program disks.

- Apple (XBS26AP) $39.95
- IBM (XBS26PC) $39.95

BUMBLE PLOT—MATH/PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use

The 5 games in this program build on the number-line plotting skills introduced in Bumble Games. Students learn to use the concept of positive and negative numbers by plotting points on a number line. Each game includes 2 masks, 2 dice, 2 rulers, 2 pads, 2 pencils, 2 sheets of paper, and 2 pairs of scissors. Lab Edition includes 2 disks, teacher's guide, and worksheet charts.

- Apple (XBS26AP) $39.95

LAB PACK
Apple (XBS26AP) $19.95

MILLIKEN PUBLISHING
TANGRAMS PUZZLER
Grade Level: 4th and up
For Home and School Use

Using 7 geometric shapes cut from a single square, students arrange the pieces (tangs) to duplicate a figure. Each puzzle has an option to reproduce a given figure such as an animal or building, or creating one. This ancient Chinese game stimulates geometric intuition and artistic ability.

- Apple (IMM262AP) $34.95

NORDIC SOFTWARE
MACKIDS
LEMONADE STAND
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

Introduces children to the world of business decisions by creating a simulated lemonade stand and allowing them to make business decisions about production, advertising, and profit. Because it is a realistic simulation, circumstances such as weather, profit increase, and random events affect lemonade sales.

- Macintosh (IMM262MC) $39.95

RANDOM HOUSE MEDIA
GRAPHING! WITH THE BOARDS
Grade Level: 2nd to 5th
Appropriate for School Use

Student lessons are designed to introduce and practice these types of graphs: pictographs, bar graphs, line graphs, and pie charts. The Board's guide students through the lessons, providing a complete curriculum of graphing skills. Includes printouts and reproducible worksheets for teaching. Pencils in color too.

- Apple (XBS26AP) $49.95

VENTURA EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
SUPER GRAPH
Grade Level: 2nd to 5th
Appropriate for School Use

The mathematical tool for graphing functions. The equation editor allows for easy input of complex formulas. The Supergraph equation processor contains built-in constants for solving problems pertaining to algebra, calculus, physics, and numerical analysis.

- Apple (VE11AP) $59.95

MONSTERS & MAKE-BELIEVE™
"Named as One of the Seven Programs Every Elementary School Should Own"

"Create, create, create!" With our line of computer-based story writing programs, students are encouraged to develop their creative writing skills. The programs are designed to be used with any writing program and can be used with any computer. Students can create stories, poems, and even computer games. The programs are easy to use and can be adapted to any level. The programs are available for Apple, IBM, and Macintosh computers.

- Apple (XBS26AP) $34.95

EXPLORING TABLES AND GRAPHS—LEVEL 1
Grade Level: 3rd to 4th
For Home and School Use

Students learn how to use tables, bar, picture and area graphs. Fun applications and topics include animals, languages, populations, and more. Double-sided disk, teacher's guide and 12 line masters included. Program can be printed.

- Apple (XBS26AP) $34.95

EXPLORING TABLES AND GRAPHS—LEVEL 2
Grade Level: 3rd to 5th
For Home and School Use

Students experiment with tables, bar, picture, bar, and area graphs. Fun applications and topics include animals, languages, populations, and more. Double-sided disk, teacher's guide and 12 line masters included. Program can be printed.

- Apple (XBS26AP) $34.95
THE TREASURES OF THE WORLD ARE DISAPPEARING RIGHT FROM UNDER OUR NOSES! WHO WILL STOP CARMEN AND HER DEVIOUS COHORTS?

Catch Her If You Can!

Nothing is sacred to the notorious Carmen Sandiego. She and her gang have already carted away a warehouse full of treasures, from the Sphinx to the Statue of Liberty's torch. And now you have been assigned to capture them. Start out at the scene of the crime, question witnesses. To help you decipher the clues you uncover, each of these award-winning games includes a treasure map book filled with maps and information. As you track the culprit, you'll sharpen your thinking skills. At the same time, you'll learn fascinating things about the geography, history and culture of the places you visit.


WHERE IN THE U.S.A. IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO? Carmen and her gang are stealing America's national treasures, and you'll get their trail. Includes Postcard USA travel guide.

WHERE IN EUROPE IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO? Carmen strikes again! This time, it's the 34 nations of Europe. To help you, you'll have the Road McPhee's Europe Travel Atlas of Europe plus an on-screen Fact-finder's Database and Criminator's Notebook.

Carmen Sandiego products are available for Apple, Apple II, Macintosh, Commodore, IBM and other compatible computers for suggested retail prices of $34.95 - $44.95.

For Product Information, See Pages 32, 41, 51, 55, 56, 84, 81, 91, 102, 105, 109, 112, 119, 123, 124, 128, 134.

Carmen has stolen the Panama Canal again.

Carmen's got styles that are always au point.
western civilization
GRADE LEVEL: 9TH TO 12TH
APPROPRIATE FOR: SCHOOL USE
A 3-semester course covering Western Civilization, from Ancient Greece, Rome, and Medieval Europe through Martin Luther, European nationalism of the late 1800s, and events of the 20th century. The series provides maps, timelines, learning games, and a complete lesson Planner that includes reproducible review and test questions.

Apple (590048) $99.95

World History on computer package
GRADE LEVEL: 9TH TO 12TH
APPROPRIATE FOR: SCHOOL USE
This package is based upon the traditional social studies curriculum in schools. It can be used as a drill-and-practice or tutorial. Contains the following titles: ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS, THE MIDDLE AGES, and MODERN EURASIA. Includes teacher's lesson planner and backup disks.

Apple (590049) $199.95

Learning Lab software—pelican software
Storystarters: social studies
GRADE LEVEL: 4TH TO 8TH
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE

With exciting graphics and backgrounds, students can recreate actual events or add their ownARGE to realistic creative writing skills. Reports, or social stories Geography books. Categories include: American Revolution. Inventors. Civil War. Colonization, and more!

Apple (12202) $12K

Mecc
(Minnesota educational computing corp.)
Jenny's journey
GRADE LEVEL: 3RD TO 9TH
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE

Are maps a mystery to you? Practice map-reading skills in an enjoyable format. Learn to use a map index, find locations, plot a route, and take a simulated drive through 'Lakes City.' Three levels of difficulty allow users to progress at their own pace. School version includes teacher's manual, student workbook, and backup disk.

Apple (590050) $29.95
IBM (590051) $29.95
School version (590052) $59.00

The ripple that changed american history
GRADE LEVEL: 5TH TO 12TH
APPROPRIATE FOR: SCHOOL USE
Reveals what students know about American history and motivates them to do historical research. Includes the Dicographic Dictionary of American History, a comprehensive resource book for researching important issues and people and dates so students can put the chronological perspective major events in U.S. history.

Apple (12203) $89.95
IBM (12204) $89.95

World geography
GRADE LEVEL: 9TH TO 12TH
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
Multi-words and phrases from information covering countries, continents, oceans, rivers, cities and towns throughout the world. Contains 35 pre-programmed lessons and contains 10 questions per lesson. Users can input up to 10 additional lessons of their own material. IBM requires Color Monitor.

Apple (590053) $19.95
IBM (590054) $19.95

Rand McNally
Choice or chance?
GRADE LEVEL: 9TH TO 12TH
APPROPRIATE FOR: SCHOOL USE
Helps students understand and recognize the relationships between causes and effect of historical happenings. It relates to geography. Covers three eras in history: exploration and colonization, expansion era, and industrialization.

Apple (590055) $111.00

Tom Snyder Productions, Inc.
American History pack
GRADE LEVEL: 5TH TO 8TH
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE


Apple (597200) $300.00
IBM (597201) $300.00

Unicorn software
All about America
GRADE LEVEL: 3rd to 4th
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
This two-disc program is designed to give young children an introduction to America's fascinating past. Each of the 18 scenes is accompanied by large, easy to read text, stunning graphics, its own word list, as well as reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. School version includes 2 backup disks.

Consumer version

Apple (590057) $49.95
Apple (590058) $49.95

Ticket to Hollywood
Ticket to Hollywood
GRADE LEVEL: 7th and up
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
Determines Dream of Hollywood. Exploring the exciting world of movie history from the silent screen to the latest blockbusters. Visit Paramount, Grauman's Chinese Theatre or over 30 other locations. Once the director of your favorite star. Your ultimate ticket to Tinsel Town. IBM requires CGA, EGA or Hercules card.

Apple (590059) $39.95
Apple (590060) $39.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $23.95
IBM (590061) $39.95
School version (590062) $49.95

Ticket to London
GRADE LEVEL: 7th and up
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
Is this the thief you found yourself in an adventure is London. Your mission takes you into stories, museums, restaurants and theaters. Face challenging questions about British art, history, geography, literature and more. MS-DOS requires Color Graphics Card, EGA or equivalent. Apple liga requires 512K disk drive.

Apple (590063) $39.95
Apple (590064) $39.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $23.95
IBM (590065) $39.95
School version (590066) $49.95

Ticket to Paris
GRADE LEVEL: 7th and up
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
You are on your way to Paris to find a lost cousin. You will book a hotel room, visit museums, explore the city at your French cuisine. Learn about French culture, language, history, art, banking, shopping and much more. Geometric graphics and file-use as a world to make your Paris adventure become a unique learning experience. MS-DOS requires Color Graphics Card, EGA or equivalent. Apple liga 384K disk drive.

Apple (590067) $39.95
Apple (590068) $39.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $23.95
IBM (590069) $39.95
School version (590070) $49.95

Ticket to Spain
GRADE LEVEL: 7th and up
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
Traveling through Spain in search of a family heirloom, you explore historic land marks, conferences with locals, attend a bullfight, shop or dine in authentic localities. All the while you learn about Spanish culture, language, history and contemporary life. Play in English or Spanish. MS-DOS format requires Color Graphics Card, EGA or equivalent. Apple liga requires 512K disk drive.

Apple (590071) $39.95
Apple (590072) $39.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $23.95
IBM (590073) $39.95
School version (590074) $49.95

Broderbund software
Where in Europe is Carmen Sandiego?
GRADE LEVEL: 5th and up
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
Carmen strikes again! This newest adventure takes you on a wild chase through all 54 European nations, using the latest in computer graphics and animation. Along the way, learn about European geography, history, economy, and culture, while developing valuable organizing, analyzing and research skills. Includes Rand McNally's "Concise Atlas of Europe". Apple version requires 512K and is compatible with 68K, 68K, and IBM, IBM card. IBM requires CGA. School version contains a teacher's guide and back-up disks.

Apple (590075) $49.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $49.95
IBM (590076) $49.95
School version (590077) $45.95

Consumer version

Apple (590078) $49.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $39.95
IBM (590079) $39.95
IBM 3.3 (Bluisc02016) $49.95

Consumer version

Apple (590080) $44.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $39.95
IBM (590081) $39.95
IBM 3.3 (Bluisc02016) $49.95

WHERE IN THE USA IS CARMEN SANDIEGO?
GRADE LEVEL: 5th and up
FOR HOME AND SCHOOL USE
In this educational entertainment program, you'll track a notorious gang of thieves as you learn about the geography, economy and history of the 50 states and the District of Columbia. Rodger's "USA Travel Guide" is included to help you in your search. School version contains a teacher's guide and back-up disks. Apple requires 128K.

Consumer version

Apple (590082) $44.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $39.95
IBM (590083) $39.95
IBM 3.3 (Bluisc02016) $49.95

School version

Apple (590084) $25.95
Comm 64/128 (Bluisc02016) $19.95

WHERE IN THE WORLD IS CARMEN SANDIEGO?
Grade Level: 5th and Up
For Home and School Use
An exploration game of travel and mystery utilizing The World Amatic: Track a thief from country to country in search of a stolen inocul gold coin. Transform given clues into hints and evidence and win with glory. A copy of The World Amatic is included. School version contains a teacher's guide and back-up disks. Apple requires 128K.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (B517AP)                      $ 39.95
- Commodore 64 (B517DCOM)           $ 34.95
- IBM (B517PC)                       $ 39.95
- Mac (B517MAC)                      $ 44.95

**School Version**
- Apple (B517AF)                     $ 48.95
- Commodore 64 (B517DCOM)           $ 44.95
- IBM (B5171PC)                      $ 56.95
- IBM 3.5 (B517VP)                   $ 59.95

COMPU-TEACH
SEE THE USA
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
Exciting geography game with five different modes of play. Learn states and capitals by taking a cross-country trip with full-screen color graphics at every destination. Test your knowledge of virtually any subject with the state-of-the-art quiz editor. Use the questions provided or write your own including hints and responses. IBM requires 256K. School version includes 5 discs, scope and sequence chart and instructional manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (CT51AP)                      $ 49.95
- IBM (CT51PC)                        $ 99.95

**School Version**
- Apple (CT51AF)                      $ 99.95
- IBM (CT511PC)                       $ 99.95

DESIGNWARE
(A Britancica Learning Company)
EUROPEAN NATIONS AND LOCATIONS
Grade Level: 5th and Up
For Home and School Use
Venture to Europe with this exciting and colorful introduction to the geography of the nations of Europe. Features include 2-color maps, pictures of famous art and architecture, and fact-filled student and teacher guides. IBM requires 256K. School version includes 5 discs, scope and sequence chart, and instructional manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (DL51AP)                      $ 49.95
- IBM (DL51PC)                        $ 99.95

**School Version**
- Apple (DL51AF)                      $ 99.95
- IBM (DL511PC)                       $ 99.95

STATE AND TERRITRY
Grade Level: 6th and Up
For Home and School Use
Combines U.S. geography, history and current news. Move states to their proper locations on a map of all the states in just a region. Or play the humorous travel match which includes famous cities and states. IBM requires 256K. School version includes 5 discs, scope and sequence chart, and instructional manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (D51AP)                       $ 39.95
- Commodore 64 (D51COM)              $ 39.95
- IBM (D51PC)                         $ 39.95

**School Version**
- Apple (D51AF)                       $ 39.95
- Commodore 64 (D51COM)              $ 39.95
- IBM (D511PC)                        $ 39.95

CROSSCOUNTRY CALIFORNIA
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
For Home and School Use
Discover America’s Golden State from the cab of your 18 wheel truck! Collect the commodities, up to 58, that mare California the richest and most popu- lous state. Two teams of truck drivers compete to most efficiently accomplish a mission assigned by the computer. Requires 68K. School version includes a back-up disk and a teacher’s manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (DT51AP)                      $ 39.95

**School Version**
- Apple (DT51AF)                      $ 39.95

CROSSCOUNTRY CANADA
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
For Home and School Use
The sun sets all night as you bump along the gravel road to know. Your mouth water in anticipation of the reme rest with your sister that awaits you at your favorite truck stop. Visit up to 83 Canadian cities and collect up to 50 commodities. Consult your map to chart your route through this vast country. School version contains a back-up disk and a teacher’s manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (DT51AP)                      $ 39.95

**School Version**
- Apple (DT51AF)                      $ 39.95

CROSSCOUNTRY TEXAS
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
For Home and School Use
The bluebonnets alongside the road from Dallas to Houston are a refreshing sight to your weary eyes. As you drive, you note from your rearview mirror the varied scenery of Texas. The extra-crisp heat in the summer, especially during the dinner season. Visit up to 135 cities and collect up to 50 commodities. Requires 68K. School version includes a back-up disk and a teacher’s manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (DT51AP)                      $ 39.95

**School Version**
- Apple (DT51AF)                      $ 39.95

CROSSCOUNTRY USA
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
For Home and School Use
Discover America! A wealth of facts and notion will thrill players as they experience the physical, geographic and political geography of the United States. Sharpen your map reading and problem solving skills as you visit up to 500 cities. School version contains a back-up disk and a teacher’s manual.

**Consumer Version**
- Apple (DT51AP)                      $ 39.95

**School Version**
- Apple (DT51AF)                      $ 39.95

DIAM
U.S. ATLAS ACTION
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
Features colorful maps of the 50 states, and a map of the entire U.S. This exciting game makes learning location and important facts about each state. JoyStick optional. Program can be printed. Lab packs contain 5 geography fact disks, 2 map activity disks, user’s guide, key chart, and reference chart.

**Apple (DLM51AP)                     $ 48.95
**Lab Pack**                          $ 15.95

WORLD ATLAS ACTION
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
Armchair travel at its best! Players have 13 maps of the world at their fingertips. Learn locations and important facts about each country, plus names of continents, oceans, and more. Corresponds to geography curriculum in grades 3 through 12. Comes with reproducible masters. JoyStick optional. Program can be printed.

**Apple (DLM51AP)                     $ 48.95

THE LANGUAGE OF MAPS—SERIES B: LOCATION AND DISTANCE
Grade Level: 3rd to 8th
For Home and School Use
Students travel by bus and plane, locating continents, countries, and cities. They learn how to read and interpret maps. Consists of three sections: Finding Your Way on Maps, Finding Places on Maps, and Measuring Distances on Maps. Includes teacher’s lesson plan and back-up disk.

**Apple (FLM51AP)                     $ 39.95

FOCUS MEDIA
EASY SEARCH: SOCIAL STUDIES—THE FIFTY STATES
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
Students provide a relocation service for “clients” looking for particular opportunities in the U.S. while learning to use a database. All 50 states can be researched. The extensive student workbook is a resource in itself and contains graphs, maps and charts. Also includes a teacher’s lesson planner.

**Apple (FMS51AP)                     $ 49.00

EASY SEARCH: SOCIAL STUDIES—SIXTY COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD
Grade Level: 5th to 9th
Appropriate for School Use
Students bring countries with common needs together while exploring the possibilities of database use. Research facts such as population, literacy rate, imports and exports of 60 countries. The extensive student workbook is a resource in itself and contains graphs, maps and charts. Also includes a teacher’s lesson planner.

**Apple (FMS51AP)                     $ 69.00

THE LANGUAGE OF MAPS PACKAGES
Grade Level: 3rd to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
This package is designed to help students understand and map. Includes Series A and Series B, teacher’s lesson planner, reproducible worksheets, and back-up disks.

**Apple (FLM51AP)                     $ 189.00

EASY SEARCH: SOCIAL STUDIES—THE U.S.
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
Appropriate for School Use
Explore the U.S. with a focus on geography. Students try to figure out where they are in the United States by observing physical, food, climate, animals, etc. Includes full color maps, lesson planner, workbook and back-up disks.

**Apple (FMS51AP)                     $ 129.00

EASY SEARCH: SOCIAL STUDIES—THE WORLD
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
Appropriate for School Use
Explore the world with a focus on geography. Students try to figure out where they are in the world by the clothing, weather, food, climate, animals, etc. Includes full color maps, lesson planner, worksheets and back-up disks.

**Apple (FMS51AP)                     $ 85.00

SATELLITE DOWN: RESCUE ADVENTURES IN GEOGRAPHY
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
A group of vitally important satellites has fallen from the sky. The students’ mission is to determine the location of each satellite using their wits and knowledge of geography. This package contains both the U.S. Edition and World Edition. Includes a lesson planner and back-up disk.

**Apple (FMS12AP)                     $ 139.00

TRAVELS WITH ZA-ZOOM PACKAGE
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
Travel the world and the U.S. with ZA-Zoom, the geography genie. This package contains both THE WORLD and UNITED STATES programs. Also includes full color maps, teacher’s lesson planner, reproducible worksheets and back-up disks.

**Apple (FM51AP)                      $ 129.00

TRAVELS WITH ZA-ZOOM: THE U.S.
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
Appropriate for School Use
Travel the U.S. with ZA-Zoom, the geography genie. Students try to figure out where they are in the United States by observing the physical, food, climate, animals, etc. Includes full color maps, lesson planner, workbook and back-up disks.

**Apple (FM51AP)                      $ 85.00

TRAVELS WITH ZA-ZOOM: THE WORLD
Grade Level: 4th to 9th
Appropriate for School Use
Travel the world with ZA-Zoom, the geography genie. Students try to figure out where they are in the world by what the clothing, weather, food, climate, animals, etc. Includes full color maps, lesson planner, workbook and back-up disks.

**Apple (FM51AP)                      $ 85.00
MACATLAS: PROFESSIONAL VERSION
Grade Level: High School to Adult
Ideal for use with publication and presentation software. Draw PICT format maps of the USA by cities, world regions by country and all 50 states by county. Major cities are included on all maps. Each state, country and county is a separate object that may be moved. Requires PICT and MacPaint or MacDraw.

- Micro: (MN001WC2) $199.95

MICRO POWER & LIGHT CO.

MAP READING
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use

- Apple (IS025AP) $48.95

POLARWARE

MAP PACK
Grade Level: High School and Up
For Home and School Use

- Apple (IS001AP) $24.95

MINDSCAPE
AMERICA COAST-TO-COAST
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

- Apple (IS020AP) $34.95

GREAT WAVE SOFTWARE
AMERICAN DISCOVERY
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use

- Apple (MB075AP7) $29.95

MATHEMATICS

GAME OF THE WORLDS
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

- Apple II, IIgs (MB075AP7) $39.95

- Micro Maps Software, Inc.

HYPERATLAS
Grade Level: High School to Adult
For Home and School Use

- Apple (IM003MC) $99.00

Students print and cut-out 10 70mm lids, then get information about countries of the world, states and cities of the USA. Add information and even create your own fully linked HAT logo! Can access virtually any kind of information from around the world. Requires MacPaint and HyperCard.

- Mac (MM003MC) $99.00

MILLENIUM PUBLISHING
GREAT STATES RACE
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
For Home and School Use

Detailed maps in MacPaint format. Ideal for student reports and teaching aids. Includes two world maps, six USA maps, and maps of all 50 states showing counties and boundaries. Requires MacPaint, MacPaint or SuperPaint.

- Mac: (MN001NC) $76.00

MILLION-1-PUBLISHING
GREAT STATES RACE
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
For Home and School Use

The players race across the states in hot air balloons and answer questions about the state over which they are flying. The questions include cities, capitals, rivers, lakes, famous people, historical events, sports, tourist sites, and other points of interest. Students can choose their own routes, have the computer guide them, or fly by itself.

- Apple (MN002AP) $34.95

SPY'S ADVENTURE IN EUROPE
Grade Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use

Travel to Europe to uncover the mystery of the missing scientist. Includes map-reading, logic and reasoning, and problem solving skills. Requires full version of AppleWorks. Requires MacPaint, MacPaint or SuperPaint.

- Apple (IS020AP) $17.95
- IBM (IS020FC) $19.95
- IBM (IS020NC) $19.95

SPY'S ADVENTURE IN NORTH AMERICA
Grade Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use

Take the first step into European history as you learn about the American West and the Civil War. The mystery is solved by the student and is presented with a detailed description of the adventure game. Includes: AppleWorks, MacPaint, SuperPaint, and SuperCard. Requires MacPaint, MacPaint or SuperPaint.

- Apple (IS025AP) $48.95
- IBM (IS025FC) $45.95
- IBM (IS025NC) $45.95

RANDOM HOUSE MEDIA
MAPPING WITH THE BOARS
Grade Level: 2nd to 4th
Appropriate for Home Use

Students play a game of map reading by following a map of the USA. The game involves identifying states, regions, and major cities. Students must also learn about the geography of the USA. Requires AppleWorks, MacPaint, and SuperCard. Requires MacPaint, MacPaint or SuperPaint.

- Apple (IS025AP) $48.95
- IBM (IS025FC) $45.95
- IBM (IS025NC) $45.95

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE, INC.
ATLAS EXPLORER
Grade Level: 4th to 12th
For Home and School Use

Detailed maps with pull-down menus make learning geography easy.学生s can select from three continents to choose their own adventure game. Includes: AppleWorks, MacPaint, SuperPaint, and SuperCard. Requires MacPaint, MacPaint or SuperPaint.

- Apple (IS025AP) $48.95
- IBM (IS025FC) $45.95
- IBM (IS025NC) $45.95

STONE & ASSOCIATES
ACROSS THE USA
Grade Level: 4th to 6th
Appropriate for Home Use

- Apple (IS004AP) $39.95
- IBM (IS004NC) $49.95

- DAVE SOKOLOWSKI

WEIRD READER SOFTWARE
MAP SKILLS
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use

Touch and install basic map making skills by following trip instructions around 5 maps of imaginary communities. Reconstructs pacing, revisions, problem solving, and hypothesis generation. Includes 100 trips on 10 difficulty levels. Program tracks distances and times. Package includes printer of all maps. Single map sheets for reproduction. Lab packs contain 5 program disks.

- Apple (IS003AP7) $39.95
- IBM (IS003NC) $49.95

- DAVE SOKOLOWSKI
THE RESEARCH COMPANION—SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
Grade Level: 8th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
Students become law students or legal assistants to a Supreme Court Justice in this powerful database simulation. With access to complete details of over 60 landmark court cases, they'll deal with First Amendment guarantees, equal protection, and much more. Includes print feature and Teacher's Lesson Planner.
- Apple (TSP1AP) $119.95
- IBM (TSP1IPC) $119.95

WHO'S GONNA ABACAXI?
Grade Level: 7th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
Your students will better understand Third World problems such as overpopulation, low literacy rates and high infant mortality in this intriguing simulation. Students role-play the president of Abacaxi, analyze development strategies and make difficult decisions. Includes special interactive feature, student workbook and teacher's lesson planner.
- Apple (TSP20AP) $89.95
- IBM (TSP20IPC) $89.95

TOM SNYDER PRODUCTIONS, INC.
CRITICAL ISSUES PACK
Grade Level: 8th to 12th
For Home and School Use
- Apple (TS25AP) $280.00
- IBM (TS25IPC) $280.00

THE CONGRESSIONAL BILL SIMULATOR
Grade Level: 8th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
Program turns students into legislators as they introduce bills into the House of Representatives. They can write their own bills or use one of ours. This simulation will expose students to the U.S. Congress, the legislative process, and the internal and external variables affecting a bill. Teacher's lesson planner and back-up disk are included.
- Apple (FPH16AP) $19.95
- IBM (FPH16IPC) $19.95

THE OTHER SIDE
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use
A two team computer/board game that teaches peace and conflict resolution. The two teams will enter a series of scenario encounters and a simulated international defense system. Limited communications lead to misunderstanding. Only cooperation and negotiation can achieve the goal to build a unified bridge between two nations. Cable or modem required for playing with computers.
- Apple (TP11AP) $49.95
- IBM (TP11IPC) $49.95

OUR TOWN MEETING: A LESSON IN CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
Grade Level: 3rd to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
As members of town agencies, students analyze and carry out various civic projects like building a hospital or improving town highways. Students balance what is financially possible with what is politically acceptable and keep community awareness. Designed to promote organized and thoughtful discussions.
- Apple (TS26AP) $99.95
- IBM (TS26IPC) $99.95

BLUE LION SOFTWARE CORP.
R.S.V.P.
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
How do you eat an acre of rice? When do you barter in Japan? How do you address a letter for a subscriber? These and your 700 other tricky situations are what you encounter in R.S.V.P. Use it as a game or as a practice tool. Learn about national and international manners and customs from 17 countries and 18 different cultures. ASCII format requires Color Graphics Card, EGA or equivalent. Apple lisp requires 512k disk drive.
- Apple lisp, lisp, lisp (BLL04AP) $39.95
- Comm 64 (BLL04C64) $29.95
- IBM (BLL04PC) $39.95

ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL
Grade Level: 7th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use
Students assume the role of a third-party candidate for President of the United States. Running behind in the polls, they begin a final cross-country campaign tour. Students address various temporal, economic, defense, social and foreign policy issues as they finalize their election platform.
- Apple (TS15AP) $119.95
- IBM (TS15IPC) $119.95

that's why they choose ANCHOR AUTOMATION modems.

Quality, Performance, and Credibility!
THE BUDGET PROCESS: A Question of Balance
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use

The nation is in an uproar, facing a revolution against a distant ruling government. Students learn the role of mayor of a town caught in the middle. Both the rebels and the home government want to use the town as a base. Students must decide to whom they owe their loyalty. Students look at America Revolution and others in history to help them discuss and decide what actions to take.

REVOLUTIONARY WARS: Choosing Sides
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use

Students assume the role of a member of the House of Representatives and the author of a federal budget bill. Not everyone, however, agrees with the bill. Some want tax cuts, others demand spending increases in stormy programs. Students experience the workings of the Congress and understand the important budgetary issues they struggle to get their bill passed.

COLONIZATION: Exploring the New World
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use

It's sometime in the future and students are making decisions about America's space program. Republics are establishing trade ports and military bases on nearby planets and moons. Should the U.S. send astronauts to the Moon? Who should go? Should students consider this situation to the Age of Exploration as they discuss how to invest their nation's resources?

FOREIGN POLICY: Burdens of World Power
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use

Students become the leader of one of the world's superpowers. As a king, seeks support suppressing popular rebellion in his strategically important nation. The rebels, possibly backed by a rebel leader, claim that the king is an oppressor. Guided by examples from U.S. history, students confront crucial issues and decisions in foreign policy as they attempt to bring the situation under control.

IMMIGRATION: Maintaining the Open Door
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use

As President of the United States, students must decide how to respond to a flood of unwanted refugees. Should they be welcomed or turned away? Each decision takes the students deeper into the issue of establishing an immigration policy for the country. Along the way, students examine the history of U.S. immigration and the policy itself.

The greatest way to introduce your child to computers... Together.

TOM SNYDER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

DECISIONS, DECISIONS™ SERIES
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use

The Decision, Decisions series is designed exclusively for the teacher as an aid to teach important subjects in the social studies curriculum. Teachers will present students with "you are there" scenarios and ask them to discuss the issues at hand. Students will then make a decision using historical references both local and outside to see the results of their actions. Each title includes a back-up disk, teacher's guide, teacher management module, student worksheets, 30 student books, and a new guide for teaching critical thinking in the classroom.

SOCIAL STUDIES

DECISIONS, DECISIONS™ SERIES
PLANTS: GROWTH AND SPECIALIZATION
Grade Level: 7th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
Describes plant cell differentiation, hormone effects on plants, root tip and terminal bud growth, and flower growth. The program describes the development of meristematic tissue into specialized tissue such as pacemaker cells and the development of cambium tissue in xylem and phloem. Requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.

PHYSICS
Grade Level: 7th and Up
Appropriate for School Use
Introduces students to basic principles of physics including motion, force, energy, and waves. Requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.

PROTOZOA
Grade Level: 6th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
Explores the microscopic world of Protozoa. Learn about the structures and functions within amoeba, Euglena, Paramecium and the Malaria Cycle. Colorful animations, exciting identification games and multiple choice quiz. A bonus Microscope Study Unit is also included. Complete teacher's guide with convenient, reproducible worksheets are included.

SCIENCE 7/8
Grade Level: 7th and 8th
For Home and School Use
Introduces students to the concepts of acceleration, velocity, force, and mass and their interrelation with experiencing with a car at a test track. Graphical representations show how changing one of the variables affects the others. Upon completion of the course, students should be able to determine which measurable variables affect acceleration and then design experiments to determine what the variables are. Requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.

Investigating Conservation of Energy
Grade Level: 6th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
Uses an imaginative carnival roller coaster to help students understand the concept of potential and kinetic energy, mass, acceleration of gravity, height and speed, and friction. Upon completion of the program, students should be able to describe the relationship between variables in determining their effect on potential and kinetic energy. Requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.

physics
Grade Level: 7th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use
Introduces general concepts of physics in a sequential manner. Requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.
Voice output is now an integral part of computer-based learning, especially at the primary level and with students with special needs.

Although there are a few good programs available which process "software only" voice, it is still necessary to use a dedicated speech add-on peripheral or plug-in board for nearly all of the "talking" educational software. The Echo products provide an extremely easy-to-use tool for making the student's time on the computer more successful by offering verbal assistance and feedback. The Echo products have set the standard for low cost, quality speech output for microcomputers for the past eight years. Most of the leading school software companies support the Echo with hundreds of compatible "talking" programs.

There are Echoes for every Apple or MS-DOS-based computer used in the classroom.
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS

Drinking & Not Drinking: The Choice Is Yours—Alcohol
Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use
Provides factual up-to-date information for anyone concerned with alcohol abuse. Utilizes color graphics to explain and illustrate the physiological, psychological and socio-cultural aspects of the drug. A glossary of key terms and definitions can be accessed by the learner during the tutorial. A self-test is included.

Apple (SADAP) $39.95
IBM (SADPC) $39.95

SIX CLASSES OF PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS
Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use
Provides factual up-to-date information about amphetamines, barbiturates, hallucinogens, cocaine, opium and volatile inhalants. Identifies the classes of psychoactive drugs, their dangers, dependence, psychological and physiological effects. Utilizes an interactive format, color graphics and immediate feedback. A glossary of key terms and definitions can be accessed. A self-test is included.

Apple (SADAAF) $39.95
IBM (SADACF) $39.95

SUPPORT GROUP DATA BASE
Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use
Contains contact information on dozens of substance abuse organizations. Designed so additional information and resources can be added, such as names, addresses, phone numbers and information about local support. Administrator has a password so unauthorized persons cannot breach security and make changes.

Apple (SADAPI) $39.95
IBM (SADPCI) $39.95

KEEP OFF THE GRASS: MARIJUANA
Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use
Provides factual up-to-date information for anyone concerned with marijuana abuse. Utilizes color graphics to explain and illustrate the physiological, psychological and socio-cultural aspects of the drug. A glossary of key terms and definitions can be accessed. A self-test is included.

Apple (SADAP) $39.95
IBM (SADPC) $39.95

TOBACCO: SMOKING & CHEWING
Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use
Aspects of increased cancer risk and symptoms are presented. New information on the addictive effects of nicotine is included. Tons are given information on how to quit cold turkey. Utilizes an interactive format, color graphics and immediate feedback. A glossary of key terms and definitions can be accessed. A self-test is included.

Apple (SADAPI) $39.95
IBM (SADPCI) $39.95

BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
SCIENCE TOOLKIT MODULE 2: EARTHQUAKE LAB
Grade Level: 4th and Up Appropriate for School Use
The sensitive seismograph included with the program and the on-screen seismograph plotter let you plot the phenomena of harmonic and wave motion, either measuring the heat in which the hot ocean and recording a real earthquake. Requires science toolkit master module disk, school version.

Apple (BS142AP) $39.95
IBM (BS142A) $39.95

UNDERSTANDING AIDS
Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use
Teaches young adults and the general public about Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. Presented from the basis of the Surgeon General's recommendations and follows CDC guidelines. Utilizes an interactive format, color graphics and immediate feedback. A glossary of key terms and definitions can be accessed. A self-test is included.

Apple (BS142AP) $49.95
IBM (BS142A) $49.95

EARTH SCIENCE
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER
SCIENCE 5/6
Grade Level: 5th and 6th For Home and School Use
This program contains 35 lessons of 10 questions each. Standard textbook material. The material covers the subject of Earth, Space science and provides facts and information on topics such as the earth, rocks and minerals, volcanoes, the weather, the food system, and many more. The program utilizes fill-ins-the-blanks type multiple-choice and true-false questions. It also allows the user to input up to 10 additional lessons of their own material. IBM requires color monitor.

Apple (AES12AP) $19.95
IBM (AES12PC) $19.95

ROMANCE: GAMES OF CHOICE ABOUT SEX
Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use
Presents basic sex education concepts to learners who may be sexually active, or would like information on sexuality and contraception. Corrects misconceptions and provides simulated outcomes, while providing information on abortion and personal sexual identity.

IBM (SADAPI) $49.95

FREE PRINTER SHARING PLANNING GUIDE

PaceMark created this comprehensive planning guide to give you an in-depth understanding of the concepts, advantages and applications of printer sharing in today's typical educational environment. For your FREE copy, write PaceMark Technologies or call our Toll-free Information Hotline (800) 502-5200 Ext. 888.

POWER FOR EVERY COMPUTER TO HAVE ACCESS TO A PRINTER

Now you have the power that allows any combination of your computers to efficiently share one or more printers—automatically, quickly and simultaneously.

A power that requires no switching whatever. A power that eliminates the time-wasting nuisance of swapping disks and the work stoppage that comes with waiting until the printer is free.

In addition, the internal high-speed memory buffer allows your students and teachers to work at 100% efficiency. This buffer, expandable to 512K, stores data sent by each computer in the sharing network and continuously feeds the information to your printer on a first-in, first-out basis. Since the Falcon ACS™ offers complete simultaneous capability, all of your computers can download data at the same time with no conflict... which means no more waiting.

A Lesson In Falcon Economics
Not only is Falcon ACS compatible with virtually all computers and printers, it really makes the grade when it comes to stretching your budget.

Instead of spending thousands of dollars on a roomful of printers, which probably sit idle much of the time, budgeting a great deal less for a Falcon will increase your productivity while lowering your equipment costs. It's a textbook example of good economics and the ideal solution for any classroom or computer lab.

PaceMark Technologies, Inc.

In A Class By Itself
Simple to install, easy to use, Falcon ACS offers more unique features and benefits than any other system. It is proudly made in the U.S.A. and comes with a one-year limited warranty.

© 1983 PaceMark Technologies, Inc. Falcon ACS. Share The Power and PaceMark are trademarks of PaceMark Technologies, Inc.
Everything isn't what it used to be.

With a word processor, spreadsheet and database in one package, AppleWorks has just about everything an Apple II owner could want.

You can jump from one program to another in the blink of an eye. Which makes AppleWorks an exceptional choice for fast-paced businesses.

AppleWorks is the best-selling Apple software of all time. And if you own an Apple IIe or IIc, you still can't buy a more powerful program.

Like AppleWorks, AppleWorks GS offers a powerful word processor. And you can enhance your work with type styles, sizes and fonts.

AppleWorks GS can read all your AppleWorks files. And when you transfer your spreadsheets to AppleWorks GS, you can add graphics.

The database lets you store and sort thousands of business, school or home records. And now you can use a mouse and pull-down menus.

A graphics program that seamlessly combines bit-mapped painting and object-oriented drawing capabilities will leave Macintosh users jealous.

AppleWorks GS includes the most powerful Apple II page-layout program you can buy. Put all the pieces together then publish them.

A spell checker with an 80,000 word dictionary is built in. Ditto for a thesaurus that can make you more articulate, eloquent or perspicacious.

What you see is what you get. Because any Apple ImageWriter or LaserWriter printer prints what you see on the screen exactly how you see it. Automatically.

AppleWorks GS supports most popular modems to let you send and receive files via telephone.

Introducing AppleWorks GS.

Six powerful programs in one easy-to-use package. Six programs working together to exploit the full resources of the Apple IIgs.

There's even a deal in the works for owners of AppleWorks, MultiScribe and MultiScribe GS.

A special upgrade offer that, as they say on late-night TV, will not be repeats.

Upgrade to AppleWorks GS and save.

We'll even pay for the phone call. Dial 800-544-8554 to get your upgrade kit now. And soon you'll have everything going for you again.

© 1988, Claris Corporation. All Rights Reserved. AppleWorks is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. In Canada, call 800/668-0495. AppleWorks GS requires an Apple IIgs with 1 MB of RAM, a hard disk and MultiScribe GS.

For Product Information, See Pages 93, 109, 119, 117, 128.
**AUDUBON WILDLIFE ADVENTURES: WHALES**
**Grade Level:** 4th to 8th

For Home and School Use

Five interactive stories introduce conservation issues. Play a marine biologist or a whale-watch expedition planner to explore, search and create solutions to the conflicts between people and whales. Simulated field work, ecological modeling and an on-line database help you find solutions. Developed by the National Audubon Society. Apple requires 128K. IBM requires 256K and color graphics adapter.

- Apple (C24AP) $49.95
- IBM (C40AP) $49.95

---

**DINOSAURS**
**Grade Level:** Preschool to 2nd

For Home and School Use

Using Montessori principles, DINOSAURS introduces the youngest child to computer literacy through matching and sorting games. Set the time in the dinosaur world. The Science Tool Kit comes complete with instructions for dinosaurs, paints, an eraser, and a three-year-old module that plays through the program. School version includes teacher's guide and back-up disk. Program can be printed, Apple II or Macs.

- Apple (BM314AP) $79.95
- IBM (BM314AP) $79.95

---

**AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER SCIENCE 3/4**
**Grade Level:** 3rd and 4th

For Home and School Use

Contains 35 lessons of 12 questions on a standard textbook material. The material covers elementary computer science. The program utilizes the classroom's high speed computer as a learning tool. The student can stop and start the program at their own pace. IBM requires color monitor.

- Apple (CE120AP) $19.95
- IBM (CE120AP) $19.95

---

**DESIGNERASE**
**Grade Level:** 3rd through 6th

For Home and School Use

A unique visual programming system that allows students to create their own programs without learning a programming language. IBM requires color monitor.

- Apple (BM1AP) $34.95
- IBM (BM1AP) $34.95

---

**THE GREAT SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE RACE: HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL**
**Grade Level:** 9th to 12th

For Home and School Use


- Apple (FM160AP) $189.00
- IBM (FM160AP) $189.00

---

**MEASUREMENTS, LENGTH, MASS, AND VOLUME**
**Grade Level:** 4th through 6th

For Home and School Use

Covers speed, distance and time. Students can design a race track, experiment, and track the results of their sprints.

- Apple (BM114AP) $89.00
- IBM (BM114AP) $89.00

---

**WHO AM I? PACKAGE**
**Grade Level:** 3rd through 6th

For Home and School Use

A unique visual programming system that allows students to create their own programs without learning a programming language. IBM requires color monitor.

- Apple (BM1AP) $34.95
- IBM (BM1AP) $34.95

---

**IBM (INTL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.)**

**SCIENTIFIC REASONING SERIES**

- Apple (DN1AP) $49.95
- IBM (DN1AP) $49.95
- Apple (DF160AP) $39.95
- IBM (DF160AP) $39.95
- Apple (DM160AP) $39.95
- IBM (DM160AP) $39.95
- Apple (DC500AP) $34.95
- IBM (DC500AP) $34.95
- Apple (DC516AP) $49.95
- IBM (DC516AP) $49.95

---

**FOCUS MEDIA**

**THE GREAT SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE RACE: JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL**
**Grade Level:** 7th to 8th

For Home and School Use

Contains the Junior High Level versions of the following packages: The Great Physics Knowledge Race, The Great Chemistry Knowledge Race, and The Great Earth Science Knowledge Race. Black-and-white versions are included.

- Apple (FM174AP) $119.95
- IBM (FM174AP) $119.95

---

**MEASUREMENT PROCESS: DISTANCE AND AREA**
**Grade Level:** 4th to 6th

For Home and School Use

Introduces students to the nature of the measurement process. The "Stethoscope" displays are used to measure the accuracy of measurement, different techniques to make the measurements, and methods for evaluating measurement errors. In the "Area" display, students develop a concept of area, area to be used for many of the areas drawings, for example, the objects are transformed into their area using a transparent tool. IBM requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.

- Apple (BM1135IC) $75.00
- IBM (BM1135IC) $75.00

---

**RATIO REASONING: CRYSTALS AND SPEED**
**Grade Level:** 6th to 12th

For Home and School Use

Students are guided throughout the experiment with color, volume and density as they try to discover which among the many crystals, spectrophotometers allow students to identify and analyze crystals. Simulated experiments allow students to create a histogram and to develop the concepts of distance, time and speed.

- Apple (BM1133IC) $75.00
- IBM (BM1133IC) $75.00

---

**SCIENTIFIC MODELS: BATTERIES AND BULBS**
**Grade Level:** 6th to 12th

For Home and School Use

Students learn the nature of scientific models of physical phenomena through simulations and observation. Students observe the behavior of circuits simulated on the computer. They are guided towards the construction of a scientific model and then make predictions based on the model. IBM requires IBM PC color display or equivalent.

- Apple IIb, IIc, IIe, IIIb (L032AP) $39.95
- IBM (BM1134IC) $75.00

---

**THEORY FORMATION: REFLECTIONS AND PATTERNS**
**Grade Level:** 6th to 12th

For Home and School Use

Two dialogues that teach students how to optimally structure scientific theories. The "Reflections" students are guided in forming hypotheses to explain optical illusions. Students are guided in forming hypotheses to explain optical illusions. Students are guided in forming hypotheses to explain optical illusions.

- Apple IIc, IIe, IIIb (L032AP) $39.95
- IBM (BM1143IC) $75.00
LEARNING COMPANY, THE
ROCKY'S BOOTS: LOGICAL THINKING & PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use

MICRO POWER & LIGHT CO.
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
Grade Level: 8th and Up
Appropriate for School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

MINDSCAPE
DIABLO II
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

This program develops logic thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $49.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $49.95

UNICORN SOFTWARE
ANIMAL KINGDOM
Grade Level: 1st to 6th
For Home and School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

FRENCH
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER FRENCH VOCABULARY
Grade Level: 7th and Up
Appropriate for School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES
WORD ATTACK PLUS--French
Grade Level: Beginning
For Home and School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

GESSELL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
BATTLE OF MOTES
Grade Level: Beginning and Intermediate
For Home and School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

GESSELL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
WORTGEFICH
Grade Level: Beginning
For Home and School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

GESSELL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
FLASH MATCH GERMAN
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

GESSELL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE INCORPORATED
FLASH AND MATCH FRENCH
Grade Level: 7th and Up
Appropriate for School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95

GESSELL EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE INCORPORATED
INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE INCORPORATED
FLASH MATCH FRENCH
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use

This program develops logical thinking and problem-solving skills and encourages creativity. Children build simple logic circuits on a base and make Rocky the Racoon “tick” the correct light. Over 40 games in all. A powerful game editor is included for experimentation.

SOFTWARE VERSION includes 2 diskettes, teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blank answer masters.

Apple (IP10946AP) $29.95
IBM (IP10946PC) $29.95
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

SPANISH

GESSLER EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

BATTLETA DE PALABRAS
Grade Level: Beginning & Intermediate
For Home and School Use

An exciting, two-disc vocabulary program that teaches hundreds of words and includes a fun-action arcade game. The program features nouns, verbs and adjectives in six categories: It includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words. Includes speaking disk.

Apples (GSDA1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDA1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDA1PC) $49.95

LA CORRIDA DE TOROS
Grade Level: Beginning to Intermediate
For Home and School Use

A program designed to help Spanish students learn vocabulary through the exciting sport of bullfighting. The program includes over 1000 words with accompanying pictures. The program also includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words.

Apples (GSDB1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDB1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDB1PC) $49.95

INDIVIDUAL SOFTWARE INCORPORATED

FLASH AND MATCH SPANISH
Grade Level: 7th and Up
Appropriate for School Use

A Flash and Match program using over 1000 words organized by subject and level. The program includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words. Includes speaking disk.

Apples (GSDC1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDC1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDC1PC) $49.95

LEARNING LAB SOFTWARE—PELICAN SOFTWARE

MONSTROUS FANTASIA
Grade Level: Beginning to Advanced
For Home and School Use

An imaginative adventure that takes the student on a journey through the land of the monsters. The program includes over 1000 words with accompanying pictures. The program also includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words.

Apples (GSDL1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDL1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDL1PC) $49.95

SPANISH GRAMMAR REVIEW
Grade Level: Beginning to Advanced
For Home and School Use

This program reviews the basic grammar topics that are taught in the beginning level Spanish courses. The program includes over 1000 words with accompanying pictures. The program also includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words.

Apples (GSDG1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDG1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDG1PC) $49.95

MICRO POWER & LIGHT CO.

WORD PREP (SPANISH)
Grade Level: 7th and Up
Appropriate for School Use

Vocabulary drill using 1,000 organized pairs of equivalent Spanish and English words. The program includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words. Includes speaking disk.

Apples (GSDH1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDH1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDH1PC) $49.95

OTHER

ARTWORK SOFTWARE COMPANY, INC.

LINKWORD LANGUAGES
For Home and School Use

A fun and interactive program that teaches students how to speak and read Spanish. The program includes over 1000 words with accompanying pictures. The program also includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words.

Apples (GSDI1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDI1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDI1PC) $49.95

MEDIA MATERIALS

SPANISH/ENGLISH VOCABULARY BASICS
Grade Level: 5th to 12th
Appropriate for School Use

An easy-to-use program that teaches students how to speak and read Spanish. The program includes over 1000 words with accompanying pictures. The program also includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words.

Apples (GSDM1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDM1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDM1PC) $49.95

THE LINGUIST

Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

An interactive language translation program that teaches students how to speak and read Spanish. The program includes over 1000 words with accompanying pictures. The program also includes a test generator, printer option, and an easy-to-use editor that allows the addition of new vocabulary words.

Apples (GSDT1AP) $49.95
Commodore 64 (GSDT1C64) $49.95
IBM (GSDT1PC) $49.95

JOSHUA'S READING MACHINE

Available in:
- Apple II
- Apple IIc
- IBM & MS-DOS
- Commodore 64
- Macintosh

A classic education starts right here.
Five award-winning, creative programs designed for interactive learning at home or in school.
**CURIOUS GEORGE GOES SHOPPING**

Grades: Pre-K to 1st
For Home and School Use

Curious George goes to the mall! Shopping for holiday gifts, the young anthropomorphic monkey meets different children throughout the store. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL872AP)** $24.95

**CURIOUS GEORGE IN OUTER SPACE**

Grades: Preschool to Kindergarten
For Home and School Use

An aspiring young scientist, Curious George is launched into space on a mission to explore the universe! This single, double-sided disk contains an interactive story with three reinforcement activities that focus on comparative words.

**APPLE (DL871AP)** $24.95

**TALKING MATH & ME**

Grades: Pre-K to 1st
For Home and School Use

This interactive disk features a talking math buddy who teaches 10 math concepts related to everyday math situations. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL876AP)** $49.95

**FISH SCALES**

Grades: Pre-K to 2nd
For Home and School Use

Six games for 1-2 players with sound, high-quality graphics, and animation. Follows how things are measured for height, length, and distance, and how measurement is used to compare sizes and lengths.

**APPLE (DL870AP)** $24.95

**NUMBER FARM**

Grades: Pre-K to 2nd
For Home and School Use

In this game, children use counting skills to feed the farm animals. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL878AP)** $32.95

**ANIMAL PHOTO FUN**

Grades: Pre-K to 2nd
For Home and School Use

Students can find the correct photo based on the phonetic sounds of the animal names. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL875AP)** $32.95

**COMPARISON KITCHEN**

Grades: Pre-K to 2nd
For Home and School Use

Children learn about food items through comparing and contrasting their colors and sizes. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL876AP)** $32.95

**SEASIDE STREET LEARNING LIBRARY VOLUME I**

Grades: Pre-K to 1st
For Home and School Use

This volume includes the first title in the series, "Beachcomber," which explores the ocean and its inhabitants. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL878AP)** $24.95

**K-12 MICROMEDIA PUBLISHING**

**CHILDREN’S CAROUSEL**

Grades: Pre-K to 2nd
For Home and School Use

This interactive disk features a talking math buddy who teaches 10 math concepts related to everyday math situations. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL870AP)** $24.95

**SEASIDE STREET LEARNING LIBRARY VOLUME II**

Grades: Pre-K to 1st
For Home and School Use

This volume includes the second title in the series, "Beachcomber," which explores the ocean and its inhabitants. Includes 10 levels of gaming.

**APPLE (DL878AP)** $24.95

**LEARNING LAB SOFTWARE—PELICAN SOFTWARE**

**THE BEARS ABC—1 2 3**

For Home Use

This program teaches children to recognize and match letters of the alphabet—both capital and associated small letters. A pelican retrieves letters in the sky while fish swim below trying to spell the words that are matched.

**APPLE (DL875AP)** $24.95
Here's What People Are Saying about EIGHT-IN-ONE™...

"A really powerful product… as good as $300 to $500… products." — Softletter

"It’s hard to suppress this reviewer's combination of admiration for [Eight-In-One] and bewilderment over how the company can offer so much for $59.95." — PC Clones

"… works as promised." — PC Week

"… the only computer program they (users) will ever need…" — NY Times

"***** the best integrated package I’ve ever seen…" — Home Office Computing

"PF8: First Choice and Microsoft Works, move over BetterWorking Eight-In-One may turn out to be the low-cost integrated sleeper of the year." — PC Magazine

"… this inviting and productive package would be a terrific bargain at twice the price." — Washington Post

BetterWorking Eight-In-One comes complete with every productivity tool you could ever need. It's a desktop organizer, outline word processor, spelling corrector, spreadsheet, graphics program, data base and communications package all rolled into one. Plus, Eight-In-One is integrated, allowing you to pass work smoothly among all eight applications. The reviews are in… isn't it time you looked at BetterWorking's Eight-In-One?

Price: $69.95

- IBM PC and True IBM Compatible
- Requires: 384K/OS/2.1 or higher
- Supports hard drive systems
- Graphics adapter required for graphics output
POLARWARE DINOSAURS ARE FOREVER Grade Level: Preschool and Up For Home and School Use

Children will have fun exploring the exciting world of dinosaurs through interactive activities. The book includes colorful pictures of dinosaurs from different time periods, allowing children to learn about their appearance and behavior.

- Apple (PS/1048) $29.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $29.95

RANDOM HOME MEDIA ANIMAL ALPHABET AND OTHER THINGS Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For School Use

This educational tool helps children learn the alphabet and other basic concepts through interactive activities featuring animal pictures and fun facts.

- Apple (PS/1048) $14.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $14.95

SEASAME STREET CRAYON: OPPOSITES ATTRACT Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For School Use

The crayons feature pictures of objects that are opposite in meaning, helping children to learn the concept of opposites. The pack also includes a storybook and activities.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

ELECTRIC CRAYON: HOLIDAYS AND SEASONS Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For Home and School Use

This colorful set of crayons is designed to teach children about holidays and seasonal events through creative drawing activities.

- Apple (PS/1048) $29.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $29.95

SEASAME STREET CRAYON: LETTERS FOR YOU Grade Level: Preschool and Up For Home and School Use

Each crayon features a letter of the alphabet, helping children to learn and recognize letters through colorful pictures.

- Apple (PS/1048) $14.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $14.95

SEASAME STREET CRAYON: NUMBERS COUNT Grade Level: Preschool and Up For Home and School Use

Children can learn numbers and counting through fun activities using crayons featuring numbers and basic math concepts.

- Apple (PS/1048) $14.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $14.95

THE BOARS TELL TIME Grade Level: 1st to 3rd For School Use

Students learn to tell time using the book's characters, the Boars. They practice matching analog and digital times, enhancing their understanding of time.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

CHARLIE BROWN'S ABC'S Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For Home and School Use

The book features color pictures of picture in alphabetical order, with each letter associated with a corresponding picture.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

THE BOARS' STORE Grade Level: 2nd to 5th For Home and School Use

This book teaches children about shopping and making purchases through interactive activities and exercises.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

INSIDE-OUTSIDE SHAPES Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For School Use

Children learn to identify shapes as squares, triangles, circles, and diamonds, using both visual and tactile cues.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

MR. AND MRS. POTATO HEAD Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For Home and School Use

This book introduces children to the classic Mr. and Mrs. Potato Heads and encourages them to create their own unique potato heads.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

PEANUTS® MARATHON Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For Home Use

The book includes stories about the Peanuts characters, teaching children about teamwork, friendship, and sportsmanship.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

PEANUTS® PICTURE PUZZLERS Grade Level: Preschool to 2nd For Preschool and Up

Children can develop their problem-solving skills by matching picture puzzles featuring the Peanuts characters.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

MIXED-UP MOTHER GOOSE Grade Level: Preschool and Up For Home and School Use

This book features popular nursery rhymes with a twist, encouraging creativity and fun.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

SPINNER SOFTWARE ALPHABET ZOO Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd For Home and School Use

Children can learn the alphabet through interactive zoo-themed activities.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

KINDERCOMP® GOLDEN EDITION Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd For School Use

This comprehensive computer programming course is designed to teach children basic programming concepts.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

KINDERCARD Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd For Home and School Use

Children can learn about programming and computer concepts through interactive activities and exercises.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

MIXED-UP MOTHER GOOSE Grade Level: Preschool and Up For Home and School Use

Stories in this collection feature popular nursery rhymes with a twist, making learning fun and enjoyable.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE, INC. EARLY GAMES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN: NINE GAMES LEARNING Grade Level: Preschool to 1st For Home and School Use

These early games are designed to teach fundamental skills such as counting, recognizing shapes, and following instructions.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

SIEIRA EARLY CHILDHOOD EARLY CHILDHOOD

The picture menu allows children to select a game, play with the computer, and learn about different games and activities available. It helps children develop basic computer skills.

- Apple (PS/1048) $49.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $49.95

EASY AS ABC Grade Level: Preschool to 1st For Home and School Use

A series of interactive games designed to teach children the alphabet, each with a unique theme.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

MIXED-UP MOTHER GOOSE Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd For Home and School Use

Stories in this collection feature popular nursery rhymes with a twist, making learning fun and enjoyable.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE, INC. EARLY GAMES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN: NINE GAMES LEARNING Grade Level: Preschool to 1st For Home and School Use

These early games are designed to teach fundamental skills such as counting, recognizing shapes, and following instructions.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

SIEIRA EARLY CHILDHOOD EARLY CHILDHOOD

The picture menu allows children to select a game, play with the computer, and learn about different games and activities available. It helps children develop basic computer skills.

- Apple (PS/1048) $49.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $49.95

EASY AS ABC Grade Level: Preschool to 1st For Home and School Use

A series of interactive games designed to teach children the alphabet, each with a unique theme.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

MIXED-UP MOTHER GOOSE Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd For Home and School Use

Stories in this collection feature popular nursery rhymes with a twist, making learning fun and enjoyable.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95

SPRINGBOARD SOFTWARE, INC. EARLY GAMES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN: NINE GAMES LEARNING Grade Level: Preschool to 1st For Home and School Use

These early games are designed to teach fundamental skills such as counting, recognizing shapes, and following instructions.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

SIEIRA EARLY CHILDHOOD EARLY CHILDHOOD

The picture menu allows children to select a game, play with the computer, and learn about different games and activities available. It helps children develop basic computer skills.

- Apple (PS/1048) $49.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $49.95

EASY AS ABC Grade Level: Preschool to 1st For Home and School Use

A series of interactive games designed to teach children the alphabet, each with a unique theme.

- Apple (PS/1048) $39.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $39.95

MIXED-UP MOTHER GOOSE Grade Level: Preschool to 3rd For Home and School Use

Stories in this collection feature popular nursery rhymes with a twist, making learning fun and enjoyable.

- Apple (PS/1048) $19.95
- IBM (PS/1048) $19.95
KINDERAMA
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR BASKETBOUNCE
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR BOP
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR NUMBERS
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR OPPOSITES
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR ABC
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR SHAPES
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

KID'S STUFF
Grade Level: Preschool
For Home and School Use

MY LETTERS, NUMBERS AND WORDS
Grade Level: Preschool
For Home and School Use

TEN LITTLE ROBOTS
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

WEEKLY READER SOFTWARE
THE NEW TALKING STICKYBEAR ALPHABET
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
For Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR BASKETBOUNCE
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR BOP
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR NUMBERS
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR OPPOSITES
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR ABC
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR SHAPES
Grade Level: Preschool/Kindergarten
Appropriate for Home and School Use

CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS
THE ELECTRONIC GRADEBOOK FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

K-12 MICROMEDIA PUBLISHING
CATALOG CARD & LABEL WRITER
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

IBM (INT'L BUSINESS MACHINES CORP)
TEACHER'S QUIZ DESIGNER
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

GRADE MANAGER
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

LIBRARY CIRCULATION MANAGER 2.0
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

LIBRARY MICROTOOLS: OVERDUES
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

TEST WRITER
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

LABELS, LETTERS, LISTS
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

SCHOOL VERSION
K-12 MICROMEDIA PUBLISHING
CATALOG CARD & LABEL WRITER
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

IBM (INT'L BUSINESS MACHINES CORP)
TEACHER'S QUIZ DESIGNER
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

GRADE MANAGER
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

LIBRARY CIRCULATION MANAGER 2.0
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

LIBRARY MICROTOOLS: OVERDUES
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

TEST WRITER
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

LABELS, LETTERS, LISTS
Grade Level: Librarian
Appropriate for School Use

SCHOOL VERSION
**Micro Power & Light Co.**

**Teacher Score Book**
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

This program is used to record, average, and report student scores. It can be used at any grade level. It is completely menu-driven and accommodates a full teaching load—up to 10 classes at 40 students per class. It supports a variety of scoring systems, including

- weighted or point systems, alphabetical as well as numerical scores.
- Student records can be printed.

- Apple (M1914P) ........................................ $39.95
- IBM (M1916P) ........................................... $39.95

**Mindscape**

**Gradebook Plus**
Grade Level: Teachers
Appropriate for School Use

- Apple (LS131P) ........................................ $49.95
- IBM (LS131PC) .......................................... $49.95
- Mac (LS131NC) .......................................... $39.95

- Mindscape School Software
  - Scholastic that Changes in Quality

- Apple (SEMICAP) ..................................... $59.95
- IBM (SEMICAPC) ..................................... $54.95

**Sensible Software**

**Report Card**
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use

An easy-to-use grading system to make the process of compiling students’ marks more accurate and efficient. It makes grading more flexible by allowing you to weigh activities according to importance, and gives you the ability to show students’ grades instantly as you progress through the school year.

- Apple (SEM1CAP) .................................. $39.95
- IBM (SEM1CAPC) .................................. $39.95

**Advanced Ideas**

**The Game Show**
Grade Level: 6th and Up
For Home and School Use

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**People, Places and Things**
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use

Social studies, Science and History. Must use with THE GAME SHOW Master Disk.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Science—Elementary Series**
Grade Level: 3rd to 8th
For Home and School Use

A two-disc series containing grade-specific, curriculum-based subjects in science. Includes comprehensive documentation corresponding to major textboks. Each grade level also available on individual subject diskettes. For use only with THE GAME SHOW Master Disk. IBM requires color graphics card.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Social Studies—Elementary Series**
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use

A two-disc series containing grade-specific, curriculum-based subjects on social studies. Includes comprehensive documentation corresponding to major textboks. For use only with THE GAME SHOW Master Disk.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Foreign Language Words**
Grade Level: 6th and Up
For Home and School Use

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Language Arts Elementary Series**
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use

A four-disc series containing grade-specific, curriculum-based subjects on language and vocabulary. Includes comprehensive documentation corresponding to major textboks. For use only with THE GAME SHOW Master Disk. Printer supported.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Win With Words I**
Grade Level: 1st to 4th
For Home and School Use

Contains language, Science and Social Studies. Must use with THE GAME SHOW Master Disk.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Win With Words II**
Grade Level: 4th to 8th
For Home and School Use

Contains language, Science and Social Studies. Must use with THE GAME SHOW Master Disk.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**You and Your World**
Grade Level: 1st to 3rd
For Home and School Use

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Basic Skills**
Grade Level: 1st to 8th
For Home and School Use

Practice general learning readiness skills. Must use with MASTER MATCH Master Disk.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

**Science and Math**
Grade Level: 1st to 8th
For Home and School Use

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

---

**General Learning Series**

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95

---

**Lucky’s Magic Hat**
Grade Level: Kindergarten and Up
For Home and School Use

Guides children through a land of leprechauns where words and pictures lead them to filling pots of gold. Scrolls inscribed with paragraphs, pictures, and patterns appear on the screen. Mini-authoring system. Can be used with either Apple or IBM. IBM requires color graphics card.

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $39.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $39.95

- Apple (CA145AP) .................................. $19.95
- IBM (CA145APC) .................................... $19.95
WEALTH INSURANCE
Grade Level: 9th to Adult
For Home and School Use
Wealth Insurance uses historic data to demonstrate economic cycles. You’ll learn the best investments for the potential future years ahead. Find out when to buy gold, stocks, bonds, precious metals, real estate and more. You’ll discover ways to protect your earnings, to hold off on your savings, and to avoid costly investment mistakes.

E. NELSON PUBLISHING CO
(b>by Decision Development Corp.)
HOUS-A-FIRE
Grade Level: 2nd to 8th
For Home and School Use
Learn about fire safety and prevention. A game for the entire family. Yes, a freshman learns to get out fast. Contains 13 topics such as heat energy, types of fires and exits and cutout from a burning building. IBM requires ESC

IBM (520PC) ................................. $ 39.95
IBM (2.5(M22PC)) ............................. $ 39.95

DIDATECH SOFTWARE, LTD.
ALL THE RIGHT TYPE
Grade Level: 5th to 10th
Appropriate for School Use
Learn the key aspects of typing! Acquire skills in correct fingering and keying practices. Use sentences, paragraphs, and numbers. Monitor progress by typing in timed tests. Lesson plans included. An Authoring System allows you to create and store your own material. The handy microcomputer system completes your needs.

School Version

Apple (OT19A) .................................. $ 49.95

DLM
FREDDY’S PUZZLING ADVENTURES
Grade Level: 2nd and Up
For Home and School Use
Helps children learn problem-solving and logical thinking skills. Contains variety of number and word puzzles and allows players to create and store puzzles. Levels increase in difficulty. IBM: requires ESC

Apple (DLM23A) .................................. $ 32.95

FOCUS MEDIA
THE BASICS OF BASIC
Grade Level: 4th to 10th
Appropriate for School Use
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich (HBJ)
COMPUTER PREPARATION FOR THE ACT
Grade Level: Junior/Senior High School
For Home and School Use
This series teaches the various functions, capabilities, algorithms, terminology, and conventions of the computer. It offers interactive training which will enable you to design, explain, and implement databases using DBASE III PLUS. Includes lessons on report generation, command files, multiple files, and recovering data.

IBM (80386) ................................. $ 69.95

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING FOR DBASE III PLUS
Grade Level: 9th and Up
Appropriate for School Use
This program teaches the various features, capabilities, algorithms, terminology, and conventions of DBASE III Plus. It offers interactive training which will enable you to design, explain, and implement databases using DBASE III PLUS. Includes lessons on report generation, command files, multiple files, and recovering data.

IBM (80386) ................................. $ 69.95

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING FOR LOTUS 1-2-3
Grade Level: 9th and Up
Appropriate for School Use
This program teaches 1-2-3 features. Lessons cover starting and editing workbooks, 2-3 terminology, saving windows, performing “What If” analysis with pivot tables, and the use of functions. Also included is an in-depth coverage of database management and spreadsheet operations at 1-2-3 levels.

Apple (H8033A) .................................. $ 42.95

LEARN TO TYPE
Grade Level: 5th and Up
For Home and School Use
A challenging game of chase, which displays test results and records your progress, sharpens your typing skills and helps to perfect. The easy-to-use graphics allow you to type each key without looking at the keyboard.

IBM (515PC) .................................. $ 15.95

LEARN TO USE DOS
Grade Level: 5th and Up
For Home and School Use
A highly interactive guide into your computer becomes both teacher and tutor. Starting with the basic progress to DOS mastery by using DOS commands properly and effectively. Plan Your English explanations and excellent DOS simulations help you take control of your PC. Everything you need to know to effectively use DOS is here.

IBM (515PC) .................................. $ 29.95

LEARN TO USE YOUR PC
Grade Level: 5th and Up
Appropriate for School Use
Creative graphics, color, practice exercises and games. The start to command your PC immediately through "exercises" practice lessons. Emphasizes the essential PC components, and teaches you effectively enter and use information. You start to use your computer before you know what you want to do.

IBM (H8032C) .................................. $ 39.95

LEARNING RESOURCES
INTERACTIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS
CBEST
Grade Level: College—Senior/Graduates
Appropriate for School Use
An interactive tutorial on DOS commands for all versions of DOS. Includes DOS 4.0, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8 and 3.0 and other DOS versions. Familiar, highly interactive, self-paced, environment. Learn to use DOS commands such as: ERASE, COPY, and DELETE. Use EDLIN, understand PATH, install directories, and more. Creative use of graphics, travel and animation. Requires IBM.

IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 39.95

SMARTGUIDE FOR DOS
Grade Level: Junior/High and Up
For Home and School Use
You may never need to use the DOS manual again. This memory resident tutorial program has easy-to-use menus to access the different DOS commands (through 9). Clear, easy-to-understand explanations provide complete information for working with each command. Tips and tricks from DOS experts help you take advantage of powerful features.

IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 29.95

TUTORIAL SET
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 12th
For Home and School Use
Combines Instructor and Professor DOS into one unique complete training package to take you from PCV introduction through sophisticated DOS commands.

IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 89.95

TYPOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTOR ENCORE
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
New! An easy and fun way to learn to type, to build speed and accuracy. This program features 6x5 Macintosh, automatic character correction, pull down menus and new graphics. Includes over 58 different tests, teaches how to “touch type” numerals and correct finger-to-key placement.

IBM (H8022C) .................................. $ 39.95

GENERAL LEARNING
GRE
Grade Level: College—Junior/Senior
Appropriate for School Use
Four disk sets provide a thorough review for students preparing for the GRE. Two diagnostic practice exams assess students’ strengths and weaknesses in all areas covered by the GRE; math, verbal and analytical. Provides personalized performance feedback in all 3 major areas and retests all answers, correct and incorrect.

Apple (8020AP) .................................. $ 49.95
IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 49.95
Mac (8020MC) .................................. $ 49.95

GMAT
Grade Level: College—Junior/Senior
Appropriate for School Use
A comprehensive 4-disc program covering reading comprehension, problem solving, analogies, analogy completion, data sufficiency and sentence completion. Includes complete diagnostic practice exams to identify strengths and weaknesses in 21 GMAT substantive areas. An excellent tool for preparing for business schools or an MBA. All answers fully explained.

Apple (8020AP) .................................. $ 69.95
IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 69.95
Mac (8020MC) .................................. $ 69.95

LSAT
Grade Level: College—Junior/Senior
Appropriate for School Use
The perfect tool for students planning to enter the competitive world of law school. The 6-disc program includes 2 diagnostic practice exams geared to help students strengthen their weaknesses in 21 LSAT substantive areas. Includes study skills for dealing with information, test taking comprehension, principles of reasoning, and logical reasoning. All answers fully explained.

Apple (8020AP) .................................. $ 89.95
IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 89.95
Mac (8020MC) .................................. $ 89.95

LSAT
Grade Level: College—Junior/Senior
Appropriate for School Use
The perfect tool for students planning to enter the competitive world of law school. The 6-disc program includes 2 diagnostic practice exams geared to help students strengthen their weaknesses in 21 LSAT substantive areas. Includes study skills for dealing with information, test taking comprehension, principles of reasoning, and logical reasoning. All answers fully explained.

Apple (8020AP) .................................. $ 89.95
IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 89.95
Mac (8020MC) .................................. $ 89.95

INTERACTIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS
CBEST
Grade Level: College—Senior/Graduates
Appropriate for School Use
An interactive tutorial on DOS commands for all versions of DOS. Includes DOS 4.0, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8 and 3.0 and other DOS versions. Familiar, highly interactive, self-paced, environment. Learn to use DOS commands such as: ERASE, COPY, and DELETE. Use EDLIN, understand PATH, install directories, and more. Creative use of graphics, travel and animation. Requires IBM.

IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 39.95

SMARTGUIDE FOR DOS
Grade Level: Junior/High and Up
For Home and School Use
You may never need to use the DOS manual again. This memory resident tutorial program has easy-to-use menus to access the different DOS commands (through 9). Clear, easy-to-understand explanations provide complete information for working with each command. Tips and tricks from DOS experts help you take advantage of powerful features.

IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 29.95

TUTORIAL SET
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 12th
For Home and School Use
Combines Instructor and Professor DOS into one unique complete training package to take you from PCV introduction through sophisticated DOS commands.

IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 89.95

TYPOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTOR ENCORE
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
New! An easy and fun way to learn to type, to build speed and accuracy. This program features 6x5 Macintosh, automatic character correction, pull down menus and new graphics. Includes over 58 different tests, teaches how to “touch type” numerals and correct finger-to-key placement.

IBM (H8022C) .................................. $ 39.95

GENERAL LEARNING
GRE
Grade Level: College—Junior/Senior
Appropriate for School Use
Four disk sets provide a thorough review for students preparing for the GRE. Two diagnostic practice exams assess students’ strengths and weaknesses in all areas covered by the GRE; math, verbal and analytical. Provides personalized performance feedback in all 3 major areas and retests all answers, correct and incorrect.

Apple (8020AP) .................................. $ 49.95
IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 49.95
Mac (8020MC) .................................. $ 49.95

GMAT
Grade Level: College—Junior/Senior
Appropriate for School Use
A comprehensive 4-disc program covering reading comprehension, problem solving, analogies, analogy completion, data sufficiency and sentence completion. Includes complete diagnostic practice exams to identify strengths and weaknesses in 21 GMAT substantive areas. An excellent tool for preparing for business schools or an MBA. All answers fully explained.

Apple (8020AP) .................................. $ 69.95
IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 69.95
Mac (8020MC) .................................. $ 69.95

LSAT
Grade Level: College—Junior/Senior
Appropriate for School Use
The perfect tool for students planning to enter the competitive world of law school. The 6-disc program includes 2 diagnostic practice exams geared to help students strengthen their weaknesses in 21 LSAT substantive areas. Includes study skills for dealing with information, test taking comprehension, principles of reasoning, and logical reasoning. All answers fully explained.

Apple (8020AP) .................................. $ 89.95
IBM (8020PC) .................................. $ 89.95
Mac (8020MC) .................................. $ 89.95
LEARNING COMPANY, THE
GERTRUDE’S PUZZLES: BASIC THINKING SKILLS
Appropriate for School Use

Six challenging puzzles, more advanced than those in Gertrude’s Swatch, exposure students’ analytical thinking skills. By ordering and sorting playing pieces by shape and color attribute, students learn to recognize patterns and relationships. SCHOOL VERSION includes 3 levels: 2-digit, sequence and 1-digit, and classmate puzzles. LAB PACK includes 6 cards in a 3-ring binder. Teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blackline masters.

Grade Level: 3rd to 7th
Appropriate for School Use

Grade Level: 1st to 5th
Appropriate for School Use

Grade Level: 2nd to 5th
Appropriate for School Use

MCP TOYS

GERTRUDE’S SECRETS:
EARLY THINKING SKILLS
Grade Level: Kindergarten to 4th
For Home and School Use

Seven easy games built a child’s basic thinking and problem-solving abilities. Move colorful shapes to make puzzles and score points from Gertrude, the friendly Goose. SCHOOL VERSION contains 2 cards: Tenant teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blackline masters. LAB PACK contains 6 cards in a 3-ring binder. Teacher’s guide with lesson plans, scope and sequence chart, and blackline masters.

Grade Level: 2nd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

Grade Level: 5th to 8th
Appropriate for School Use

Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
Appropriate for School Use

MIND CASTLE II

TOM CASTLE

TOUCH TONE TYPING TUTOR
Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use

A unique approach in learning to type. Each of 10 home keys has a musical tone. Songs, rhymes, stories, facts, words, spelling, puzzles, and review games are included. A four-level lesson game is both fun and educational.

Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 4th to 6th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 3rd to 5th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 4th to 6th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 1st to 3rd
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 2nd to 5th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 3rd to 6th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 4th to 6th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 5th to 6th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 6th to 8th
For Home and School Use

Grade Level: 6th to 8th
For Home and School Use
WETPAINT FOR PUBLISHING VOLUME 3/4
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Introduction of turn-of-the-century imagery such as animals, plants, life, landscapes, characters and facial expressions. Includes the Ink accessories Arribaluga and PattenMover®. Includes ImageWriter or LaserWriter printers. Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

MAC/TUG/PYROGYH
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Design and build custom calculator desk accessories. No programming required. Just plug prefabricated part shapes into a calculator case and select the functions. Each sequenced calculator case may be custom mapped to the Mac keyboard or keypad. Mac/PrintMac/OneWrite tools are included for customizing the calculator case. Requires Mac ST.

WETPAINT INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION VOLUME 5/12
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Turn-of-the-century images including professions, business situations, buildings and scenes. The wire mesh includes tables for traveling salesmen, match books, the Pennsylvania Railroad, and as an English-Glycine translations for the novel. Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

WETPAINT ISLAND LIFE VOLUME 15/16
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Modern life art and crime, digitized images from Hawaii and Hawaiian artists, including tropical vegetation, animal life, Hawaiian dancers and muscians from surfing to canoe racing. Arribaluga includes Arribaluga and PattenMover®. Includes ImageWriter or LaserWriter printers. Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

WETPAINT OLD WORLD ALMANAC VOLUME 13/14
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
A collection of turn-of-the-century encyclopedia images such as animals, plants, life, landscapes, characters and facial expressions. Includes the Ink accessories Arribaluga and PattenMover®. Includes ImageWriter or LaserWriter printers. Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

WETPAINT CLASSIC CUP ART VOLUME 1/2
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Modern maps, borders, symbols, international icons, computers, planes, trains, automobiles, office furnishings & fixtures, foods, drinks, vegetables, fruits, women, men, workers. Includes the Ink acces-
sories Arribaluga and PattenMover®. Requires ImageWriter or LaserWriter printers and Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

WETPAINT SPECIAL OCCASIONS VOLUME 7/8
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Turn-of-the-century Christmas, other holidays, scenes, weather, animals, music, dance, food and festivity. Includes the desk accessories Arribaluga and PattenMover®. Requires ImageWriter or LaserWriter printers. Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

WORLD CLASS FONTS: THE GIANTS VOLUME 5/12
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Contains selected ultra-large fonts sets from families contained in the Originals and Stylistic volumes. The large fonts are extremely useful for creating desktop publications. The BigCap™ and Default™ desk accessories are included along with the FontCharter™ application. Requires ImageWriter or LaserWriter printers. Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

DELUXE PAINT 2.0
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
This painting program has speed, power, and versatility for professional graphic artists, as well as being easy to use and fun for amateurs. Loads of special features, like ‘zoom’ imaging, independent right- & left-screen zooming, and independent multiple coloring.

(AM) Envoy ($87.89)

(AM) D57 ($19.95)

WORLD CLASS FONTS: THE ORIGINALS VOLUME 1/2
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
A starter set with everything from practical text fonts to large and unusual display type and even symbolic border and foreign language fonts (Greek, Hebrew, Russian, Middle English and Medieval Russian). The BigCap™ and Default™ desk accessories are included along with the FontCharter™ application. Requires ImageWriter or LaserWriter printers. Arribaluga requires Mac ST.

DELUXE PAINT II
Grade Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Prints out almost any kind of correspondence you can think of. And has fonts over 100 graphic images and borders that are included on disk. Can mix several fonts, type styles, and graphics on one print out and 13 powerful tools let you pick font, move, center, flip and edit text.

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

DELUXE PRODUCTIONS
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use
The high-resolution graphics animation tool for video professionals. Sophisticated “storyboard” design concept makes productions extremely powerful, yet flexible and easy to use. Create professionally realistic video graphics and business professionals. Features include: interactive on-screen cursor, look through for lookalike images, randomize, change production and controls thirsty productions with easy assignment controls, just to name a few.

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

EA MOUSE WITH DELUXE PAINT II
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
Deluxe Paint II now has its own mouse with all the basics, tools like buttons, pens, erasers, and filled-in shapes, and it adds special enhancements too. The airbrush works just like a professional’s — if paint is a continuous spray and has an adjustable nozzle. The mouse is Opto-Mechanical, has a 200 dpi two button serial mouse with a built-in Quadline connector and optional lighted-programs menu for levels 1-2.

(AM) Envoy II ($185.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($185.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($185.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($185.95)

EPIC
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
A graphics program which can be used with desktop publishing programs, home productivity programs, or other graphics programs. Allows the creation of complex symmetrical art which can be moved to other applications. Fine detail work with cut and paste processing can be done.

(AM) Create ($98.95)

(AM) Create ($98.95)

(AM) Create ($98.95)

(AM) Create ($98.95)

GREAT WAVE SOFTWARE
CRYSTAL PAINT
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use
A fun and powerful tool to let you create cards, certificates, flyers, stationery, and banners. Features include: true-color, high quality graphics, a complete set of paint tools and a wide variety of borders, and graphics.

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

PRINT MAGIC
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Create name tags, campaign buttons, awards, VCR labels, holiday gift stickers, mailing labels, seals, medallions, labels for wine, beer, soda, etc. Includes Mac/PrintMagic, Draw 64/PrintMagic, Mac/PrintMagic and Mac/PrintMagic for Windows. Includes Mac ST.

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

STICKER MAKER
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
Create name tags, campaign buttons, awards, VCR labels, holiday gift stickers, mailing labels, seals, medallions, labels for wine, beer, soda, etc. Includes Mac/PrintMagic, Draw 64/PrintMagic, Mac/PrintMagic and Mac/PrintMagic for Windows. Includes Mac ST.

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($89.95)

CARDWARE
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
The first computerized birthday greeting card that will captivate you with musical animation. The print utility disk features a choice of three full page and five quarter page graphics for creative expressions. The animated icons can be personalized, colored and tinted to a menu.

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

HEARTWARE
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
A computerized greeting card program with musical animations to woo a special friend. For expressions of affection to a friend, there are three full-page graphics and four quarter-page graphics to choose from on this print utility disk.

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)

(AM) Envoy II ($199.95)
PARTYWARE
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
This is the print utility tome of all your party accessories. Print greeting cards, invitations, banners, plus much more. To assure no special person or event is forgotten, there is a database which saves up to 60 names and addresses, date of birth, and two special occasion dates.

Apple/IBM (HT7201AP) ........................................... $14.95
Commodore 64/Amiga (HT7201CD) ......................... $14.95

PRINTPOWER
Grade Level: 8th and Up
For Home and School Use
Powerful print utility software to design and print signs, cards, stationery, banners and more! Includes multiple fonts and borders, 60 high resolution graphics, on-screen template to help visualize your design and line-by-line text editing. Ideal for home, school and office.

Apple/IBM (HT4202AP) ........................................... $14.95
Commodore 64/Amiga (HT4202CD) ......................... $14.95

LEARNING LAB SOFTWARE—PELICAN SOFTWARE
BULLETIN BOARD MAKER
Grade Level: Adult
Appropriate for School Use

Decorate your classroom with a delightful batch of seasonal and holiday graphics, silly letters, nifty numbers, international neighbors and more! Pelican Turf Trends. Requires IBM and Amiga.

Apple (LL140A) ........................................... $24.95

MONSTROUS MONSTERS
Grade Level: 1st and Up
For Home and School Use
Looking for that double-sided disk are monstrous creations waiting for Dr. Frankenstein to bring them to life? Using Superprint*, you can assemble and print small to tall-sized characters of all kinds. Write a story or caution go along with your wall-sized wonders. Requires IBM and Superprint.*

Apple (LL150A) ........................................... $24.95

MORE MONSTERS & MAKE-BELIEVE ART ALBUM (DATA DISK)
Grade Level: 1st and Up
For Kindergarten
A double-sided data disk filled with an additional assortment of body parts, props, and backgrounds for use with all your favorite programs in the Pelican Creative Writing Series. Create magical mermaids, mythical kings or wart-faced witches.

Apple (LL170A) ........................................... $24.95

PELICAN FAMILY CLIP ART ALBUM (DATA DISK)
Grade Level: 1st and Up
For Home and School Use
This extraordinary clip art can be used with Superprint* or the Pelican Creative Writing Series. Add a dimension of humor to your Monsters and Make-Believe Stories. A whimsical animal collection in your Monsters and Make-Believe Creation, or make it your project using Superprint*. The categories include: animal portraits, expressional, silly seasons, holiday greetings, and of course a hefty helping of Pelican Turf Trends. Requires Superprint* or Creative Writing Series Program.

Apple (LL190A) ........................................... $24.95

MECC (Minnesota Educational Computing Corp.)
CALENDAR CRAFTER
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
This electronic calendar helps you keep track of important dates—holidays, birthdays, sporting events, etc. Use for designing and printing calendars. Create calendars for a week, month, or full year and print in different sizes. Each date can include short notes. Decorate calendars with various type styles and graphics.

Apple/IBM (MECC050) ........................................... $8.95

PUZZLES AND POSTERS
Grade Level: 1st and Up
For Kindergarten
Need an extra hand creating enjoyable and challenging projects for your students? Let your computer and printer do the work of producing a variety of unique educational puzzles. You can design and print attractive puzzles and posters to brighten up the classroom for 1 or 2 special occasions. Includes Teacher’s Manual, Student Workbook, and back-up disk.

Apple (MECC120A) ........................................... $18.00

MEDIAGENIC
CLIP ART GALLERY
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

The largest clip art collection available for the Apple IIgs. Over 600 pieces of clip art to suit every need. Every idea... from business to pleasure, use with PAINTWORKS PLUS, or WRITER’S CHOICE ELITE to create letters, invitations, memos, logos, cards, and more.

Apple IIgs (ACT4050) ........................................... $29.95

PAINTWORKS GOLD
Graphic Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Over 80 new features have been added to this powerful paint, yet it maintains the ease of use of PAINTWORKS PLUS! New features include freehand and automatic, 3-0 perspective, shrink, stretch, paste, blend, and layered color clipping, variable zoom effects and color cycling. Requires Mouse and 2.0 HD.

Apple IIgs (ACT4050) ........................................... $99.95

Fourteen Ways To Improve Your Day.
Examine the products above. Each and every one can save you time, money, fatigue, or aggravation. They’re not very big. They’re no very expensive. But if you work with a computer, they can make your life so much nicer you won’t know how you managed without them. Thank you for thinking of Curtis.

The Experts in Accessories
Marketing Company, Inc.

A subsidiary of Roland Corporation
For Product Information, See Page 138
STICKYBEAR DRAWING
Grades Level: 1st and Up
For Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR PRINTING
Grades Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

STICKYBEAR PUBLISHING
Library 1 Library
Grades Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

MUSIC

MIDI MAGIC
Grades Level: High School
Appropriate for Home Use

An easy-to-use music sequencer which uses module sequencing with standard MIDI music. Music and graphics improve the student's abilities in music reading and keyboard music reading.

- Apple II (C6902AP) $149.95

CODA MUSIC SOFTWARE
EAR TRAINING 3
Grades Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

Gives you complete control of the music and sound capabilities of your computer. An orchestra of instruments is at your call as you enter and arrange with a joystick or touchpad! You can even synthesize your own instruments or import sound effects on the "Sound Engineering Board," joystick required.

- Amiga (C6914AP) $79.95
- Apple III (C69171) $99.95
- Atari ST (C69151) $49.95
- Commodore 64 (C69161) $49.95

BROADERBAND SOFTWARE
JAM SESSION
Grades Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use

Choose several musical styles from rock and roll to classical. Then, use your computer keyboard to begin "playing" one of several instruments like a pro. No matter what keys you strike, the program instantly selects notes and "sings" them in perfect harmony.

- Apple IIgs (B12917G) $49.95
- Macintosh (B12917MC) $49.95

BROWN-WAGH PUBLISHING
CREATIVE MUSIC SYSTEM
Grades Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use

You and your PC become one man band! Add music chords, drum kits, and five different rhythms. Take a solo, create and learn your favorite tunes right on your PC keyboard. Selections include blues, rock, jazz, rock, roll, folk, and more. Requires stereo speakers.

- IBM (RHYTHM) $115.00

MUSIC ACTS

ACTIVISION
(Made from Modifigen)

THE MUSIC STUDIO
Grades Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

Unlocked生態 music sequencer which uses multi-layered software with sound and sound software. MIDI compatible. Transposing, rhythm selection, visual metronome, multimedia simulation recording, track name and title,.

- Amiga (B12914AP) $149.95

NOTE READING
Grades Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

Helps students perfect the fundamentals of all music skills, the ability to read and understand notes. Analyzed graphics improve the student's abilities in note reading and keyboard music reading.

- Apple II (C6901AP) $39.00

PERCEIVE
Grades Level: 3rd and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

The only ear training course of its kind. Perceive includes software for ear training and practice, plus a complete reference and workbook that makes for the ideal self-study course.

- Mac (C6907MC) $99.00

RHYTHM
Grades Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

Mr. Metric Groove tape to help students learn and experiment with musical rhythms. Teachers may set the tempo and tolerance of the rhythm. Students may set the tempo and tolerance of the rhythm. Teachers may set the tempo and tolerance of the rhythm.

- Apple II (C6914AP) $49.95

FUNDAMENTALS
Grades Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

An animated character introduces simple concepts in ear recognition. Students learn on an exciting game of ear training. Games and questions are scored. When students pass their first, the curriculum is stepped up to ear training.

- Apple II (C6902AP) $49.95

MACDRUMS
For Home and School Use

Four-piece drum synthesizer and sequencer. Choose from 25 sound effects to compose music and record up to 999 measures. Includes 2400 drums, Macintosh (C6901AP) and Macintosh (C6902AP) with four-piece drum tracks to play and compose. MIDI compatible.

- Mac (C6901AP) $59.95

MUSIC SYMBOLS
Grades Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use

Animated graphics and game teach you how to read the symbols and words that make up musical language. A game show option allows students to compete while learning to recognize the 40 computer symbols provided.

- Apple II (C6905AP) $39.00

INSTANT SYNTHESIZER
Grades Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use

Works with popular sound synthesizers and keyboard, and allows the student to adjust different parameters of a sound. Allows you to play sounds of the created with other packages. It allows together the features of a four voice synthesizer, a programmable rhythm machine, and an easy-to-use sound editor in one program.

- Apple IIgs (A11656S) $89.00

IT'S ONLY ROCK & ROLL
Grades Level: 9th and Up
For Home and School Use

For use with INSTANT MUSIC "DELUXE VIDEO" and "DELUXE MUSIC CONSTRUCTION SET." Travel back over 50 years to the most exciting and important era in rock history. Allows play with all of the most sought after instruments and songs. It's a detailed manual taking the evolution of rock music from its earliest origins to its worldwide dominance today.

- Apple IIgs (A11646S) $38.00

MUSIC CONSTRUCTION SET
Grades Level: 9th and Up
For Home and School Use

An easy-to-use music composer with a "wonders of music" theme in the documentation. Prime references to the staff and labels for all elements. sage sound quality—speed, volume, meters. Manual includes key, three or four note chords. Print on-screen all staff and music. Many songs already built.

- Apple IIgs (A11646S) $14.95

- Apple IIgs (E11910S) $30.00

- IBM (E11910P) $14.95

MICROCELLS
(Made from Modifigen)

MUSIC X
Grades Level: Advanced
Appropriate for Home Use

More than a tool...it's a work of art! Features include MIDI import, export, MIDI filters, etc. MIDI filters, etc. MIDI filters, etc. MIDI filters, etc.

- Apple IIgs (E11910S) $295.00

HOT AND COOL JAZZ
Grades Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use

Jazz cover theme from rhythms to fusion, plus a dozen instruments like jazz, guitar, piano, and more.

- Apple IIgs (E11910S) $30.00

PASSPORT DESIGNS, INC.
MASTER TRACKS JR.
Grades Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use

A low-cost personal MIDI recording studio for the home. Combined with MIDI instruments. Provides a way to record and play with a graphic. IBM compatible with 160K and IBM select 80K.

- Apple IIgs (B12820) $149.95

- Apple IIgs (B12821) $149.95

- IBM (B12820) $149.95

- IBM (B12821) $149.95

MASTER TRACKS PRO
Grades Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use

Computer arranged and orchestrated music with one program. Each music module provides 68 tracks and step recording. Includes an internal CD player and a disc changeable. MIDI provides full computer control. Each module controls a disc changer. MIDI provides full computer control.

- Apple IIgs (B12820) $295.95

- IBM (B12820) $399.95

- IBM (B12821) $399.95

MASTER TRACKS
Grades Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use

An 8-track, 90-channel sequencer and recording package. Provides a real-time MIDI recording and editing, as well as a song mode for building sequences. Complete freedom in input and editing, as well as a song mode for building sequences.

- Apple IIgs (B12820) $295.95

- IBM (B12820) $399.95

- IBM (B12821) $399.95
PASSPORT MIDI INTERFACES
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use
Passport MIDI Interfaces are recognized as the industry standard. They provide the communication link between MIDI-equipped instruments and your personal computer. With a wealth of music software applications available, the Passport MIDI Interface provides the connection you need to turn your computer into a complete MIDI studio. All are compatible with Apple IIgs.

- 1 MIDI In, 1 MIDI Out, 2 MIDI cables [Mac (PD60MC) $129.95]
- 1 MIDI In, 1 MIDI Out, 1 MIDI cable [Mac (PD60SA) $129.95]
- 1 MIDI In, 1 MIDI Out, 1 MIDI cable [Mac (PD60SP) $199.95]

STICKYBEAR MUSIC
Grade Level: 1st and Up
For Home and School Use
Create music you can see and hear! Compose, play, change notes or rhythms, print a complete composition or printout! (Program comes with music editing system and scored turns already on disk. Use to practice with just links to.)

- Apple (XS830AP) $29.95
- Apple (XS830AFL) $75.00

STICKYBEAR MUSIC LIBRARY
Grade Level: 2nd and Up
For Home and School Use
This add-on program for Stickbear Music expands your musical repertoire, includes 29 "pre-recorded" songs on disk—everything from classical and folk to folk made and children's songs. Songs can be played as they are, or modified to suit the user. Songs can be saved and printed. Lab Pack contains 5 disks and instruction manual.

- Apple (XS830AP) $29.95
- Apple (XS830AFL) $75.00

ADDITIONAL WARES
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
A complete writing environment designed to work the way people write. Gives access to specialized tools for any stage of document preparation—tools for outlining, for taking and sorting notes or references; for editing, formatting, and analyzing what's been written; for correcting spelling or finding the right synonym. Apple requires CMX, IBM requires MQE, DOS 3.0 or higher, and includes both 3.5" and 5/4" disks.

- Apple 128K (MAC10AP) $149.00
- IBM (MAC10AP) $169.00

ACCESS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
MINDWRITE 2.0
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
A word processor with an integrated outline which will help you capture your thoughts as they occur and organize them into clear documents. Features include Spellcheck, spell checker/proofer, word count, user-defined letters, automatic revision tracking, deletion of multiple headings for text and an accumulating calendar. Requires 512K and Mac Plus, Mac SE or two.

- Mac (ATZ122MC) $299.95

MINDWRITE EXPRESS
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
Includes all of the word processing and outlining features of MindWrite 2.0 but adds document management capabilities for multi-vendor computing environments. Directly reads and writes documents created in over 20 standard formats. Requires 512K and Mac Plus, Mac SE or Mac II.

- Mac (ATZ120MC) $250.00

TEXT PRO
Grade Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
A fast, easy-to-use word processor that allows you to edit your documents. Includes built-in spell checker, automatic table of contents, and printer generation. Features include MacPro's utility program for capturing and saving data.

- Amiga (ABABAM) $79.95

BATTERY INCLUDED
PAPERCLIP III
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
Includes a built-in 40,000 word spelling checker, an automated text recovery system, built-in spell checking and thesaurus, and program management via its macro language. Can be used as a "C" or it can create the command sets of a variety of other word processing programs.

- IBM (BIDSPC) $199.95
- Apple (BST012AP) $79.95
- Apple 3.5 (BST012AP) $79.95

BORLD INTERNATIONAL
SPRINT: THE WORD PROCESSOR
Grade Level: Adult
For Home and School Use
This system features pop-up menus, full text editor, desktop publishing capabilities, automatic text recovery, and spell checking and thesaurus. Requires 512K, 80128, and supports all printers.

- IBM (BST0501) $79.95
- Apple (BST0101) $79.95
- IBM (BST0102) $79.95

BROWN-WAGH PUBLISHING
EXCELLENCE
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
A full-featured word processor for every need. Includes an on-line spelling checker, over 50,000 word dictionary, a grammar checker, a 70,000 word thesaurus and word negatives, word counts, and contexts, comprehensive index, macro language, math functions, columns, graphics that move with text, and much more.

- Amiga (BIDWAM) $299.95

PRODUCIBILITY
**SCRIBBLE**
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
A full featured word processor designed with simplicity in mind. Features include pull-down menus, dedicated function keys, custom video display, runs with all applications, and quick setting. Requires minimum of 256K of RAM and 128K of video memory.

![Image](image.png)

$ 79.95

**CLARIS CORP.**
(formerly Styleware, Inc.)
**MULTISCRIBE 2.0**
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Offers Macintosh-like capabilities in Apple with 128K word processor. Includes pull-down menus, dialog boxes, scrollbars, quick-access windows, Multiple buffers, character sizes and styles. Better quality inside looks like you create professional documents easily. Prints fancy fonts with regulation and clarity. STDFP requires 128K STDFP requires 256K.

![Image](image.png)

$ 79.95

**MultiscrIBE 2.0**

Apple IIe (STDFP) **$ 79.95**

Apple IIgs (STDFP) **$ 99.95**

**DAC EASY SOFTWARE**
**DAC EASY WORD II**
Grade Level: High School and Up
For Home and School Use
A word processing package that provides word-processed, automatic numbering, mail merge, word search and more. Fast editor with pull-down menus for word-processed, graphics editor and spelling checker. Multiple buffers, character sizes and styles. Better quality inside looks like you create professional documents easily. Prints fancy fonts with regulation and clarity. STDFP requires 128K STDFP requires 256K.

![Image](image.png)

$ 49.95

**DESIGN SOFTWARE**
(by Electronic Arts)
**WRITER’S KIT**
Grade Level: 12th to Adult
For Home and School Use
A feature-packed word processor designed with simplicity in mind. Features include pull-down menus, dedicated function keys, custom video display, runs with all applications, and quick setting. Requires minimum of 256K of RAM and 128K of video memory.

![Image](image.png)

$ 79.95

**DIGITAL SOLUTIONS**
**LPD WRITER**
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
This is an easy-to-use word processor specifically designed to use the power of your Amiga. Gives all the functions you would expect from a word processor plus much more. Requires 52K.

![Image](image.png)

$ 99.95

**POCKET WRITER II**
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use
Offers standard word processing features plus word wrapping, paragraphing, bold face and italic type. Includes 40 fonts, 3 column editor, a spell checker, and several other advanced features. The spelling checker, word wrap, mail merge, and other advanced features make this a powerful tool.

Comm 66-128 (EHSDC10DD) **$ 49.95**

$ 99.95

**ELECTRONIC ARTS**
**DELUXE WRITE**
Grade Level: 5th to Adult
For Home and School Use
It produces papers with impact. Contains a 90,000 word dictionary to give flawless reports, term papers, and multiple windows to allow you to keep your notes, rough drafts, and bibliography close at hand for quick editing. Page preview enables easy page arrangement and helps you create an appealing final product. Complete editing features and access on-screen help at any time.

Apple IIgs (EH1110D) **$ 99.95**

**INDEX PAGES**
Grade Level: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate for Home Use
Quickly creates newsletters, organization charts and other types of correspondence. Features an easy-to-use interface so anyone can typeset, complete text editor and selection of text styles for a wide range of applications. Requires 128K RAM and 128K video memory.

![Image](image.png)

$ 49.95

**LET’S EXPLORE WORD PROCESSING**
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

![Image](image.png)

$ 99.95

**LECTROGRAPHICS**
**NEW HORIZONS SOFTWARE**
**PROWRITE, VERSION 2.0**
Grade Level: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate for Home Use
Comes with two-sided, 8.5x11-size disk and 24-page book. Students practice with six exciting, highly interactive activities. Then apply what they’ve learned using an actual, easy-to-use word processor.

Apple (WR725AP) **$ 39.95**

$ 99.95

**LECTROGRAPHICS**
**NEW PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL**
**BYTE SIZE WORD PROCESSOR**
Grade Level: Adult
Appropriate for Home Use
A word processor with an 80-column format, automatic spell checker, ability to create macros and printings of an address to an envelope. Features automatic word wrap and the ability to insert letters, titles, tables with margin and tab settings, full color, pseude and search and replace character strings.

![Image](image.png)

$ 99.95

**LECTROGRAPHICS**
**THE WRITE CHOICE**
Grade Level: 5th and Up
Full featured word processor and more. Also includes typing instructions with 24 lessons and keeps track of your progress with different exercises for outlining, reports, bibliographies, and more.

Apple (WR725AP) **$ 44.95**

$ 99.95
WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD WRITER II WITH 
OUTLINER+
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

An advanced word processor that's perfect for all busi-
ness and home applications. Features pop-up menus, quick, intui-
tive keytop commands, multi-level undo, enhanced 
prints, printer support, a 14-line touchscreen, ability to 
write from 1 to 10,000,000 synonym replacements, a sophisticated search and replace function, and complete 
text management.

IBM (S0010+) ............................................ $109.95

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING (PFS)

PS: PROFESSIONAL WRITE
Grade Level: Adult

A professional quality word processing program offering a 
full range of features you need to be productive, edit, print 
and proof reports, proposals, memos, letters and other 
correspondence. In addition, this professional results. 
Requires 380K memory, two DVI drives and DOS 2.0 
or greater.

IBM (PFS20+) .............................................. $169.95

PFS: WRITE WITH SPELLING CHECKER
Grade Level: Adult
For Home and School Use

You can learn word processing in 10 minutes with the 
add-on of a bilingual disk, instruction manual and on-screen 
help options. This program lets you write documents 
up to 10 pages. Apple requires 128K, ProDos only.

Apple IIe, IIc ............................................. $29.95

IBM (S0020+) ............................................ $49.95

SIMON & SCHUSTER

WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD 
WRITER
Grade Level: Adult
For Home and School Use

A word processing system that features Webster's 
Spelling Checker and on-line thesaurus. Designed for 
 leveraging computer users reading for simplicity with power.

IBM (S0010PC) ........................................ $29.95

WORLD PROCESSOR

Grade Level: High School and Up

A powerful, full-featured, single- or two-page word processor 
designed to write, edit, print and save documents quickly 
and easily.

Apple (S0010AP) .................................... $29.95

WORDPRO WITH TURBO 
LOAD & SAVE
Grade Level: 8th and Up
For Home and School Use

A superior quality word processor program with 
spell checker, especially designed for the Commodore. 
This provides quick and efficient word processing. 
Features include full document management facilities 
such as automatic page numbering, a 100-page 
word spell checker that can be customized and will 
spell words on any 5000!

Comm 64 (S0020CDOM) ....................... $39.95

WRITE NOW FOR MACINTOSH (2.0 VERSION)
For Home and School Use

A complete, professional and professional word 
processing system for home and business use. Includes 
an integrated Thesaurus, form letter, personal 
dictionary, a line and column counter, and word 
spelling feature. Apple ST version can be integrated with DAGE 
Advantage ST or SAWFORTH ST.

Comm 64 (S0020CDOM) ....................... $39.95

BATTERIES INCLUDED

THUNDER 1.1
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

The new version of the word processing accessory 
program. Runs 3 times faster and checks 100 words per 
minute. Rung on Mac SE, Mac II, compatible with Macintosh C, 6, 
Macs 12, and Apple on other.

Max (R01612) .......................................... $49.95

MULTISCRIBE DESK ACCESSORY PACK

Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Designed for use and installation with Multiscribe. Full 
scientific calculator gives you all the features you need. 
The clock can be used to time stamp your docu-
ments and the calendar lets you plan your schedule 
 ahead. Has an entertaining puzzle with which to amuse.

Apple IIe (S0010AP-C) ..................... $24.95

Comm 64 (S0020CDOM) ................. $34.95

BANK STREET SPINNER

Grade Level: 5th and Up
For Home and School Use

A spelling checker which works with Bank Street 
Writer. Automatically pronounces, replaces misspelled 
words globally and searches through the user's dictionary.

Apple (S0010AP) .................................. $49.95

Comm 64 (S0020CDOM) ................. $34.95
MULTISCRIBE

FONT PACKS
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Compliment any MULTISCRIBE's standard font assortment. Each Font Pack contains 36 different fonts, complete with a special font manager program which allows you to move fonts from path to path and delete fonts from specialized paths. Requires 128K.

- Apple 128 (STYDIA1P)........................................ $ 9.95
- Apple 128 (STYDIA2P)........................................ $ 9.95
- Apple 128 (STYDIA4P)........................................ $ 9.95
- Apple 128 (STYDIA6P)........................................ $ 9.95
- IBM (MULTISP2C)........................................ $ 59.95
- IBM (MULTISP6C)........................................ $ 59.95

REFERENCE SOFTWARE

GRAMMATIK III
Grade Level: High School and Up
For Home and School Use

An indispensable tool if you write business letters, reports, essays or articles. Using artificial intelligence techniques to boost your writing know-how, corrects errors in grammar, spelling and usage. It highlights suspect problems, suggests solutions and allows you to enter corrections immediately.

- IBM (REPNGC)........................................ $99.00
- IBM 3.5 (REPNGFC)....................................... $99.00

MULTISCRIBE

PICTURE MANAGER
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Designed for installation and use with MULTISCRIBE. Store your own artwork creations into the text, as well as pictures to be moved anywhere within the document. Requires 128K.

- Apple 128 (STYDIA3P)........................................ $39.95

EXPERTISE

MACPROOF
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

A text editing and revision software package for the Macintosh. Its flaw is that symptoms can be corrected but not seen on the Mac.

- Apple (MACPROF1C)........................................ $110.00

MICROVITICS

WORD FINDER
Grade Level: High School and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

An electronic thesaurus with over 220,000 synonyms and desk accessory that works with most Macintosh applications. Help lets you insert words for your thought. Simply highlight the word in question, pop-up a window with a listing of alternate words and replace the old word with a new one.

- IBM (MULTISP2C)........................................ $ 59.95
- IBM (MULTISP6C)........................................ $ 59.95

RIGHTSOFT, INC.

RIGHTWRITER 2.1
Grade Level: 9th and Up
For Home and School Use

This system uses pattern recognition technology to proofread documents for errors in style, usage, punctuation and more. Maintains a 98% error reduction rate and can even correct your own errors.

- IBM (DOW)........................................ $ 95.00
- IBM 3.5 (DOWFC)........................................ $ 95.00

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE

SENSIBLE GRAMMAR CHECKER
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use

A customized spelling dictionary that allows you to verify complete documents, add and remove unlimited amounts of words, and merge other dictionaries. Just type a key to look up a spelling or alternative meanings of words.

- IBM (SFC)........................................ $ 49.00
- IBM 3.5 (SFCFC)....................................... $ 49.00

REFERENCE SET LIBRARY 3.0
Grade Level: High School and Up
For Home and School Use

A powerful and versatile tool for use with MULTISCRIBE. A database of over 30,000 synonyms is available for immediate use.

- IBM (REFSRP1C)........................................ $99.00
- IBM 3.5 (REFSRPFC)....................................... $99.00

SIMON & SCHUSTER

WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD
COMBO (LIN-E-SPINNER/THESAURUS)
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

A combination of WEBSTER'S spelling checker and thesaurus in one package. PAGES allows quick access to over 114,000 words in the dictionary and over 250,000 possible synonym replacements in the thesaurus.

- IBM (SIM2SP2C)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM (SIM2SP6C)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM 3.5 (SIM2SPFC)....................................... $ 95.95

WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD
THESAURUS III
Grade Level: All Levels
Appropriate for School Use

Complements the most professional presentation materials, reports, newsletters and other publications. See Webber's Index of Words with over 250,000 possible synonym replacements in the dictionary.

- IBM (SIM3SP2C)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM (SIM3SP6C)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM 3.5 (SIM3SPFC)....................................... $ 95.95

WEBSTER'S PROFESSIONAL SPEELL CHECKER
Grade Level: Adult
For Home and School Use

This program checks spelling in seconds, contains a database of over 110,000 words and is easy to use. Includes an auxiliary dictionary, so it's easy to add your own words.

- Apple 128 (SSC1C)........................................ $99.95
- IBM (SSC1FC)........................................ $99.95
- IBM 3.5 (SSC1FC)....................................... $99.95

WORKS OF ART—LASER ART
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Contains beautifully designed test and display fonts in 40 styles. It comes with a complete set of Laser Art fonts, including 2000 fonts.

- IBM (SRP)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM 3.5 (SRPF)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM 3.5 (SRPFCC)....................................... $ 95.95

WORKS OF ART—LASER ART
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Contains beautifully designed test and display fonts in 40 styles. It comes with a complete set of Laser Art fonts, including 2000 fonts.

- IBM (SRP)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM 3.5 (SRPF)........................................ $ 95.95
- IBM 3.5 (SRPFCC)....................................... $ 95.95

THE SPELLSWELL LEGAL DICTIONARY
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

A thorough diagnostic tool for use with SPELLSWELL. Contains over 10,000 legal words.

- IBM (WRLD)........................................ $ 99.95

SPELLSWELL MEDICAL DICTIONARY
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Contains over 46,000 words, including medical, nursing, veterinary, psychiatry, and dental terms, pharmacological drug names and medical jargon.

- IBM (WRSWEL)........................................ $ 99.95

SPELLSWELL MEDICAL DICTIONARY
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Contains over 46,000 words, including medical, nursing, veterinary, psychiatry, and dental terms, pharmacological drug names and medical jargon.

- IBM (WRSWEL)........................................ $ 99.95

A desk accessory that lets you find the spelling of a word, the word that’s highlighted in your document may be checked against the 65,000 word spelling dictionary with a simple key stroke. If Lookup finds the word, you hear a beep and can continue working with your text and then continue working with your text and then continue working with your text and then continue working with your text.

- Mac (WRLD)........................................ $ 49.95

SPELLSWELL
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

A spelling checker and dictionary that checks documents created using Microsoft Word, Works, WordStar, and other word processors.

- IBM (WRLD)........................................ $ 99.95
- IBM 3.5 (WRLDFC)....................................... $ 99.95
- IBM 3.5 (WRLDFCC)..................................... $ 99.95

THE SPELLSWELL LEGAL DICTIONARY
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

Contains over 10,000 legal words.

- IBM (WRLD)........................................ $ 99.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPREADSHEETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GEOCALC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A GEOCALC based data manager that shares information with other GEOCALC programs. Useful for budgeting, financial planning, or cost estimation. Program has over 80,000 cells to get the job done. Features include advanced math functions, auto or manual recalculation, split-screen capabilities and multiple print options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBM (FNS32PC)</th>
<th>$49.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM (FNS1KPC)</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIMEWORKS, INC.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWIFTCALC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Home and School Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A goal-seeking computer tool designed to organize your financial goals around your bottom line goals. Whether you need a break-even analysis or profit projection for the next few quarters, this program gives you the information you need to meet your financial goals.

| IBM (FNS32PC) | $149.95 |

| P & L ANALYSIS | Grade Level: High School and Up |
| For Home and School Use |

A goal-seeking tool that allows you to analyze financial statements and quickly evaluate your financial projections. Features include advanced math functions, auto and manual recalculation, split-screen capabilities and multiple print options.

| IBM (FNS32PC) | $149.95 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIMON &amp; SCHUSTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHECK IT OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Home and School Use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This spreadsheet utility lets you make notes directly to the screen. Reference up to 200 notes on a single screen. Sorts entries in any order—by address, color, or date. Also includes a built-in printer that you don't want anyone else to see. Supplies Lotus 1-2-3. Contains 3.5 and 5 1/4" disks in one box.

| IBM (FNS32PC) | $29.95 |

| JOT IT DOWN      | Grade Level: Intermediate/Advanced |
| For Home and School Use |

This spreadsheet utility lets you make notes directly to the screen. Reference up to 200 notes on a single screen. Sorts entries in any order—by address, color, or date. Also includes a built-in printer that you don't want anyone else to see. Supplies Lotus 1-2-3. Contains 3.5 and 5 1/4" disks in one box.

| IBM (FNS32PC) | $29.95 |

| TIGHT’N UP       | Grade Level: Intermediate/Advanced |
| For Home and School Use |

Get more memory on your desk. You can compress and decompress files directly from your spreadsheet or from the DOS prompt. Saves disk space and speeds up your modern transmission time. Contains 3.5 and 5 1/4" disks in one box.

| IBM (FNS32PC) | $29.95 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTEGRATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS TECHNOLOGY, INC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TRIZERK 2.1 | Grade Level: High School and Up |
| For Home and School Use |

An integrated presentation worksheet which combines Lotus 1-2-3, data analysis, text editing, graphics, and output capabilities into a single program. Performs any of its 144 functions on a "live" worksheet where data, complete with related graphics, can be updated instantly. Prices: 2PC/386 also Plus, Mac UC/Mac and Macintosh.

| IBM | $259.00 |
BERKELEY SOFTWORKS

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

DAC EASY SOFTWARE

DAC EASY
BONUS PACK 3.0
Grade Level: High School and Up
For Home and School Use

SUPER PACK 2
Grade Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use

CONTAINS ACCOUNTING 2.0, PAYROLL 2.0, ACCOUNTING TUTOR 2.0, and PAYROLL TUTOR 2.0 in one package. Requires 486 or PC-DS 2.0, 2 disk drives and a color or monochrome monitor.

IBM (DAC10PC) $199.95

COMSEC 6412B (DS2C601DC) $99.95

DAC EASY
GRAPH & MATHE
Grade Level: High School and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

COMBINES ROCKETFLIER, ROCKETPLOTTER and ROCKETWRITER together, in one package.

COMSEC 64/12B (DS2C601DC) $99.95

COMSEC 12B (HR2C120DC) $59.95

GEOS-128

Grade Level: 12th and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

Graphic oriented spreadsheet system for the Commodore 128 system. Pull-down menus, desk top, graphics, worksheets, word processor, desk accessories and printer. Color or black and white.

IBM (HR21100DC) $69.95

BROWN-WAGH PUBLISHING

THE WORKS

Grade Level: 9th and Up
For Home and School Use

A RAM resident program that includes all features of Midea 2.0 and Repair 2.0 plus a graphics module. Contains pull-down menus, for viewing with color or monochrome displays. A total of 160 columns and 80 rows of data.

IBM (ABM8100) $119.95

WRITE AND FILE

Grade Level: High School and Up
For Home and School Use

The only combination word processor/database manager. Features word processing with full styles, page layout, spelling, checking and writing. Using the file manager for names, addresses, phone numbers, etc. and printing from letters and letters has never been easier. Requires One Magazine.

Amiga (RBM100) $16.95

MORE

Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

MORE

LIVING VIDEOTEX, INC.

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95

CONTAINS ACCOUNTING 2.0, PAYROLL 2.0, ACCOUNTING TUTOR 2.0, and PAYROLL TUTOR 2.0 in one package.

IBM (DAC10PC) $199.95

COMSEC 6412B (DS2C601DC) $99.95

COMSEC 12B (HR2C120DC) $59.95

BROWN-WAGH PUBLISHING

THE WORKS

Grade Level: 9th and Up
For Home and School Use

A RAM resident program that includes all features of Midea 2.0 and Repair 2.0 plus a graphics module. Contains pull-down menus, for viewing with color or monochrome displays. A total of 160 columns and 80 rows of data.

IBM (ABM8100) $119.95

WRITE AND FILE

Grade Level: High School and Up
For Home and School Use

The only combination word processor/database manager. Features word processing with full styles, page layout, spelling, checking and writing. Using the file manager for names, addresses, phone numbers, etc. and printing from letters and letters has never been easier. Requires One Magazine.

Amiga (RBM100) $16.95

MORE

Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

MORE

LIVING VIDEOTEX, INC.

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95

A complete, quick, easy-to-learn productivity tool that lets everyone type letters, fill in number forms, or create phone directories. This fully integrated package includes three programs, word processor, file and spreadsheet. Includes on-screen instructions, built-in tutorials and easy-to-follow manuals including one with hundreds of tips.

Apple (ENV19PP) $19.95

IBM (ENV11PP) $19.95
TIMEOUT POWERPACK
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
This new application adds more power to AppleWorks.* Features include: line painter, triple clipboard, program selector, help screen, text editor, index, top menu, category search, supply to PDF — saves files as .txt text files and ASCII values — converts numbers to binary and square squares.

* Apple (320GB) .......................... | $4.95

TIMEOUT QUICKSPELL
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
Check spelling from inside AppleWorks!™ Text, check and correct documents in seconds. Help corrects in context from a list of misspelled words. Suggests spellings, finds and corrects "doubled words" and includes an 80,000 word Random House Dictionary. Also creates customized dictionaries.

* Apple (321GBAP) .......................... | $8.95

TIMEOUT SIDESPREAD
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
Print spreadsheets from inside AppleWorks.™ No limit on spreadsheet size. Print all or part of the file includes font sizes, fonts and sizes, high quality print mode and 960 reduction.

* Apple (321GBAP) .......................... | $4.95

TIMEOUT SUPERFONTS
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
Print with great-looking Macintosh fonts from inside AppleWorks.™ Features proportionally spaced characters, lower case, and mixed case fonts and sizes from 6 point to 127 point. Includes high quality print mode, 960 reduction, styles: bold, italic, underline, shadow, outline, subscript, superscript & normal. Mix graphics with text. Lots of fonts included.

* Apple (321GBAP) .......................... | $4.95

TIMEOUT THEOURS
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
Makes your own finding a "map"! Place the cursor anywhere you want a replacement, press escape and you will have a list of synonyms for that word by parts of speech — noun, verb, etc.

* Apple (321GBAP) .......................... | $4.95

TIMEOUT MACROTOS
Grade Level: 3rd and Up
For Home and School Use
Includes view and edit macro variables. List all macros in current table, launch task files from any directory, write macros that create AppleWorks™-style menus, macro tips, and VHSK™ pre-defined macros to let you do all the hard work.

* Apple (344AP) ............................ | $25.00

TIMEOUT ULTRAMACROS
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
For Home and School Use
The most powerful macro program ever written for AppleWorks™ Memorizes the contents of keystrokes. Built-in commands and macros. Over 50 programming commands. The-Next-Event, Pick, Print, etc. Special macros for alarms. Task files, intelligent macro completer and special key-lay-out for the handicapped are some features.

* Apple (322GBAP) .......................... | $5.95

IMAGEMEDIA SOFTWARE
FACTWORKS—VOL. 1/VOL. 2/VOL. 3/VOL. 4
Grade Level: 6th to 9th
For Home and School Use
Contains over 125 different templates to be used with AppleWorks.™ The flexibility allows you to go from AppleWorks to SchoolWorks quickly and easily. The features include: administrative evaluations, announcements, daily bulletin, daily calendar, forms, project inventory, monthly calendar, lunch periods, phone numbers, and much more. Very suitable for a school counselor or attendance officer as well. Requires AppleWorks and 386.

* Apple (METAPAP) ......................... | $10.00

SCHOOLWORKS: OFFICE
Grade Level: Adult
Appropriate for Home Use
Contains over 125 different templates to be used with AppleWorks.™ The flexibility allows you to go from AppleWorks to SchoolWorks quickly and easily. The features include: administrative evaluations, announcements, daily bulletin, daily calendar, forms, project inventory, monthly calendar, lunch periods, phone numbers, and much more. Very suitable for a school counselor or attendance officer as well. Requires AppleWorks and 386.

* Apple (METAPAP) ......................... | $10.00

SCHOOLWORKS: TEACHER EDITION
Grade Level: Teacher
Appropriate for School Use
Adds to the capacity of AppleWorks.™ a comprehensive teacher utility. The Gradebook template allows you to quickly update your students’ latest scores. The Outline format helps you begin the rewrite of a course of study Calendar shows you when you are teaching today, next week and into the next month. You’ll be able to share information from one classroom to the next. Requires 386.

* Apple (ME10AP) .......................... | $50.00

HYPERCARD ADD-ONS
Grade Level: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
HYPERCARD™ is the AppleCard application with two programs in one: 1) a tutorial on graphic design and reproduction and 2) a complete project-management system for DTP projects. HYPERCARD™ is a Macintosh™-oriented system used to create and test a database for keeping track of suppliers, test various DTP (Desktop Publishing) disk drives or hard disk and system 4.2 or later.

* Mac (MET104NC) .......................... | $79.95

MEDIAGRO REPORTS 1.2
Grade Level: High School
Appropriate for DTP
A freedom report generator that will create customized tables, totals and subtotals, averages, and count. Includes graphics-oriented layout editor, up to 5 levels of sorts and breaks, unlimited card selection criteria, structured field format/prompting, format commands, automatic page numbering and date stamping, built-in drawing tools, and access to all HyperTalk™ commands and “script- hand.” Requires minimum 7 MB 44M, 2 disk drives, and HyperCard software.

* Mac (ACT105NC) .......................... | $195.00

CITY TO CITY
Grade Level: Adult
Appropriate for Home Use
A travel planner for trips throughout the United States. Provides instant access to comprehensive and up-to-date travel information and bus and train reservations. Get information on more than 3,000 of the most frequented cities in America. All information is portable and printable. Requires 1 megabyte, mouse and HyperCard software.

* Mac (ACT107NC) .......................... | $79.95

AN ENRINGEN AND UNIQUE TUTORIAL SPECIFICLY FOR HOME USE.
An entertaining and unique tutorial specifically for Home Use. Depicts an entire office environment, all the equipment, software and the is only book available that gives the non-programmer the basic examplified design. Uses of software are covered in detail. A listing of stackware markets is included and graphic ele- ments and sample listings.

* Mac (SUN21B) ............................ | $39.95

BERKELEY SOFTWARE
GEOSEARCH
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use
A desktop publishing program that freely mixes text columns and graphics. Users can define a master page, create page layout, still text and area or remove graphics without reformating the page. Features include automatic text adjustment, graphics, placement behind or in front of text, "macro fonts" for headlines and typefaces. On Mac.

* App (BRK10AP) .......................... | $95.00

* Com 64 (BRK1060C) ..................... | $49.95

BROWN-WAGH PUBLISHING
FANTASY
Grade Level: 4th and Up
For Home and School Use
Brings desktop publishing to the IBM PC. Your newsletter can use different typesfaces, includes drawings, and reserve room for on-screen photos. The program shows you all your choices in "What if?" image. Page size is limited only by memory, not by screen size. On IBM (386/286).

* IBM (SWF10AP) .......................... | $69.95

APPLIED HYPERCARD
Grade Level: Intermediate/Advanced
For Home and School Use
A professional desktop management system. Capable of being customized to fit the needs of the individual user. Applications coincide with your needs. Create links between text and other applications such as word processor, database, spreadsheet, graphic program or on-line information services. Requires 1 megabyte, mouse and HyperCard.

* Mac (ACT147NC) .......................... | $79.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
SIMON & SCHUSTER
GEOSEARCH
Grade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use
A desktop publishing program that freely mixes text columns and graphics. Users can define a master page, create page layout, still text and area or remove graphics without reformating the page. Features include automatic text adjustment, graphics, placement behind or in front of text, "macro fonts" for headlines and typefaces. On Mac.

* App (SUN21B) ............................ | $39.95

* Com 64 (SUN2160C) ..................... | $49.95

BEAGLE BROTHERS, INC.
**PERSONAL FINANCE**

**BRODERBUND SOFTWARE**

**ION BALANCE**

**Grade Level:** Adult

**For Home and School Use**

A personal finance program for recording and reconciling bank and credit card transactions, as well as creating and tracking budgets, printing reports—in printing checks automatically. There is virtually no set up time needed. Create or change accounts instantly, without spending hours getting prepared. 

**Requires:** IBM (MDI/PC) 

- Apple (MC/II/AAP)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...
- Apple (MC/II/AAP)...
- Apple (MC/II/APP)...
- Apple (MC/II/AAP)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...

**Price:** $89.95

---

**Quicken**

**Grade Level:** Adult

**For Home and School Use**

This quick and easy program is for households and businessmen who want to save time and hassle on routine finances, including bill paying, checking balancing, and tax preparation. Also has the capability to transmit checking information to spreadsheet or other databases to further simplify your taxation financial reporting.

**Requires:** IBM (MDI/PC)

- Apple (MC/II/AAP)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...

**Price:** $49.95

---

**MECA SOFTWARE**

**Andrew Tobias’ Financial Calculator**

**Grade Level:** Adult

**For Home Use**

Provides everything you need for personal and small business accounting. Set up bank accounts, write checks, record deposits and withdrawals, update balances, do reconciliations, generate invoices, etc., and even create custom input to the personal Financial Statements. Self-explanatory and easy-to-use. Includes a handy calculator and the ability to create mailing labels. 

**Requires:** IBM (MDI/PC)

- IBM (MDI/PC)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...

**Price:** $65.95

---

** INTUIT**

**Andrew Tobias: Managing Your Money**

**Grade Level:** High School and Up

**For Home Use**

Fully integrated personal financial package. It writes checks, keeps budgets, estimates taxes, life expectancy and insurance needs, analyses investments, and manages portfolios of stocks and bonds or stamps and coins. The IBM version includes accounts payable and receivable with aging, 6 year tax planning, automatic data testing, minor, mailing labels and planning a college education. Program can be printed.

**Requires:** Apple (MC/II/AAP)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...

**Price:** $149.95

---

**Dollars and Sense**

**Grade Level:** Adult

**For Home Use**

Designed to assist individuals and small businesses with the organization of their finances. 

**Requires:** IBM (MDI/PC)

- Apple (MC/II/AAP)...
- IBM (MDI/PC)...

**Price:** $79.95

---

**CheckWrite Plus**

**Grade Level:** Adult

**For Home Use**

The perfect budget and check writing program can be small and home business that is fast, easy, and flexible. Use to reconcile your bank accounts, manage your cash flow, pay bills, keep or cancel your checking, track spending, and much more.

**Requires:** IBM (MDI/PC) ...

**Price:** $48.95

---

**Publishing International**

**BYTE SIZE STOCK PORTFOLIO**

**Grade Level:** Adult

**For Home Use**

Program for keeping track of stock activity. Automatically calculates the difference between buy and sell, profits and losses, considers stock split and equivalent changes, Computed of net values will include dividend distributions and a net summary can be printed for tax purposes.

**Requires:** IBM (MDI/PC)...

**Price:** $21.95
### BYTE SIZE CALENDAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd to 5th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A daily reminder/appointment scheduler that actually displays every leap year. Also contains a "to do" list that can be set and updated. Features hundreds of reminders/dates, ability to insert, delete, and print it up to 1 year of reminders at a time.

**IBM (PUB465)** $49.00

**IBM 3.5 (PUB463)** $49.00

**Mac (PUB466)** $69.00

---

### SOFTWARE TOOLSWORK (FROM Electronic Newsletter)

**PRINTOGRAPHIC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd to 5th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prints a complete character set and graphical symbols. Perfect for print shop use.

**Apple (W121G)** $49.95

---

### TURBO LOAD & SAVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5th to 6th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turbine allows you to store and recall complex programs and commands to simple command keys. Works with AppleWorks™ and many other applications like dosage, 3.5 and Pascal. Program entire operations into a single keystroke. Auto-start feature sets a desk, runs in progress, loads a file, enters text, at without using the keyboard.

**Apple (W121G)** $29.95

---

### ROGER WAGNER PUBLISHING, INC.

**MACROMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9th to 12th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Allows you to assemble text and command programs to simple command keys. Works with AppleWorks™ and many other applications like dosage, 3.5 and Pascal. Program entire operations into a single keystroke. Auto-start feature sets a desk, runs in progress, loads a file, enters text, at without using the keyboard.

**Apple (W121G)** $29.95

---

### RESCUE ME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9th to 12th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rescues your destroyed spreadsheet data. This spreadsheet utility also generates extensive damage reports, tells you the number of formulas, values and blocks that were damaged, their locations and what is was about to repair. Damaged reports can be saved, viewed on the screen or saved and printed. Contains 3.5 and 5.25 disks in one box.

**IBM (ESR510)** $29.95

---

### SOFTWARE TOOLSWORK (From Electronic Newsletter)

**TWIST & SHOUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd to 5th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prints a complete character set and graphical symbols. Perfect for print shop use.

**Apple (W121G)** $29.95

---

### SIXTIES INC.

**FILE RESCUE PLUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9th to 12th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finds your last work and recovers it while accidentally damaged disks. Navigate your disk shows where your directories and files and about your directories and files. Other functions include Health Check, Statistical Data Report, and Print Your Disk.

**IBM (W121G)** $29.95

---

### POLARWARE

**DISK REPAIR KIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9th to 12th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A powerful program for organizing and cataloging the diskettes. An easy-to-use utility that scans, repairs, and sorts your diskettes.

**IBM (W121G)** $150.00

---

### PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL

**BYTE SIZE CALCUULATOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Level</th>
<th>Suitable For Use</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd to 4th</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A printing calculator with six display memories and commutator tape. Designed to be a stand-alone or memory-resident, can run at the user's convenience, even while in other applications. Features a standard software interface for easy integration into your applications, word processing mode and binary or octal notation.

**IBM (PUB265)** $29.95
ANCHOR 2400E 
Grade Level: All
For Home and School Use

The external 2400/100/2000 bps modem combines the sophistication of NECOS technologies and fast data transmission at speeds up to 2400 bps. Features Hayes compatibility, auto dial, auto answer, and computer modem. Also supports the full AT command set and 27 "S" registers. Compatible with all computers.

[Image: Anchor 2400E]

Price: $279.00

ANCHOR 2400i 
Grade Level: All
For Home and School Use

An internal 2400 bps modem with the same features as the 2400E including auto dial and access to AT command set. A 36 MHz Turbo design and flawless 2400/100/2000 bps data transmission service. A complete set of instructions for the IBM, Macintosh, and compatible computers, and an absolute best buy where economy and price counts. Also includes Anchor-Talk Software.

[Image: Anchor 2400i]

Price: $199.00

ANCHOR MAC PAC 
Grade Level: All
For Home and School Use

Communication for your Macintosh has arrived. A complete Apple II/GS compatible, 2400 bps external modem includes Hayes compatible components, your modem new revised and 15 MHz design to keep pace with the latest computer programs. The Mac includes cable, Quicklink software, and trial subscriptions to four subscriber service.

[Image: Anchor MAC PAC]

Price: $259.00

BROWN-WAGH PUBLISHING 
ON LINE 
Grade Level: All Levels
For Home and School Use

A sophisticated telecommunications program capable of interacting with signs and mainframes to exchange information, news and data with other computers. Features include automatic operators, dynamic mainframes, supports four protocols, and high error support. Requires 256K of RAM. Requires 68000/68020/68030 processors. Important information is stored in the form of text files, which can be accessed and edited using simple commands. Can be used for educational purposes or as a research tool.

[Image: Brown-Wagh Publishing]

Price: $99.95

COMPOSERVE 
INFORMATION SERVICE SUBSCRIPTION KIT 
Grade Level: Adult
Appropriate for Home Use

This service is an easy-to-use interactive videodisc software designed for home and business personnel. It highlights communications bulletins, bulletin service, entertainment games, travel, home/maintenance/family, shop-at-home-anneals, business service, financial information, and news/weather sports.

[Image: Composerve]

Non-Computer Specified (CDI) . . . . $38.95

PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL 
BYTE SIZE MODERN SOFTWARE 
Grade Level: All
Appropriate for Home and School Use

MODIES, Inc. 
COMMLINK 2400 
Grade Level: All
Appropriate for Home and School Use

MODIES' Commlink 2400 is a 200/1200/2400 baud full-duplex modem with the unique "meaningless" commands designed specifically for the Macintosh and Apple II computers. Size and color match the Apple II Enve.

[Image: Commlink 2400]

MW (MODEL) . . . . $249.95

MEDIAGENICS 
TELEWORKS PLUS 
Grade Level: All
Appropriate for Home Use

This communications program has easy-to-use on- and down menus and mouse control. Connect to one-way services like the Source and CompuServe, send and receive audio and data through dial-up autodialers, access search information services, take part in on-line conversations, even make your own private phone lines.

[Image: Medigenics]

Apple Env. (ACT2356) . . . . $99.95

SIEGEL SOFTWARE 
COMPUTER LANGUAGES 
ASSEMBLE 
Grade Level: Advanced 
Appropriate for Home Use

A completely interactive assembly language development package. Includes Editor-Fast full-screen editor, fast block editor, powerful search and replace. You can set tabs and even undo typing errors. Fast two-way micro-assembler which corrects errors as you assemble. Debugger-single step through your program, set breakpoints, emulate the 8080 and 8086 microprocessors. A complete assembler into the Debugger:

Amiga (ABM116M) . . . . $99.95

[Image: Siegel Software]

BASE 
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

Using the overlay feature, create application software in BASIC or assemble your own use. This includes a complete language development package with full-screen editor, fast block editor, powerful search and replace, and full-speed assembly.

Comm 64 (ABM270D) . . . . $99.95

Comm 128 (ABM1003D) . . . . $99.95

BECKER BASIC 
Grade Level: Junior High and Up
Appropriate for Home Use

With your own SEGs applications in BASIC easily. A complete development package with many features, includes over 200 editing commands and programming tools. Over 50 commands for disk access, 50 commands for all your line program running, over 50 commands to create and animate "sprites," plus 100 commands dedicated to game sound.

Comm 64 (ABM4100D) . . . . $49.95

Comm 128 (ABM4100D) . . . . $49.95

FORTRAN 64 
Grade Level: All
For Home and School Use

You can write programs in FORTRAN on your Commodore 64. FORTRAN is the first high-level language to earn widespread use. It is commonly used to solve problems in mathematics, science and engineering. Can be used on Commodore 128 in 56-56 mode.

Comm 64/128 (ABM6100D) . . . . $39.95

FORTRAN 64 
Grade Level: Advanced 
Appropriate for Home Use

A comprehensive communications program that takes full advantage of the features of Hayes compatible modems. It lets you configure information from other micro-computers, mainframes, bulletin boards, and data services. Information can be retrieved in three ways, from modem to computer, computer to modem, and computer to modem.

[Image: Fortran 64]

IBM (SS110PC) . . . . $29.95

GORDON INTERNATIONAL 
TURBO BASIC 2.0 
Grade Level: All
Appropriate for Home Use

A complete development environment that combines an interactive editor, fast memory-to-memory compiler, and a line debugging system. Pull-down menus, access your windows, Trace, Message, and Edit. Written entirely in Assembly Language for maximum speed and efficiency. Size of program is limited only by memory available.

[Image: Gordon International]

IBM (IBM101PC) . . . . $99.95

IMMEDIATE D. 
THE TURBO BASIC EDITOR TOOLBOX 
Grade Level: All
Appropriate for Home Use

Provides all the routines required to build a complete communications program. It includes synchronous communications and tutorial routines for controlling ports and screen handling. Features two example programs: Smalltalk, a simple program with basic control over the Turbo Editor's program and script processing.

[Image: Immediate D.]

IBM (IBD20PC) . . . . $99.95

IMMEDIATE D. 
THE TURBO BASIC TELECOM TOOLBOX 
Grade Level: All 
Appropriate for Home Use

A high-level language compiler that implements the FORTRAN ABL standard. It features a pull down menu for editing programs, a high-level language compiler, and a comprehensive set of tools. Can be used in the conventional style command line editor as well. Complete in one-package, 7,000 lines of code per minute.

[Image: Immediate D.]

IBM (IBD20PC) . . . . $185.95

IMMEDIATE D. 
THE TURBO EDITOR TOOLBOX 
Grade Level: Junior High and Up 
For Home and School Use

All gives you the tools you need to build your own text editor or word processor. You decide which editing features you need to emulate your favorite word processor.

[Image: Immediate D.]

IBM (IBM101PC) . . . . $99.95
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION, INC.

BUILDING EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use

Presents 3 styles of talking—friendly, controlling and problem-solving. Practice building conversations using each style of talking. The computer scores each response and gives a score for the style that you are practicing. Allows the learner to build various conversations and practice these styles.

Apple II (SA727P) ................... $39.95

PRACTICING ASSERTIVE CONVERSATION SKILLS

Grade Level: 7th to 12th For Home and School Use

Presents examples of assertive, passive and aggressive communication styles. Allows the learner to build conversation models using these various styles. The computer tracks and builds various conversations based on the learner's input. Allows the learner to try out various assertive ways of communicating with peers and parents.

Apple II (SA827P) ................... $39.95

PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL

BYTE SIZE RECIPE FINDER

Grade Level: Adult

Keeps an index of favorite recipes by title, category, main ingredient, preparation time and location (cookbook or personal file). You can also search the computer for times/locations you have used the recipes.

IBM (PUB08PC) .................. $21.95

SPINNER SOFTWARE

RESUME KIT

Grade Level: Adult

Features automatic resume formulating, on-screen templates for error-free entry of information, create chronological curriculum vitae or target skill of accomplishment format. Contained word processor with WYSIWYG format, 100,000 word spell checker and guide to effective resume writing plus in content sensitive.

IBMs (T500/PC) .................. $39.95

Mac (MAC10N) .................. $69.95

THREE SIXTY INC.

BRIDGES TO GREATER PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS

Grade Level: High School and Up for Home and School Use

Aids students to develop ideas for writing with this springboard of interactive questions and answers. Helps students to transfer data to any word processor for the preparation of reports, essays, themes and more!

MasterWrite (grades 7-12) 
This outstanding all-purpose writing instruction program teaches over 20 lessons on writing basics. In addition, MasterWrite uses our bestselling word processor, MasterType? which comes free with the program.

To Learn More About Mindscape Educational Software, Call For Your Free Catalog Today: 1-800-221-9884

N ow the leader in instructional software for children brings you four outstanding programs that can help your students overcome their writing difficulties and enjoy writing more.

Poetry Express (grades 4-12)
Here's an ideal way to introduce Haiku, Limerick, Rhyme, Diamante and other poetry forms. Each style is illuminated by samples and clear, concise explanations. Line-by-line guidance helps students create and print their own poems.

That's My Story (grades 2-6)
Twelve intriguing short story starters provide structure and encourage students to create new, little masterpieces. Help students to write their stories in this unique package. "A what if?" branching technique aids story development.

PreWrite (two levels: grades 3-7 and 8-12)
Help students focus and

Mindscape

Thanks to Mindscape, Children Don't Just Learn to Write. They Love to Write.
BAUDVILLE
AWARD MAKER
PAPER PACK
Includes 30 natural and 30 aged print 22 lb. 9½ x 11 in. pinstripe sheets of paper.
- (B22) ........................................ $12.95

BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
THE PRINT SHOP PAPER PACK (REFILL)
Refill paper for The Print Shop.
- (BS116) ....................................... $19.95

TOY SHOP SUPPLIES
REFILL PACK
Refill paper for The Toy Shop.
- (BS129) ....................................... $19.95

COMPUTER SENSATIONS
BANNER PAPER
Roll out the banner... with new deep colored whimsical banner paper. The 36" roll of continuous feed computer paper fits all printers and has no cross perforations. Supports all programs that make banners, signs and large designs.
- (CC130) ....................................... $15.95
- (CC131) ....................................... $15.95
- (CC132) ....................................... $15.95
- (CC133) ....................................... $15.95

CONTINUOUS FEED PAPER
A variety of colorful characters and settings decorate this line of laser-cut continuous feed computer paper. Fits all printers and comes in packages of 100 sheets. Stylizes writing ideas for both children and adults. It is a perfect user friendly gift for everyone who owns a computer.
- (CC141) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC142) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC143) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC144) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC145) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC146) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC147) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC148) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC149) ....................................... $7.78
- (CC1411) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1412) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1413) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1414) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1415) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1416) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1417) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1418) ..................................... $7.28
- (CC1419) ..................................... $7.28

CURTIS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
COMPUTER CLEANING KIT
Extend the working life of your computer with this complete cleaning kit. Includes disk drive cleaning disk, decontaminates head cleaning solution, pre-lubricated keyboard cleaning pads, anti-static screen cleaning fluid, and a lint-free felt screen cloth conveniently packaged in a hard shell protective case.
- (CRT68) ....................................... $19.95
- (CRT69) ....................................... $19.95

SURGE PROTECTOR—SAFE STRIP
- (CRT61) ....................................... $29.95

SURGE PROTECTOR—DIAMOND
Six outlets all switched; plugs directly into outlet, hot to neutral and ground protection. Technology to guard valuable equipment against power surges, spikes, and glitches. Line and ground LED lights built into a rugged ABS plastic case. Lifetime warranty, UL and CSA approved.
- (CRT52) ....................................... $54.95

SURGE PROTECTOR—EMERALD
Six outlets all switched; six foot power cord built in circuit breaker, hot to neutral, and ground protection. Protects against surges, spikes and glitches. UL and CSA approved. Limited warranty. Positive operation LED lights for both line and ground.
- (CRT53) ....................................... $64.95

UNI-1 UNIVERSAL TILT AND SWIVEL BASE
Tilt and swivel base for any monitor that fits on a 15-inch square.
- (CRT56) ....................................... $29.95

UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND WITH PAPER TRAY
Holds any printer, standard or wide carriage, and saves valuable work space. Provides storage for paper underneath the printer and has a removable paper tray that automatically feeds input.
- (CRT57) ....................................... $24.95

UNIVERSAL SS-3 SYSTEM STAND
Allows your CPU to stand upright. Fully adjustable from 4½" to 11½" to accommodate almost any system units.
- (CRT58) ....................................... $29.95

THE CHOICES ARE OBVIOUS
When it comes to input devices, you have a lot of choices. There are people who still use joysticks shaped like fruits and vegetables - lemons and potatoes for instance. Others offer cursor controllers that look like hand grenades, the steering wheel of a '57 Chevy, baseball bats and cheese graters. Still others make joysticks which, when viewed together, look like 22 varieties of toasty-frothy ice cream.

At Suncom, we don't understand the reasoning behind all this decoration. Our best guess is that it's intended to conceal products that, frankly, might not work so well.

Since 1982 (that's long, long ago in the computer business), Suncom has made well-engineered joysticks, graphics tablets, mice and a broad line of other computer accessories that do work well. Millions of them. Backed by the strongest warranties in the business. Sold all over the U.S. and the rest of the world. To millions of people, just like you.

Many of them have written to us to say that they wouldn't use another brand, even for free. Because they know that when it comes to computer accessories, there really is no other choice.
IBM PC/XT SERIAL PACKAGE

This package comes with complete everything you need to share 7 IBM PC computers to a single serial printer. This package is also compatible with the IBM PCXT, IBM PS/2 models, Tandy, Zenith and other compatible computers.

$99.95

HIGH-SPEED MEMORY UPGRADE

Each Falcon ACS printer sharing will come standard with 256K or memory to assure fast output from every computer. Even though this is more than adequate for most applications, such as word processing and programming, an additional 256K upgrade (512K total memory) is available for the demanding print office.

$100.00

PASSPORT DESIGNS, INC.
PASSPORT MIDI INTERFACES
Trade Level: 7th and Up
For Home and School Use
Passport MIDI interfaces are recognized as the industry standard. They provide the communication link between MIDI-equipped instruments and your personal computer. With a wealth of music software applications available, the Passport MIDI Interface provides the connection you need to turn your computer into a complete MIDI studio. All are compatible with Apple IIgs.

- Mac (PBGMC) $129.95
- MIDI In, 1 MIDI Out, 0 MIDI Cables

- Apple (PBGSM) $129.95
- MIDI In, 1 MIDI Out, Drum Sync 2 MIDI Cables

- Apple (PBGSP) $129.95
- MIDI In, 1 MIDI Out, Drum Sync 2 MIDI Cables

- Apple (PBGSP) $199.95
- MIDI In, 1 MIDI Out, Tape & Drum Sync 2 MIDI Cables

PTI INDUSTRIES
KOALA TECHNOLOGIES
KOALAPAD TOUCH TABLET with Koala Painter
A video sketch pad. Eliminates the need for a computer keyboard. Makes program access as simple as drawing. Teaches drawing and logical thinking. Joystick adapter needed for Apple II or III.

- Apple (KTOOAP) $129.95
- IBM (KTPC) $169.95

STREET ELECTRONICS CORP.
ECHO
Grade Level: All
For Home and School Use
Offers both text-to-speech and natural sounding speech capabilities. Its unique text-to-speech program gives the Apple II or IBM an unlimited vocabulary. Over 400 objects of the English language are utilized to produce highly intelligible realistic sounding speech. The Echo II also features distinctive natural sounding speech in a female voice. This field vocabulary of 700 words is supplied on disk and can easily be added to BASIC programs. Compatible with well over 100 educational programs as well as numerous programs for special needs applications. Contact Street for a list of companies offering these talking programs.

- Apple IIe, IIc, Iic
- Apple (SECIIAP) $129.95
- Apple IIf, Ic
- Apple (SECIIIAP) $149.95
- IBM (SECIBM) $179.95

SUNCOM
ANALOG PLUS JOYSTICK (AP/IBM)
High-tec technology designed electronic Apple/IBM switchable controller which uses an inserted surface, $100.00, of a 4-inch thick, created for use in space age sensor devices. Features variable amplitude and 3-way switchable trigger and case buttons, an aircraft style pilot grip for realism.

- Apple/IBM (SUNIAP) $44.95

ANIMATION STATION
Program lets the user easily create graphics from a picture menu. A strip menu along the bottom of the picture offers 7 brush strokes and a Help box. There are options for two levels of lines, for filling shapes, spray painiting, adding dots, zooming into parts of the picture, adding text or shapes from a shape library.

- Apple (SUNIAP) $9.95
- Comm 64 (SUNICOM) $9.99

CONTROLLER KEYBOARD MOUNTED JOYSTICK
A compact fully functional joystick - custom-designed to fasten easily onto the Commodore keyboard. Ideal for use with 8000 or 8001. Easy to reach and quick responses makes computing easier and more efficient. For use with Commodore or Atari computers.

- Comm (SUNIJOY) $19.95

GAME PORT 2
Dual joystick analog input card. Use with IBM PC and most IBM PC compatible. Convenient way to connect one or more joysticks or other analog input devices simultaneously. Exclusive two-year warranty.

- IBM (SUNIJOY) $29.95
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS

TELEX MAGNABYTE MODEL 5040
Project your computer text and graphics with exciting color! No special software required. Simply plug this new LCD projection system into your computer's RGB output, place the lightweight panel on an overhead projector and begin your most effective presentation ever. The 5040 works with IBM, IBM compatibles and most laptops.

- Apple/IBM (TL5040AP) $1,560.00

TELEX MAGNABYTE MODEL 5020
Project your computer text and graphics with enhanced color effects! No special software required. Simply plug this new LCD projection system into your computer's RGB output, place the lightweight panel on an overhead projector and begin your most effective presentation ever. The 5020 works with Apple II family of computers.

- Apple (TL5020AP) $1,100.00

THIRDWARE COMPUTER PRODUCTS

FINGERPRINT GSI VERSION II
A utility card which provides push button screen capture, screen dump, graphic screen conversion, a full set of Postscript and 3.3 disk utilities, calendar, calculator, plus time/date, dictionary, typewriter, and postmaster. Also includes special utilities to save graphic screens directly to Mac diskettes in MacPaint format, and the Fingerprint slide show program.

- Apple (TH006G) $125.00

FINGERPRINT IMAGEWRITER II

- Apple Ile, Igs (TH005AP) $148.00

FINGERPRINT SERIAL
Printer utility card with push button screen dump and graphic utilities for the Apple IIe. Includes graphic utilities to enlarge, rotate, or crop the image. "Type" function that allows you to use your printer as a typewriter, save to disk features and slide show software. Internal and external versions available. Five year warranty.

- Apple Ile (TH005AP) $148.00

SUNMOUSE
Plug it into your serial port and you're in business. Features three function buttons, test program, mouse driver program and easy-to-understand instructions.

- IBM (SUN1120PC) $69.99

TAC 2 JOYSTICK
Arcade-style, double-filament button on base, with extra long cord. Compatible with Commodore and Apple computers. Two year warranty.

- Commodore/Atari (SUN5020SC) $14.99

TAC 3 JOYSTICK

- Commodore/Atari (SUN5030SC) $15.90

TAC-1+™ ANALOG JOYSTICK CONTROLLER
Dual, modern design, independent "X" and "Y" axis controls, handle top four button and a self-centering mechanism provide a truly versatile cursor controller. Designed for entertainment, education and productivity software. Fits Apple and IBM computers as well as their compatibles. Comes complete with a two year warranty.

- Apple/IBM (SUN501AP) $29.99

TAC-5™ TACTICAL—AUDIBLE CONTROLLER
State-of-the-art Microswitch technology. Provides both audible and tactile response for competitive game play. Features pistol grip design with an additional fire button on the top of the handle. For use with Atari or Commodore computers. Comes complete with exclusive lifetime warranty.

- Commodore/Atari (SUN5050SC) $19.99

Welcome to the world of Bantress. Where monsters don't first look menacing. They lunge directly at you, ready to wound, paralyze or kill.

Where whistling wind, roaring surf and echoing foot steps mix with the sound of your own heart pounding.

Where earthquakes, floods and treacherous baron wrath, havoc on entire continents. Where you'll need exceptional skill, cunning and magic to survive.

You'll wander through ancient archives where torches glow against damp walls. You'll venture into 40 levels of dungeon. Journeys to 16 different towns. Explore anamysters of lost realms. Discover the ruins of an ancient civilization. Meet strange, strange beings. Embark on a quest to prevent the destruction of the world. Where death and danger lurk around every corner.

Realistic graphics and 3-D effects and inscrutable puzzles make the ataraxia even more galling.

To order your copy today, send a check or money order for $35.00 (Ontario residents $37.00) to manufacturer: 1216 Stone St., San Francisco, CA 94118. Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery. (Orders only apply in California, United States. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Include $2.00 for shipping and handling. Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery. Offer expires 3/31/88. Valid only in continental U.S. and Canada. (See California $37.00 offer for details.

For Product Information, See Pages 157

For Product Information, See Pages 157

The Masters Collection

IT WILL HOLD YOU CAPTIVE FOR DAYS.

EDYX
**CROSSBOW**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

The arcade sensation with high resolution graphics and unique sound effects. Journey through eight levels of deadly terrain, encountering an assortment of creatures, obstacles and challenges in each one.

- **Apple (A1664)** .................................. $ 39.95
- ** Commodore 64 (A1665)** ......................... $ 39.95
- **IBM (A1666)** .................................. $ 39.95

**X-15 ALPHA MISSION**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

An arcade style flight in mission utilizing state-of-the-art 3D graphics. The pilot is at the controls of NASA's legendary X-15. The mission involves navigating the X-15 through multiple levels of hostile aircraft. The product boasts a vast array of user controlled machinery, including an assortment of on-board weaponry, a lunar excursion module and a fleet of remote controlled robots.

- **Commodore 64 (A1670C)** ......................... $ 29.95

**ACCESS SOFTWARE, INC.**

10th FRAME

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

Captures the look and feel of real bowling. Players can automatically set up pins and keep score. Eight different players can take the game at one time for league play. Joystick required.

- **Commodore 64 (A14124)** ......................... $ 39.95
- **IBM (A14125)** .................................. $ 44.95

**ECHELON**

Level of Play: Intermediate to Advanced

Appropriate For Home Use

A voice activated terminator that puts you at the controls of the C-14 Tomahawk and in the heat of the action. The game features two player modes, under different classifications: (1) scientific level—explore and gather information without being attacked, (2) combat level—encounter and engage enemy spacecraft and (3) military level—non-stop action facing hostile enemy spacecraft.

- **Commodore 64 (A14124)** ......................... $ 44.95
- **IBM (A14125)** .................................. $ 48.95

**ACE OF Aces**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

You are a Real Ace pilot with a Red Baron in your guns sight! Capture the spirit of WWI! Put you in the cockpit of the Messerschmitt BF 109. Dorn the Red Barons, fly the B-52s, strum the V-1 buzz bomb and stop the enemy trains. To become an "Ace of Aces," you will complete all missions successfully.

- **Commodore 64 (A14124)** ......................... $ 44.95
- **IBM (A14125)** .................................. $ 48.95

**HEAVY METAL LAND COMBAT VOL. 1**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

A sophisticated war simulation that combines the best elements of traditional arcade action and strategy. Each player starts out as a Second Lieutenant with the opportunity to work up the ranks based upon his performance in the field. Command requires joystick.

- **Commodore 64 (A16412C)** ......................... $ 38.95
- **IBM (A16413C)** .................................. $ 38.95

**WORLD CLASS LEADER**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

Features three famous 18 hole golf courses where you’ll have the opportunity to reproduce the distance, traps, trees, and water hazards of Bakers Hill, Daytona Beach, Mission San Jose Country Club, Cypress Creek and the Gauntner. Features a Scorecard, PRINTout, Course Editor, more tools, putting green and driving range.

- **Apple (C6451A)** .................................. $ 39.95
- **Commodore 64 (A16412G)** ......................... $ 39.95
- **Max (A16415C)** .................................. $ 48.95
- **IBM (A16414C)** .................................. $ 44.95

**BUBBLE GHOST**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

Features three famous 18 hole golf courses where you'll have the opportunity to reproduce the distance, traps, trees, and water hazards of Bakers Hill, Daytona Beach, Mission San Jose Country Club, Cypress Creek and the Gauntner. Features a Scorecard, PRINTout, Course Editor, more tools, putting green and driving range.

- **Apple (C6451A)** .................................. $ 39.95
- **Commodore 64 (A16412G)** ......................... $ 39.95
- **Max (A16415C)** .................................. $ 48.95
- **IBM (A16414C)** .................................. $ 44.95

**CARD SHARKS**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

Features three famous 18 hole golf courses where you’ll have the opportunity to reproduce the distance, traps, trees, and water hazards of Bakers Hill, Daytona Beach, Mission San Jose Country Club, Cypress Creek and the Gauntner. Features a Scorecard, PRINTout, Course Editor, more tools, putting green and driving range.

- **Apple (C6451A)** .................................. $ 39.95
- **Commodore 64 (A16412G)** ......................... $ 39.95
- **Max (A16415C)** .................................. $ 48.95
- **IBM (A16414C)** .................................. $ 44.95

**F-86 SABRE STRIKE**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

An action simulation where you are piloting a single seat fighter plane. Your mission is to fly against the enemy battleship and destroy it. You must destroy the battleship to qualify for the ultimate mission: cross enemy lines, bombing a warship and returning safely to your home base. Command requires joystick.

- **Commodore 64 (A16246C)** ......................... $ 29.95
- **IBM (A16247C)** .................................. $ 39.95

**JACK NICKLAUS’ 18 GREATEST HITS OF MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

Play against Nicklaus on his choice of the most challenging 18 holes of golf. Features include rolling hills, wind, pro, men’s and ladies tees, detailed graphics and random pin placements. Up to four players can compete, or up to three players can choose from competitive players.

- **Apple IIGS (A2535)** .................................. $ 49.95
- **Amiga (A2536)** .................................. $ 49.95
- **Amiga 500/1000 (A2537)** ......................... $ 49.95
- **Max (A2538)** .................................. $ 49.95
- **IBM (A2539)** .................................. $ 48.95

**PINBALL WIZARD**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

Recreates the excitement of the classic pinball machines! A great game for parties. Can be used with or without your own pinball machine. Place it in your hand and see if you can beat your score.

- **Amiga (A1816)** .................................. $ 34.95
- **Apple IIGS (A2555)** ......................... $ 34.95
- **Apple IIe/IIe/IIc (A2335)** ......................... $ 34.95

**T.K.O.**

Level of Play: All Levels

Appropriate For Home Use

An arcade style, skill-screen boxing game in large graphics. Allows each player to get the feeling of what it’s really like to ring the bell and duke it out, having each boxer’s face show the damage. Includes punch attack, including black eye, lip, swollen cheek and a cut

- **Commodore 64 (A16412C)** ......................... $ 29.95
- **IBM (A16413C)** .................................. $ 39.95
TEAM CONSTRUCTION DISK
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
An add-on disk to "4th and Inches," requires 40K and
Apple IIgs (AC1010S) $ 14.95
IBM (AC201FC) $ 14.95

TEST DRIVE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Imagine yourself experiencing the power and perform-
ance of the world's most exclusive cars. Put yourself
behind the wheel of five exceptional automobiles in a
driving simulation that is guaranteed to ignite your
adrenaline. Authentic graphics, stirring sound and life-
like animation allow you to experience the awesome charac-
teristics of each machine. Apple requires 100K and
Joystick
- Amiga (AC1414M) $44.95
- Apple II (ACT1414AP) $34.95
- Commodore 64 (AC1414COM) $39.95
- IBM (AC1414PC) $39.95

UP PERISCOPE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You command a WWII fleet against submarine. Patrol
the Atlantic and Pacific theatre of war. Experience
the different historical situations and compare your strat-
eties with those real submarine commanders. Includes
realistic equipment, surface and underwater attacks, vari-
able power antisub, torpedoes, and much more. Spectacular 3-D graphics, courtesy of SubLogic graphics and animation technology.
- Commodore 64/128 (AC10101D) $ 29.95
- IBM (AC1010IC) $ 29.95

ACTIONWARE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
- Amiga (AC1414AM) $ 29.95
- IBM (AC123P) $ 34.95

CAPONE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
The 20's in Chicago was a rough time. It was a time
when gangsters ruled the streets. Crime was a way of life
during the Prohibition era. With Capone you can simu-
te this exciting world of crime.
- Commodore 64 (AC10101D) $ 29.95
- IBM (AC1010IC) $ 29.95
- Apple II (ACT1114AP) $ 34.95

THE TRAIN: ESCAPE TO NORMANDY
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You are a leader in the French Resistance. Your mis-
ion: Capture the armored "death train" containing the
entire populace of a village in France. It is deadly,
but it is your only chance to save the village. The
villagers can help you with your mission.
- Commodore 64/128 (AC10101D) $ 29.95
- IBM (AC1010IC) $ 39.95

THUNDER CHOPPER
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Climb into the cockpit of a high-performance scout
chopper. For simple landing practice to the most
complicated missions, you can simulate it. Good for
both beginners and experienced pilots.
- Apple (ACT2400AP) $ 34.95
- Commodore 64/128/256 (AC10101D) $ 39.95

COMPUBEDE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A comprehensive utility tool for Microsoft
Windows. It includes a hard drive manager, a
file utility tool, and a system diagnostic tool. It is
available for IBM XT/AT, IBM PS/2, and Apple II.
- Apple (AC10102A) $ 34.95
- Commodore 128/256 (AC10101D) $ 34.95
- IBM (AC10102IC) $ 34.95

GHOSTBUSTERS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You play a Ghostbuster in this exciting new game.
- Apple (AC1012) $ 29.95
- Commodore 128/256 (AC10101D) $ 39.95
- IBM (AC1021IC) $ 48.95

THE LAST NINJA
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A fast-paced, action-packed adventure. The ninja
brotherhood has been brutally destroyed and you are
the sole survivor. You must fight your way through
the enemy ranks and restore the ninja brotherhood.
- Apple (AC1012A) $ 34.95
- Commodore 128/256 (AC10101D) $ 39.95
- IBM (AC1012IC) $ 65.95

MANHOLE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
The world is a dangerous place. You are on a mis-
ion to save your friend who has been kidnapped.
- Apple (AC1014) $ 29.95
- Commodore 128/256 (AC10101D) $ 29.95

ACTIVISION
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
- Apple (AC101400) $ 29.95
- Commodore 64/128 (AC10101D) $ 29.95

ALIENS THE
COMPUTER GAME
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
- Apple (ACT2400AP) $ 34.95
- Commodore 64/128/256 (AC10101D) $ 39.95

AIKON
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
- Apple (AC1012A) $ 34.95
- Commodore 128/256 (AC10101D) $ 34.95
- IBM (AC1012IC) $ 48.95

ARKESTEN
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
- Apple (ACT2400AP) $ 49.95
- IBM (AC1021IC) $ 65.95
- Commodore 64/128/256 (AC10101D) $ 65.95

THE OCEAN RANGER
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A fast-paced underwater adventure. You are the
leader of a team of divers. Missions require doing
battles with enemy divers, planes, submarines, and masts. Features all-out battle action that will
keep players on the defensive.
- Apple (AC1012A) $ 29.95
- Commodore 64/128 (AC10101D) $ 29.95
- IBM (AC1021IC) $ 39.95

TAITO’S DEALER INCENTIVE PROGRAM.

What better incentive is there than offering dealers the hottest, fastest moving video games in the business? That’s exactly what Taito gives you...
- We start with over 30 years of arcade and home game leadership
- We offer proven arcade-based titles that hint at home
desktop game and bring them to IBM PC, Apple II, Amiga, Commodore 64 and Atari ST computer formats.
- We put them in exciting, high visibility, award winning packages.
- We create hard hitting, colorful, action-oriented advertisements and reach all your customers in the home computer market with multi-million dollar ad campaigns in A+; Amiga World, Commodore, Computel, Computel’s Gazette, Computer Gaming World, Family & Home Office Computing, INCider, Info, PC Resource, PC Games, PC Computing and Run magazines.
- That’s Taito’s formula for success. And everyone knows, success is the best incen-
tive of all. (Unless you prefer to have a one-spaced bicycle or a handsome pen and pencil set)
MAZED WARS + Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A quick, customized version of "Taffy," a real-time multiplayer game for the Apple IIe/Final fight—many people can play at once. The animation is elaborate, and the graphics are available, including a way to hide the screen when the boss appears.

**Maze Wars (Motorola)**... $49.95

MOEBIUS

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A danger-filmed adventure through a complex and crucial Oriental world of magic, mystery, and intrigue. You have been chosen to recover the stolen Osh from the renegade Wairuk and prevent the destruction of the universe. All your martial arts skills will be required to survive the ninja-like assassins.

**Amiga** (Amiga 1564AM)... $39.95

Apple (Apple 1564AP)... $39.95

Atari ST (Atari ST 1567ST)... $39.95

Commodore 64 (Commodore 64 1564C64)... $39.95

**IBM** (IBM PC/AT 1564PC)... $32.95

OGRE

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Play at your own pace against an incredible fighting machine on the Nuclear Battlefield of Tomorrow. Features full-color graphics, visual effects, simultaneous gameplay, and advanced animation, making every move a unique experience.

**Amiga** (Amiga 1564AM)... $29.95

Apple (Apple 1564AP)... $29.95

Atari ST (Atari ST 1567ST)... $29.95

Commodore 64 (Commodore 64 1564C64)... $29.95

**IBM** (IBM PC/AT 1564PC)... $29.95

OPERATION CLEANCSTREETS

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
An arcade action fighting street game which pulls the tins, an undercover cop, against a clique of villains.

**Amiga** (Amiga 1564AM)... $39.95

Apple (Apple 1564AP)... $39.95

Commodore 64 (Commodore 64 1564C64)... $39.95

**IBM** (IBM PC/AT 1564PC)... $39.95

SEARCH AND DESTROY

Anti-submarine destroyer simulator. Commanding a U.S.S. Fletcher Destroyer. The player must pursue and destroy a fleet of torpedoes, and use the destroyers' anti-aircraft, area-defense, rocket-warfare, and fish-hunting capabilities to take the enemy's ships and destroy them. A detailed simulation of the war at sea, with complex combat systems and enemy tactics.

**IBM** (IBM PC/AT 1564PC)... $14.95
PLATOON

Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Experience the impact of the film Platoon. Lead your platoon through jungles, villages, foxholes and the undergrounds of Southeast Asia. Encounter snipers, traps, trip wires, armed patroons and napalm air strikes. Survival is the name of the game. Requires Joystick.
- Amiga (DAT135A) $14.95
- Apple (DATAP) $14.95
- Comm 64 (DAT62C03) $29.95
- IBM (DAT75PC) $39.95

SPEED BUGGY

Level of Play: Beginner to Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Compete in a driving experience you'll never forget! Your skills will be challenged as you run one of five courses combined in this program. Run into traffic to gain points while swerving away from fallen trees, boulders and light posts. Develop real-time racing skills by jumping your buggy over obstacles and drive one wheel to gain time and bonus points.
- Amiga (DAT78AM) $29.95
- Comm 64 (DAT62B30) $29.95

SUPER HANG ON

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
This is not a cross country but a cross continent rally requiring a different level of skill. Bikers' rubber in the hot dust of Africa, the mystical green of Asia, the concrete jungles of North America and the vast open spaces of Europe on a motorcycle race.
- Mac (DAT1MC) $39.95

TAG TEAM WRESTLING

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Teamwork and stamina are the keys as you and your partner battle your way through the Titus Matchers and your quest for the Belt. Attack your opponents with Body Slams, Drop Kicks, Backbreakers, flying head Butts, or just throw them out of the ring.
- Apple (DAT04AP) $16.95
- Comm 64 (DAT624C04) $16.95
- IBM (DAT96PC) $16.95

VICTORY ROAD

Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
The heroes from IKARI WARRIORs are back. They're up against the fearsome enemy of all—The monstrous Snowmon and his army of zombies. Make your way through a desolate landscape where scores of Green Gorillas, Winged Man-Beasts, and enormous Wormlike creatures threaten to overwhelm you. Requires 256K memory.
- Apple (DAT12AP) $16.95
- Comm 64 (DAT12C02) $29.95
- IBM (DAT75PC) $39.95

DATAWIZ SOFTWARE

CASINO CLASSICS

Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Contains 326 of your favorite casino games: Mac, Keno, Lumber, Jacks, and Mac-Poker. It's non-stop action and full of surprises just like real casino games! Totally mouse-controlled.
- Mac (DPK004I) $29.95

DATASOF

(ALTERNATE REALITY: THE CITY

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
An adventure fantasy game in full-color/3-D graphics. Alien kidnappers take you away to a bizarre planet where your intelligence, strength, dexterity, wisdom and health are all determined by the numbers. Your ability to escape depends on how well you meet the challenges of life on their planet.
- Apple (EADAP) $30.00
- Comm 64 (GAD080) $30.00
- IBM (EAD03PC) $40.00
- Mac (EAD10MC) $40.00

ANDROID DECISION

Level of Play: Beginner to Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Set in the future, her robot cities battle, each intent on gaining control of the other. Each city is capable of producing a variety of robots and each robot can be programmed for a number of diverse roles. The battle takes place on a post-nuclear landscape riddled with radiation storms that destroy everything in their path.
- Amiga (EAG07AM) $35.00
- Comm 64/256 (EAG12CMC) $35.00
- IBM (EAG03PC) $35.00

IKARI WARRIOR

Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Realistic enemy lines, parilla warfare are your tactics as you and your partner battle through the jungles, rivers,name, and opposing enemisties in this intense active 2 player arcade hit. Pick up an array of weaponry: machine guns, grenades, rocket launchers and even a tank. Battle your way to survival and conquest.
- Amiga (DAT04AM) $44.95
- Apple (DATAP) $34.95
- Comm 64 (DAT62C03) $29.95
- IBM (DAT75PC) $39.95

KARATE CHAMP/ KUNG FU MASTER

(Double Pack)

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Combines Kung Fu martial arts with Karate Sharpen your split-second reflexes and focus your concentration skills. Travel through a variety of scenarios and try to survive after a heart, wizard's temple, deathly arenas and nine different matches against worthy opponents. Requires Joystick.
- Apple (DAT05AP) $14.95
- Comm 64 (DAT62C03) $14.95

KARNOV

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Karnov, the fire-breathing Russian, is seeking the lost treasures of the World. He runs, swims, jumps, climbs, and flies through nine levels of game play. Countless bizarre enemies of various sizes and strengths are out to prevent Karnov from finding the treasure! Requires Joystick.
- Comm 64 (DAT611C03) $29.95
- IBM (DAT751PC) $39.95

KID NIKI

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
This "red" and "bad" punk dude, armed with a spinning sword, is out to rescue hisspace-hairied girlfriend from the clutches of the Stone Wizard. Make your way through seven scenes to rescue the Princess Margot. You must defeat each "Big Boss" and pick up the Speed Gun to proceed to the next scene. Requires Joystick.
- Apple IIC/IIE/IIGS (DAT0AP) $34.95
- Comm 64 (DAT6180C) $29.95

LOCK-ON

Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Plants simultaneously come alive as you pilot a jet fighter against enemies on land, in the air and at sea. Features 20 challenging stages, press 0 to 3 graphics, and a "resurect" option. Requires Joystick.
- IBM (DAT75PC) $39.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LANCELOT</td>
<td>Level of Play: Intermediate</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATTLE DROIDZ</td>
<td>Level of Play: Beginner/Intermediate</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIREZONE</td>
<td>Level of Play: Beginner/Intermediate</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL COMMANDER</td>
<td>Level of Play: Beginner/Intermediate</td>
<td>$48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER</td>
<td>Level of Play: Intermediate</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGNWARE PLUS</td>
<td>Level of Play: All Levels</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVCOM 6</td>
<td>Level of Play: All Levels</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURF AND MAGIC</td>
<td>Level of Play: Intermediate</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKANOID</td>
<td>Level of Play: All Levels</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOBRUK</td>
<td>Level of Play: All Levels</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTER DEAD THAN ALIEN</td>
<td>Level of Play: Intermediate</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COSMI Entertainment Software**

**Tomorrow's Reality... Today!**

**SUPER HUEY II**

This sequel to the realistic Super HUEY offers an scenario which see the versatile helicopter in distinctive ways.

--- Quote from Computer Gaming World ---

**CORPORATE RAIDERS**

Infinite bidding tactics, tender offers and hostile takeover maneuvers are part of the fun.

--- Quote from Personal Computing ---

**INSIDE TRADER**

"Inside Trader is fun, fast, and fascinating. This is not a staid game. The screen is constantly moving. If only it were this real on Wall Street."

--- Quote from Computer Gaming World ---

**THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING!**

I found THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING! to be one of the most fabulously exciting detective games I have played. The attention to detail is brilliant, and it is a 100% 24 carat gem of a game!

--- Quote from Commodore Computing Magazine ---
HYBRIS
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Pest a missile cruiser flying over treacherous enemy territory. Face attacks from the land, air and sea as many as 24 devastating enemy ships. As the commander, you determine which priority targets to strike to give your cruiser rapid fire, long missiles or an in-vincible mode.
   - Amiga (DOS5AM) $3.95
   - IBM (DOS5PC) $3.95

SWORD OF SODON
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You assume the role of Sordan or Sodanna. Save your parents from the evil castle Goggamir. Travel through forests, caverns, streets full of gulls, wizards and other villains. Features monsters starting at 3 feet tall, the size of the screen, eleven animated times, option to choose roles and digital sound. Requires joystick.
   - Amiga (DOS5AM) $4.95
   - IBM (DOS5PC) $4.95

ARCTIC FOX
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A high tech combat take simulation that combines graphics along with action. The tank is fully armed, can move realistically, react to physical conditions. Battle against enemy forces, wandering patrols and well armed enemy forces. Contains three levels of difficulty.
   - Amiga (EAPAP) $19.95
   - Apple II (EAP2P) $19.95
   - IBM (EAPAPC) $19.95

BARD’S TALE III
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
In this state-of-the-art fantasy role playing game the evil wizard, Meldor, has cast an eternal winter spell. But the Bard knows no fear. All he needs is a bird and a book. Following a right-handed TEX turtle front door, a couple of frogs, a conjurer to create weird objects and magic spells. Includes formulas and a game manual, fully customizable game box with the adventures of the Bard.
   - Amiga (EASTAM) $50.00
   - Apple II (EAS2P) $50.00
   - IBM (EASSTC) $50.00

BARD’S TALE II
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Carries on the tradition of Bard’s Tale with a whole new story line. Explore six cities, 25-dungeon levels, and an entire above-ground wilderness. Features include more magic, combat strategies, characters, elves, monsters, and a new kind of master magician: the Archimedes.
   - Amiga (EAAAM) $50.00
   - Apple II (EAA2P) $50.00
   - IBM (EAAAPC) $50.00
   - Commodore 64 (EAA64C) $40.00
   - IBM (EAAAPC) $40.00

EARL WEAVER BASEBALL
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A baseball simulation program that’s fast-moving, and challenges your skill at batting, naming, and leading. It’s all the fun of the game that you enjoy against a friend—or against Earl Weaver. Either way, you’ll enjoy baseball strategy and tactics from the inside like.
   - Amiga (EASZAN) $50.00
   - Apple II (EASZAP) $40.00
   - IBM (EASZAPC) $50.00
   - IBM 3" (EASZAPPC) $30.00

JORDAN VS. BIRD ORIENT-ONE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
The player of the decade meets the Airplane-Holt Court. Jordan is in on rose smoking, Jordan VS. Bird. Who’s the best in the world at basketball? The world is up to you.
   - Amiga (EASZ1C) $30.00
   - Apple II (EASZ1P) $40.00
   - IBM (EASZAPC) $50.00
   - IBM 3" (EASZAPPC) $30.00

MADDEN FOOTBALL
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Real players, real matched up, pre-preparation, real philosophy, and real gameplay make it the most sophisticated football game ever made. Play against Madden or go against a friend.
   - Apple II (EASZAP) $50.00

MARBLE MADNESS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Sports competition, kinetic energy and strategy all come into play in this amaze-ball game. Players control marbles on computer-style six and fifteen levels of pathways. Each level has its own personal and creative course with variables such as various sound capabilities. Can be used with mouse, joystick, or touchtrac.
   - Amiga (EASZAM) $50.00
   - Apple II (EASZAP) $35.00
   - IBM (EASZAPC) $40.00

FERRARI FORMULA ONE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Step behind the wheel of the $350,000 Ferrari F1 and race the world’s best drivers on the international Grand Prix circuits. 30-track suspension, engine systems, tires, engine and aerodynamics. Test your driving skills through practice, qualifying, warm-up and final heats on 10 tracks including Ferrari’s legendary Ferrari Test track.
   - Amiga (EASZ1M) $50.00

SLAM GRAND SLAM BATTLE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Designs for real pros. Dr. J. and Larry Bird contributed their basketball strategies, statistics and moves to make this game realistic. Action includes 50 degrees of accuracy, jumping and shooting, sliding, blocked shots and instant reversals. For 1 or 2 players, 4 levels of play. Requires Joystick.
   - IBM (EASZAPC) $40.00

MODERN WARS
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
This fast action, fast thinking strategy game is the first designed specifically for modern combat. You can practice without a modem to test your ability across oceans or across the country. The only restriction is that you must hold the button before the limit. Seven countries and unlimited maps.
   - IBM (EASZAPPC) $30.00
NAPOLEON IN RUSSIA
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate For Home Use
Now’s your chance to play Napoleon. What would you do if you were a young Napoleon? With his army defeated, you must decide his fate on the battlefield.

Apple (EASPC) $20.00

ROMMEL BATTLES FOR NORTHERN AFRICA
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Match wits with Rommel, the Desert Fox. Eight scenarios recreate the decisive battles of the Mediterranean Theatre of World War II. Can you lead Rommel to victory?

Apple (EASPC) $26.95

SPACE M.A.X.
Level of Play: Advanced
Appropriate For Home Use
Space M.A.X. is the world’s first commercial space station in low Earth orbit. Your assignment as Space Simulator Operator is to launch the memorials and crew and to build the Space Station within a limited time schedule and budget your resources.

Apple (EASPC) $42.00

SENTIENC WORLDS I: FUTURE MAGIC
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A thinking arcade construction set. Select one of 12 monster sides, add enhancements, weapons, supplies, and build both combat and non-combat computers against other players or against the computer. This is a budget-priced version of Space M.A.X., but for the first time, you can play against another player or against the computer.

Apple (EASPC) $50.00

PHI PEGASUS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A high-speed naval simulation sends you on eight real-life missions around the world. Play as the U.S.S. Peleliu, Atlantic Crossing, or Scott. Twenty-five wins take a level. The key to success is teamwork, strategy, and fast reflexes. You must command the entire fleet and coordinate all activities.

Apple (EASPC) $30.00

Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate For Home Use

Comm 61428 (EAS1300CD) $25.00

PROJECT FIRESTORM
Level of Play: Beginning
Appropriate For Home Use
It plays like a science fiction, horror and suspense movie, complete with close-ups, fades and a masterpiece that sustains tension and excels. Race against time and monsters to set the self-destruct on the death ray, possess a beautiful woman or get out of place.

Comm 61429 (EAS1310CD) $39.00

PUPPETEERS
Level of Play: Beginner
Appropriate For Home Use
Fly at 900 kilometers per second . . . but watch out for asteroids soaring toward you just as fast! Eighteenth-century missions are included and come complete with attack missions, treasure loot, and exciting scenarios. Three more levels are included in the bonus pack.

Apple (EASPC) $4.95

SKYFOX
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A flight simulation and strategy game where you can save your colony from the invaders. Create an infinite number of colonies by using your computer’s powerful basic computer and your creative effort providing communications and interstellar trade. You must defeat the invaders by building and maintaining your own colony.

Apple (EASPC) $15.95

Msc (EAS100CD) $10.95

SKYFOX II: THE CONFLICT SUSPICUS
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Counter in four exciting, but get-off-the-rails, into the Baja Challenge, the Michigan Winter White Out, the Death Valley Race, and the Georgia Mud Fest.生态圈

Apple (EASPC) $29.95

WASTELAND
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
It’s 2087, World War III has come to America. As Desert Ranger in the Southwest, you’re prepared to clean up civilization by stealing homes, freezing hostages, and rounding up the very people who were helping you. It’s a flying water supplies . . . but first, you must survive your own people, Pachyderm outlaws, infestations, and graphics surprises.

Apple (EASPC) $50.00

Comm 61430 (EAS1330CD) $40.10

IBN (EAS177C) $36.00

YORK WORLD YOUR WORLDS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Includes 22 world fantasy cities, plus construction to design your own city. Your computer can be used as a computer or human opponent. Scorecard calculates and updates net handicap scores. Features include a water miser and a match play. IBM version requires 256K and graphics card.

Amiga (EAS44AM) $40.00

IBN (EAS145C) $30.00

CALIFORNIA GAMES
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
The "grumpiest" bunch of games under the sun. Get "Elbows" to suit the biggest, widest, boarder on the planet, bike the Bmx-style, kick back on skate, surf, sking and fly the disc. Compete on California’s most scenic courses, through the Hollywood Hills, then zoom it all over again. Enough trophies to become a California champion! For more than eight players, X-Match and match play.

Amiga (EAS44AM) $39.95

Apple (EAP259) $39.95

Apple (EAP260) $39.95

IBM (EAP258) $45.95

Apple (EAP243) $29.95

IBN (EAS107C) $30.00

STRIKE FLEET
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Create your own custom fleet to head off Soviet Knorr frigates and Alpha sub in the North. Defeat the USS Yorktown and the massive battle group and protect your convey of destroyers, tanks, and troops through微笑 of American jet attacks in the Falkland Islands! This very realistic naval battle is based on a variety of weapons and defense systems to choose from, and features 2-D graphics and excellent special effects.

Comm 61429 (EAS1310CD) $30.00

IBN (EAS146C) $30.00

SKYFOX
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A powerful color paint program which features an image composer toolbox with tear-away awesomeness. Optique includes tiling, gradients, proto, and advanced techniques for selecting objects on the screen. Special effects include blending, blurring, stacking, rotation, and shading, and perspective.

Max (EAS112MC) $485.00

STUDIO 8
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A 4 X 4 OFF ROAD RACING
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Race on the rails, jump, spin and slide, run to the finish line to see who’s able to outlast and outdrive the others.

Apple (EAP164) $29.95

Comm 61429 (EAS1310CD) $29.95

IBN (EAP165C) $39.95

IBN (EAP166C) $39.95

ATHERSHIP
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate For Home Use
This strategic adventure comes to life on the screen as you try to outdrive and outfight the other competition. Players strategically position their fleets, plan their moves, and play the computer. Requires Joystick or Keyboard.

Amiga (EAP254) $29.95

Comm 61428 (EAP243CD) $30.00

IBN (EAP262C) $39.95

DESTROYER
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A high-action, graphic-packed, simulation game where you actually take command of U.S. Naval Destroyer. You take on the challenge of trying to manage the entire ship, or simply man one of many different battle stations. When you are on deck, you have depth charges, torpedos and radar at your disposal.

Amiga (EAP259) $39.95

Apple (EAP260) $39.95

Apple (EAP261) $39.95

Comm 61428 (EAP243CD) $39.95

IBM (EAP262C) $39.95

DIVE BOMBER
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Blow up enemy targets, fighter planes, mine fields, E-boats and U-boats. Simulate take-offs and landings on an aircraft carrier. Navigation may be available to monitor your intelligence reports concerning enemy locations and to give you points for the best performance. A novice pilot learns to know how to fly by undertaking practice runs.

Amiga (EAP259) $49.95

Apple (EAP260) $49.95

Apple (EAP261) $49.95

Comm 61428 (EAP243CD) $39.95

IBM (EAP262C) $39.95

IBN (EAP169C) $39.95

FINAL ASSAULT
Level of Play: Beginner
Appropriate For Home Use
A mountain climbing game. Pack over 50 items including ice climbing gear, binoculars, sculpture, ice axe, your own camera and a map to get you back from the dangerous ice flows, pickaxes, ice chiptoys, and ice coniferous rock-face. Requires Joystick or Keyboard.

Amiga (EAP259) $49.95

Apple (EAP260) $49.95

Apple (EAP261) $49.95

Comm 61428 (EAP243CD) $39.95

IBM (EAP262C) $39.95

IBN (EAP169C) $39.95

IBN (EAP169C) $39.95

IBN (EAP169C) $39.95

IBN (EAP169C) $39.95

IBN (EAP169C) $39.95
STAR EMPIRE
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A game of courage, adventure, space travel and enormous risk! Starting in the Azteky star system, equipped with a basic scout ship, try to build a great Galactic Star Empire operating many solar systems. Trade with various star systems, destroy alien mercenary ships and more by a desperate battle to become the greatest space lord of all time.

Comm 64 (FDCOMD) $24.95
IBM (FDCPC) $29.95

APPLE (ACTAP7F) $14.95
Apple Igs (ACTAP7IC) $49.95
Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $14.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $14.95

THE TWILIGHT ZONE
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
You're traveling in another dimension. A dimension not only of sight and sound, but of mind. A strange place where shadows of reality mix with the images of nightmares... There's a saying...You'll...next stop...the Twilight Zone. Be that normal person thrust into fantastic situations. Participate in several scenes that at first, may seem uneventful, but eventually reveal into a single complex plot, complete with a patented Twilight Zone twist ending.

Comm 64 (FROOMD) $39.95
Comm 64 (FROSCOMD) $34.95
IBM (FRIPC) $39.95

PETE ROSE PENNANT FEVER
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Managing, TV style graphics and digitized sound true to life player perspectives and game play. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $34.95
IBM (ACTTPC) $44.95

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
Level of Play: Adult Appropriate For Home Use
A new speed of 1300 s.p.i. science fiction concept created by Steve Martinly. Has three levels of play (Time, Experience and Sophistication), the game also includes a 3D comic book and an enticing scratch and sniff card, worth a try.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $29.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $14.95

INFINITY SOFTWARE, INC.
Level of Play: Beginner/Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use

INTERPLAY
From (MediaGenic)
BATTLE CHESS
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
An entire medieval world is reflected in the checkers, simulates a magnetic chess log system with cedoral and dromedary-like movements. Over engagements of animals, 10 difficulty levels, digitized sound effects and excellent usability. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95

SHERLOCK CADMAN JEWELS
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Sherlock Holmes returns in this interactive fiction tale, and you play as his trusty Dr. Watson. A series of clues lead you to solve the mystery, which means clues to solve minders, puzzles and help on-screen hints, and the Vice President's quota. Highly quality sound available on ips version.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95

NEUMONRACER
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A ski-based role-playing game from the people who brought you Arena Tall. Fully digitized original sound track by DEV. Expires 35 different databases and 25 real world locations. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95

SHOGUN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Inspired by the book and mini-series, you play the part of English captain John Blackwood, stranded in the cultural, political, and religious intrigue of fortieth century Japan. Features spectacular stylized graphics, animated scenes, and enhanced interface (FDS MICROVISION).

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

ZORK TRIO
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game of imaginative exploration. Extend your influence through the ages. Protect and nurture the vulnerable play of the world of history, from the dawn to today... the ages. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

INTERSTEL
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
An entire medieval world is reflected in the checkers, simulates a magnetic chess log system with cedoral and dromedary-like movements. Over engagements of animals, 10 difficulty levels, digitized sound effects and excellent usability. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95

EMPIRE
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Inspired by the book and mini-series, you play the part of English captain John Blackwood, stranded in the cultural, political, and religious intrigue of fortieth century Japan. Features spectacular stylized graphics, animated scenes, and enhanced interface (FDS MICROVISION).

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

ZORK TRIO
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game of imaginative exploration. Extend your influence through the ages. Protect and nurture the vulnerable play of the world of history, from the dawn to today... the ages. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

SHOGUN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Inspired by the book and mini-series, you play the part of English captain John Blackwood, stranded in the cultural, political, and religious intrigue of fortieth century Japan. Features spectacular stylized graphics, animated scenes, and enhanced interface (FDS MICROVISION).

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

SHERLOCK CADMAN JEWELS
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Sherlock Holmes returns in this interactive fiction tale, and you play as his trusty Dr. Watson. A series of clues lead you to solve the mystery, which means clues to solve minders, puzzles and help on-screen hints, and the Vice President's quota. Highly quality sound available on ips version.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95

EMPIRE
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Inspired by the book and mini-series, you play the part of English captain John Blackwood, stranded in the cultural, political, and religious intrigue of fortieth century Japan. Features spectacular stylized graphics, animated scenes, and enhanced interface (FDS MICROVISION).

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

ZORK TRIO
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game of imaginative exploration. Extend your influence through the ages. Protect and nurture the vulnerable play of the world of history, from the dawn to today... the ages. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

SHOGUN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Inspired by the book and mini-series, you play the part of English captain John Blackwood, stranded in the cultural, political, and religious intrigue of fortieth century Japan. Features spectacular stylized graphics, animated scenes, and enhanced interface (FDS MICROVISION).

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

ZORK TRIO
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game of imaginative exploration. Extend your influence through the ages. Protect and nurture the vulnerable play of the world of history, from the dawn to today... the ages. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

SHOGUN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Inspired by the book and mini-series, you play the part of English captain John Blackwood, stranded in the cultural, political, and religious intrigue of fortieth century Japan. Features spectacular stylized graphics, animated scenes, and enhanced interface (FDS MICROVISION).

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

ZORK TRIO
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game of imaginative exploration. Extend your influence through the ages. Protect and nurture the vulnerable play of the world of history, from the dawn to today... the ages. Requires Joystick.

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $39.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

SHOGUN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
Inspired by the book and mini-series, you play the part of English captain John Blackwood, stranded in the cultural, political, and religious intrigue of fortieth century Japan. Features spectacular stylized graphics, animated scenes, and enhanced interface (FDS MICROVISION).

Comm 64 (ACTSCOMD) $49.95
IBM (ACT2FPC) $49.95

ZORK TRIO
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game of imaginative exploration. Extend your influence through the ages. Protect and nurture the vulnerable play of the world of history, from the dawn to today... the ages. Requires Joystick.
SCAVENGERS
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate for Home Use
It is the 23rd Century. World War III has destroyed the planet. The world is now inhabited by mutants and marauding war parties. You and your group of Scavengers have the means to save the planet. You must be quick, the muties are everywhere. With the right moves from you and your party, the planet will become save again.

IBM (E131PC) $56.80

GENGHIS KHAN
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Build an empire and try to make it by taking care of your horse, your treasury, your family, and your subordinates. You can also build cities, execute slaves, and fight battles. The ultimate goal is to become the greatest emperor in Chinese history.

IBM (E02BPC) $59.95

CONTRA
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Play as Contra, a special agent sent to rescue the kidnapped President of Pyongyang. Kill the enemies using your trusty gun, and save the world from the evil forces.

IBM (E01BPC) $59.95

JACKAL
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Your brother-in-law is a hostage and your only hope for freedom. You control the Jackal and save him in this thrilling action-adventure game.

NORBANUG'S AMBITION
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Central government has collapsed and you are the last remaining loyal government official. Defend your hometown from the invading forces.

MASTERBONDS
BARBARIAN
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Battle powerful warriors and horrible monsters. Use your skills to defeat your enemies and emerge victorious.

JOHN ELWAY'S QUARTERBACK
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Navigate the football field and make critical plays.

ZAK MC KRAKEN/ALIEN MINDSENDERS
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate for Home Use
Pilots an alien starship in a mission to save Earth from an alien invasion. Use your skills to outsmart the aliens and protect the planet.

OLBIT RATER
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
You are a skilled pilot who must avoid obstacles and reach the target.

TERRAPODS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Defend your home planet of Tottan from the monstrous Terrapos. Use your skills to outmaneuver their attacks.

LEISURE GENIUS (from Electronic Arts)
COMPUTER SCRABBLE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
A classic game of word strategy, challenging players to create words and build high-scoring combinations.

RISK
Level of Play: Beginner
Appropriate for Home Use
A classic game of military strategy, challenging players to conquer territories and outmaneuver their opponents.

PLAY GOLF-PINEVIEW
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate for Home Use
Immerse yourself in the world of golf, challenging players to perfect their swings and outmaneuver the beautiful golf courses.

PLAY GOLF—YE OLD COURSE
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate for Home Use
A classic game of golf, challenging players to perfect their swings and navigate the beautiful golf courses.

MONOPOLY
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Go around the board, buying properties and charging rent, until you bankrupt your opponents.

CONTRA
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
A adventures game of strategy, challenging players to outsmart their opponents and emerge victorious.

RUSH 'N ATTACK
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
A classic adventure game, challenging players to navigate through a maze and find hidden treasures.

SCRUPLES
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate for Home Use
A classic guessing game, challenging players to outsmart their opponents and emerge victorious.

MASTERPLAYING CORPORATION
STAR SAGA: ONE BEYOND THE BOUNDARY
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Navigate the vast universe, avoiding obstacles and outsmarting your opponents.

OBLITERATOR
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
You are a skilled pilot who must avoid obstacles and reach the target.

CONTRA
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
A adventures game of strategy, challenging players to outsmart their opponents and emerge victorious.

RUSH 'N ATTACK
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
A classic adventure game, challenging players to navigate through a maze and find hidden treasures.

SCRUPLES
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate for Home Use
A classic guessing game, challenging players to outsmart their opponents and emerge victorious.

MASTERPLAYING CORPORATION
STAR SAGA: ONE BEYOND THE BOUNDARY
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Navigate the vast universe, avoiding obstacles and outsmarting your opponents.

OBLITERATOR
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
You are a skilled pilot who must avoid obstacles and reach the target.

TERRAPODS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate for Home Use
Defend your home planet of Tottan from the monstrous Terrapos. Use your skills to outmaneuver their attacks.
VISIONS OF AFTERMATH
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategic simulation game set in a post-nuclear world. You must rebuild civilization from the ashes in your area of the country and contend with nature.

WILLOW
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
This is the sequel to the Lucas Film's most successful adventure game. You are on a journey to rescue the spirit of the princess from the evil sorcerer.

MASTERS NINJA
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
Assume the identity of a master ninja and use your skills to defeat the evil sorcerer and rescue the princess.

CAVERN COBRA
Level of Play: Beginner Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must navigate through a series of challenging caverns.

POLARWAR
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game where you must build a polar base and conquer the opposing forces.

MACRAGQETTRUM
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A space strategy game where you must conquer the enemy's planet.

CAVERN COBRA
Level of Play: Beginner Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must navigate through a series of challenging caverns.

MONTE CARLO
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A racing game where you must race through a series of challenging tracks.

SEA STRIKE
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game where you must navigate through the seas and engage in naval battles.

TOWER OF MYRALGREN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A fantasy adventure game where you must climb a magical tower.

PARAGON SOFTWARE

NEW WORLD COMPUTING

MIGHT & MAGIC: BOOK ONE
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A role-playing game set in a medieval world.

WIZARD WARS
Level of Play: Beginner Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must defeat the wizard and his minions.

CONFLICT

PRB SOFTWARE

SQUIRREL SOFTWARE

ALIEN FIRES
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game where you must defend your planet from alien invaders.

ALIEN MIND
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must decode the alien mind.

TOWER OF MYRALGREN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must climb a magical tower.

BRINGING THE PIRATE LADY TO THE CASTLE
A futuristic, 3D platform style adventure game. Assume the role of a time lord and become a mythical traveler by

designing your character's strengths and weaknesses with the Time Lord menu. Your mission: rescuing the banners of time to find Samuel Katz, a scientist and creator of an awesome time machine, and eliminate his internal machine before he unceasingly puts an end to time as we know it. Includes 3.5 and 5.25 Disk Sets.

IBM (0142PC) ........................................... $ 39.95

POLARWAR
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game where you must build a polar base and conquer the opposing forces.

MACRAGQETTRUM
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A space strategy game where you must conquer the enemy's planet.

ROAD RACER
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A high performance 1965 Corvette simulation! Drive through the environments ranging from high speed desert flats to winding mountain roads. Numerous detailed roadways and graphics including spectacular scenery, obstacles, and crashes. Fly over hills and around the turns at up to 200 mph.

PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL

PARAGON SOFTWARE

PHONE STATION

SQUIRREL SOFTWARE

ALIEN FIRES
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game where you must defend your planet from alien invaders.

ALIEN MIND
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must decode the alien mind.

TOWER OF MYRALGREN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must climb a magical tower.

BRINGING THE PIRATE LADY TO THE CASTLE
A futuristic, 3D platform style adventure game. Assume the role of a time lord and become a mythical traveler by

designing your character's strengths and weaknesses with the Time Lord menu. Your mission: rescuing the banners of time to find Samuel Katz, a scientist and creator of an awesome time machine, and eliminate his internal machine before he unceasingly puts an end to time as we know it. Includes 3.5 and 5.25 Disk Sets.

IBM (0142PC) ........................................... $ 39.95

POLARWAR
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game where you must build a polar base and conquer the opposing forces.

MACRAGQETTRUM
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A space strategy game where you must conquer the enemy's planet.

ROAD RACER
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A high performance 1965 Corvette simulation! Drive through the environments ranging from high speed desert flats to winding mountain roads. Numerous detailed roadways and graphics including spectacular scenery, obstacles, and crashes. Fly over hills and around the turns at up to 200 mph.

PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL

PARAGON SOFTWARE

PHONE STATION

SQUIRREL SOFTWARE

ALIEN FIRES
Level of Play: All Levels Appropriate For Home Use
A strategy game where you must defend your planet from alien invaders.

ALIEN MIND
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must decode the alien mind.

TOWER OF MYRALGREN
Level of Play: Intermediate Appropriate For Home Use
A puzzle game where you must climb a magical tower.
SPACETEACHER
Level of Play: All Levels
Aplicable For Home Use
Blast through fleets of alien space craft in search of stargates. Features 3-D shaded graphics, sideways scrolling and multi-level game play. Mandu at the site, highly colored graphics or the incredible 3-D light source with shadow effects. The sites are filled with laser space craft. Firing asteroid belts and enemy missiles.
- Amiga (BIG7AM) $24.95
- IBM (BIG7PC) $49.95
- Mac (BIG7MC) $49.95

STARDIGER II
Level of Play: Intermediate
Aplicable For Home Use
The long awaited sequel to Star Dig;er. Features spectacular 3-D graphics, digitized sound effects and smooth animation. Control your futuristic space craft which is complete with a unique 3-D instrument panel and sophisticated weapon systems. Requires joystick.
- Amiga (BIG6AM) $44.95
- IBM (BIG6PC) $59.95

UNIVERSAL MILITARY SIMULATOR
Level of Play: Intermediate
Aplicable For Home Use
Re-enacts ancient battles of history. Make each conflict come to life 3-D contoured landscapes. Included are five pre-programmed historical battles. View from any angle, go from an over view or zoom into an individual unit. Design your own maps on a unique 3-D grid system, create your own units of battles and objectives using a powerful built-in editor.
- Amiga (BIG7AM) $49.95
- IBM (BIG7PC) $49.95
- Mac (BIG7MC) $49.95

VENTURE’S BUSINESS SIMULATOR
Level of Play: Intermediate
Aplicable For Home Use
3-D HELICOPTER SIMULATOR
Level of Play: All Levels
Aplicable For Home Use
A true to life simulation game that challenges you to rotary control or 3-D for years led up to maturity. As your company grows, makes decisions in marketing, factory expansion and research and development.
- IBM (EAD790PC) $70.00

BLACK CAULDRON
Level of Play: All Levels
Aplicable For Home Use
A fantasy epic rooted in Welsh mythology. Based on Lloyd Alexander’s Newbery award-winning series, “The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant”. The story follows Thomas Covenant, as he searches for the Black Cauldron. Help him defeat the power of the Cauldron to conquer the world.
- Amiga (SL90AM) $39.95
- Apple II (SL90AP) $49.95
- Atari ST (SL90ST) $39.95
- IBM (SL90PC) $39.95
- Mac (SL90MC) $39.95

DRAGON’S KEEP
Level of Play: All Levels
Aplicable For Home Use
Advent game written at an easy reading level. Basic skills focus include reading comprehension, map reading, critical thinking, details, making inferences, and drawing conclusions. The object of the adventure is to free 16 animals held captive by a magical dragon.
- IBM (S966PC) $24.95
- IBM (S966MC) $24.95

GOLD RUSH!
Level of Play: Beginner/Intermediate
Aplicable For Home Use
Set your own pace, pack your bags and catch the next ride north to the gold fields. Level 20 mining area away. Choose from 2 different mining trails. Level one of America’s exciting era in the action packed adventure. Apple requires 512K and MC68000 or ISA. IBM requires 68000 and CGA. EGA or Hercules.
- Apple IIGS (SL90IGS) $39.95
- IBM (SL90PC) $39.95

KING’S QUEST IV
Level of Play: Intermediate
Aplicable For Home Use
Discover strange lands and novel hidden secrets. Contains 28 unique, high resolution locations to be explored and an introductory cartoon that spans close to an hour. 3-D animation. Rovell graphics to save your adventurer’s life. IBM requires 386K and CGA, EGA or Hercules. Apple requires 512K and CGA, EGA or Hercules.
- Apple IIGS (SL90IGS) $49.95
- IBM (SL90PC) $49.95
- Mac (SL90MC) $49.95

LEISURE SUIT LARRY
Level of Play: Adult
Aplicable For Home Use
A 3-D animated adventure game for adults. The goal of the adventure is to help Larry overcome his personal demons and become a hit with the ladies. The game features dinner, gambling, art auctions and other wonderful ways the 60’s singles games were played.
- Amiga (SL90AM) $39.95
- Apple II (SL90AP) $39.95
- Apple IIGS (SL90IGS) $39.95
- Atari ST (SL90ST) $39.95
- IBM (SL90PC) $39.95
- Mac (SL90MC) $39.95

LEISURE SUIT LARRY II
Level of Play: Intermediate
Aplicable For Home Use
A 3-D space adventure with out this world graphics and sound. Become the ace pilot and defend the United Earth from an evil empire. Inflated by a multitude of fortunes or killed off, discovering and delivering the ship to the enemy that in the free world. Requires 286K and CGA, EGA or Hercules.
- IBM (SL90PC) $39.95
- Mac (SL90MC) $39.95

SILHED
Level of Play: Intermediate
Aplicable For Home Use
2-D adventure game with out this world graphics and sound. Become the ace pilot and defend the United Earth from an evil empire. Inflated by a multitude of fortunes or killed off, discovering and delivering the ship to the enemy that in the free world. Requires 286K and CGA, EGA or Hercules.
- IBM (SL90PC) $39.95
- Mac (SL90MC) $39.95
SPACE QUEST: THE SARIAN ENCOUNTER
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
The player will board enemy space ships, explore alien landscapes and encounter weird creatures in this tape of action and adventure in deep space. Features 3-D graphics and animation, arcadic sequences and an interactive plot. Apple requires 128K.

- App (SL128K) $49.95
- Apple II (SLA1P) $49.95
- Apple IIgs (SL195G) $49.95
- IBM AT (SL162H) $49.95
- Mac (SL16MC) $49.95

SPACE QUEST II
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
It's the invasion of the insurance salesmen! Stargob Viuhdall, bad guy from the original Space Quest I, is out to steal your planet with thousands of them! Can you save your home planet from Viuhdall? Program features special effects and graphics.

- Apple II (SL214AM) $49.95
- Apple IIgs (SL21G) $34.95
- Apple IIc (SL126D) $34.95
- IBM (SL22P) $34.95
- Mac (SL24MC) $49.95

SILICON BEACH SOFTWARE, INC.
APACHE STRIKE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A fast-paced, challenging game where the USSR has launched an assault strike on the United States! Pilot your Apache helicopter through a large metropolis in the Soviet Union in order to destroy a Strategic Defense Computer. Features four levels of difficulty, multiple routes, and hidden objects.

- Mac (SBSTRIKE) $49.95

BEYOND DARK CASTLE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
This sequel to Dark Castle features epic graphics, thrilling animation, and stunning sound effects. Your goal is to guide our hero, Mr. Sans, through the eerie Dark Castle. Dark Castle must deal with a variety of nasty terrors while he searches for the five Magic Orbs. After gathering the Orbs, Sans must confront the Black Knight of the Dark Castle.

- Mac (BDCASTLE) $49.95

THEXDER
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
The ex-der, the man-child robot that can transform into any one of twenty different toys. Players can paint the robot with sixteen different battle scenarios. Features graphics and animation.

- Apple II (SL232AM) $34.95
- Apple IIgs (SL236D) $34.95
- IBM (SL23PS) $34.95

WRATH OF DENETHOR
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
An introduction to animated fantasy role-playing games. Delossan is an imaginary world ravaged by the power of the war. You are the character of an evil wizard and successfully raid castles, towns and villages and try to defeat Denethor, the evil prince. joystick required.

- Apple II (SL22AP) $14.95

ENCHANTED SCEPTERS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A fast-paced, arcade-style game in which you control the movements and actions of the hero as he battles his way through the Castle gathering weapons with which to defeat the Black Knight. Includes 2D animated graphics and highly detailed graphics blended with smooth animation.

- Mac (ESSCEPT) $49.95

STAR TREK: KOBISHER ALTERNATIVE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
This is a revolutionary form of interactive text adventure with a new screen design that presents multi-track channels of information simultaneously. You are a Captain Kirk, must succeed in a mission crucial to the safety of the United Federation of Planets—solving the mystery of the "Kobishi Triangle" of space. All the resources of the Enterprise—phasers, transportation, communications, and crew—are yours to command.

- Apple II (SW117AP) $29.95

STARCRAFT II: THE PROPHET'S PROPHECY
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Welcome to the twenty-third century. As James T. Kirk, captain of the Starship Enterprise, you will make contact with an enigmatic alien culture on a planet never before visited by a Federation vessel. The Prophetic Prophecy challenges your skills as you explore a multi-dimensional alien culture and lesser commands to your crew. Each crew member has your disposal.

- Apple II (AP121AP) $43.95
- Commodore 64 (121C64) $43.95
- IBM (121PS) $43.95
- Mac (121MC) $39.95

STARCRAFT: REBEL UNIVERSE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A fast-paced, graphic and sound adventure game. Starcraft is realized by the use of detailed graphics and sound as you guide the prototyped characters and save the human kingdom of Calton.

- Mac (SCREBEL) $39.95

SIMON & SCHUSTER
NEAR MISS
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate For Home Use
Let's you control the astronauts... can you take the pressure? A trip from Earth to Venus. A spectacular trip is planned almost out of fuel... will it last? You are the traffic controller in charge of a busy air sector, suddenly, the sky is filled with aircraft. If you lose control of the traffic, and the trip goes wrong, a near crash could turn into a disaster.

- Mac (SIMON1MC) $49.95

STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Captain Kirk's duty: diplomacy, strategy, ingenuity and force. If necessary your major will be first contact with the inhabitants of the world. Enhance your mission in a graphic display of important locations, a life saving, new object and exotic alien, access to ship's computer and exotic alien attacks. Must for the Trekies out there.

- Apple II (SW116AP) $39.95

SIR-TECH SOFTWARE, INC.
DEEP SPACE-OPTION COPERNICUS
Level of Play: Beginner
Appropriate For Home Use
Space flight combat simulator. As the pilot of a Katera war vessel, you will have your choices of missions to test your skills and your ability to survive the daring. See if you can pass the ultimate test of survival.

- Apple II (SPC121AP) $34.95
- Commodore 64 (121C64) $34.95
- IBM (PS121PS) $34.95
- Mac (121MC) $34.95

THE USURPER— THE MINES OF QYNTARR
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Take a light-hearted romp into magic and illusion in this computer fantasy adventure. Descend to the cristal mysteries and reverse the crystal links of the ill-fated Qyntarr. The Dark holds the power needed to accomplish the adventure's ultimate goal; toppling the evil King Rian—the Usurper—from his stolen throne and free the people of Qyntarr from the Hidden Caves.

- Apple II (TUSURP) $29.95

WIZARD thermometers for the final battle.

- Apple II (SW115AP) $49.95
- Commodore 64 (115C64) $35.95
- IBM (SW115PS) $35.95
- Mac (SW115MC) $35.95

WIZARDY II: KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Understand the second move in the Wizardry series. You transfer the characters from the first scenario to play. Characters should be at least 12th level to survive in the Kingdom of Diamonds. Fighting involves using your sixth character party cooperate in a unit against opponents organized in an evil force. The survivors revive the title 'Knight of the Diamonds.'

- Apple II (SW121AP) $49.95
- Commodore 64 (121C64) $49.95
- IBM (121PS) $39.95
- Mac (121MC) $39.95

WIZARDY III: LEGACY OF LLYGAMYN
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
The third scenario in the Wizardry Series. This six-level game requires movement through more daring quest for the ORB taken by the Dragon, Llygamyn! Overlapping window graphics enhance the unique and exciting challenges you will face at every turn. Advanced difficulty level.

- Apple II (SW131AP) $49.95
- Commodore 64 (121C64) $49.95
- IBM (121PS) $49.95
- Mac (121MC) $49.50

WIZARDY IV: RETURN OF WERDINA
Level of Play: Adventurer
Appropriate For Home Use
Fourth scenario in the award-winning Wizardry series. An expert level adventure that caters to the high-end Wizard players. The ultimate test of fantasy role-playing skills. Werdina, the evil Wizard, has escaped from the discolored trap in which they last formed, threatening the lands with his power of perceiving and the power of his Wizardry characters sent by the Wizard of Wisdom.

- Apple II (SW141AP) $59.95
- Commodore 64 (121C64) $59.95
- IBM (121PS) $59.95
- Mac (121MC) $59.95

WIZARDY V: PROOFS GROUNDING OF THE MAD OVERLORD
Level of Play: Adventurer
Appropriate For Home Use
The fifth scenario in the Wizardry gaming system. Assemble a party of six characters to explore the mysteries of the mountains maze. Due to the depths of sword, spell and trap with interacting creatures, search for hidden items and discover treasures. Rescue the Quilgrim, trapped at the very edge of the maze, where the evil Sorin waits for you.

- Apple II (SW151AP) $50.00
- Commodore 64 (121C64) $49.95
- IBM (SW151PS) $49.95
- Mac (SW151MC) $50.00

SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS (from Electronic Arts)
CHESSMASTER 2000
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
This powerful Chess program features 12 different levels of play. Teach modes that show all possible moves, hint mode that suggests moves for particular situations. Think Mode that lets you watch the computer choose moves and make a move. Two player mode that allows Chessmaster to referee. Includes complete illustrated booklet with tutorial by the U.S. Chess Federation.

- Apple II (E213AR) $49.95
- Apple IIgs (E214AR) $54.95
- IBM AT (E223ST) $49.95
- Commodore 64 (ED203C) $40.95
- IBM (ED202PS) $40.95
- Mac (E202MC) $40.95

LIFE & DEATH
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Life is in your hands and everyone in the operating room is depending on you. From initial diagnosis through each step of the way, operation and patient recuperation, you are the surgeon. Each time you press enter, each time you take the scalpel into your hand can mean the difference between life & death.

- IBM (E151PS) $56.95
- Mac (E153MC) $56.95

THE FIDELITY CHESSMASTER 2100
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
(From Software Toolworks). Every feature that revolutionised the Chessmaster 2000 to the top, and adds a lot of powerful chess-playing technology that triples the number of options! Unleavened limits of play, hidden analysis and in-depth moves.

- Apple II (E153ES) $50.00
- Commodore 64 (E163ES) $49.95
- IBM (E163PS) $49.95
- Mac (E163MC) $50.00
SOLITAIRE ROYALE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A new twist to one of the most popular card games--solitaire. Play alone or against others in a unique tournament mode that allows competitors the exact same deal of the cards. Choose from ten different card decks. Let the computer do the shuffling, dealing and scoring.

- Apple (SH1226) $34.95
- IBM (SH1226C) $34.95
- Mac (SH1226M) $34.95

TETRIS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A challenging game of skill where you try to rotate and fit four block pieces that descend from the top of the screen, and make them fit precisely with other pieces to form a complete row with no blank spaces. When ten rows have been successfully removed, you advance to a higher level and the pieces descend faster.

- Apple (SH1320) $39.95
- Apple IIc (SH1320C) $39.95
- Amiga (SH1320A) $34.95
- Commodore 64 (SH1320C) $34.95
- IBM (SH1320PC) $34.95
- Mac (SH1320M) $34.95

WILDERNESS: A SURVIVAL ADVENTURE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You are the sole survivor of a plane crash in the Sierra Nevada. Realistic models of weather, topography, wildlife, plant life, and survival techniques create a true-to-life wilderness survival experience. Apple requires 48K, Apple IIc, and one 16-sector disk drive. IBM requires 256K, one two-sided disk drive, and color graphics card.

- Apple (ED2474) $29.95
- IBM (ED2474C) $29.95

SPINNAKER SOFTWARE

ACE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use

An air combat simulation program that puts you in San Francisco, 1944. You fly in a P-38 fighter against the Japanese fleet. Includes 3.5" and 5.25" disks.

- Apple (SH5160) $29.95
- Commodore 64 (SH5160C) $34.95
- IBM (SH101C) $29.95

ARDOK THE BARBARIAN
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You are a barbarian trying to retrieve your precious sword. Choose from four different heroes and try to escape the kingdom's prisoners. A fun and challenging game that will challenge even the most experienced gamer.

- Apple (SH1198D) $29.95
- IBM (SH1198C) $29.95

BAZOOKA BILL
Level of Play: Intermediate
Appropriate For Home Use
Bazooka Bill is a one-man bazooka equipped with a heavy-duty arming mechanism you can imagine. The user of Bazooka Bill is a man with his own bazooka and must use it to destroy the enemy. The game is a fast-paced, action-packed game that will test your reflexes and strategy.

- Apple (SH1240) $19.95
- IBM (SH1240C) $19.95

CHAMPIONSHIP BACKGAMMON
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A classic game of backgammon that is played by two players. The object of the game is to roll the dice and move your pieces around the game board. The player who wins the game is the one who loses the fewest pieces.

- Apple (SH1069) $39.95
- IBM (SH1069C) $39.95

KUNG FU "THE WAY OF THE TANG SUTOR"" FIST
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You have been kidnapped and taken to a small island in the Pacific Ocean. Your only options are to fight or die. A game that will challenge your reflexes and strategy.

- Apple (SH1340) $29.95
- IBM (SH1340C) $29.95

Available for Apple II, Apple IIc, Apple IIe, Commodore 64, and IBM PC. For more information, visit our website at www.cinemaware.com.
WARSHIP
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Ship to ship tactical surface combat in the Pacific during World War II. Choose from 79 classes of warships from the Allied or Japanese fleets. Or you have the option to modify ship data to create your own. Four scenarios are included—three historical, one hypothetical. You can depart from these scenarios to create your own.

- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30D) $49.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $49.95

WIZARD'S CROWN
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Guide a valiant band of adventurers on a perilous quest to recover the precious Wizard's Crown.

- Apple (8861/1AP) $40.00
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $40.00
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $40.00

STRATEGIC STUDIES GROUP
(Industrial Arts)
MAC ARTHUR WAR: BATTLES FOR KOREA
Level of Play: Intermediate/Advanced
Appropriate For Home Use
The action of MacArthur's war in Korea is at your fingertips. Eight of the most decisive battles are re-created, including the 38th parallel, Tetson, Chosin, Bulge, Iwo Jima and others. SSEI's complete graphic editor, World Map and the complete war game construct kit add to your battle victories.

- Apple (EA1SAP) $49.95
- Commodore 64/128 (EA1S12C30COM) $49.95

REACH FOR THE STARS
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Galsactic is coming and you're responsible for the survival of your race. Extend your empire throughout the universe to find new planets to colonize. You must manage your people's economic, social and military forces as you seek to avert an inevitable galactic war. Includes two challenging levels - standard and advanced. Use for up to four players.

- Amiga (EA1S4AM) $40.00
- Apple IIc (EA1IIc) $40.00
- Commodore 64/128 (EA1I1C30COM) $40.00
- Mac (EA1100MC) $40.00

SCENERY DISK NO. 1
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Use this disk in conjunction with Jet or Flight Simulator II to provide background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Dallas, Houston, San Antonio and Brownsville.

- Apple (SUB160AP) $19.95
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $19.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $19.95

SCENERY DISK NO. 2
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Use this disk in conjunction with Jet or Flight Simulator II to provide background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Phoenix, Albuquerque and El Paso.

- Apple (SUB160AP) $19.95
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $19.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $19.95

SCENERY DISK NO. 3
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Use this disk in conjunction with Jet or Flight Simulator II to provide background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in San Francisco, Los Angeles and Las Vegas.

- Apple (SUB160AP) $19.95
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $19.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $19.95

SCENERY DISK NO. 4
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Use this disk in conjunction with Jet or Flight Simulator II to provide background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Klamath Falls, Seattle and Great Falls.

- Apple (SUB160AP) $19.95
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $19.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $19.95

SCENERY DISK NO. 5
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Use this disk in conjunction with Jet or Flight Simulator II to provide background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Salt Lake City, Cheyenne and Denver.

- Apple (SUB160AP) $19.95
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $19.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $19.95

SCENERY DISK NO. 6
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Use this disk in conjunction with Jet or Flight Simulator II to provide background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Omaha, Wichita and Kansas City.

- Apple (SUB160AP) $19.95
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $19.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $19.95

SCENERY DISK NO. 7
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
For use with Jet or Flight Simulator II to provide background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Washington, Charlotte, Jacksonville and Miami.

- Apple (SUB160AP) $24.95
- Commodore 64 (SRO/12C30COM) $24.95
- IBM (SRO/12C30PC) $24.95

For Product Information, See Page 176
SCENEY DISK NO. 9
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
For use with Jel or Flight Simulator II. Disk provides background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Chicago, St. Louis and Cincinnati.
- IBM (SUB15HC) $24.95
- Apple (SUB15AP) $24.95

SCENEY DISK NO. 11
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
For use with Jel or Flight Simulator II. Disk provides background in the form of major airports, cities, highways, rivers and lakes found in Lake Huron and Detroit.
- IBM (SUB17PC) $24.95

STAR JAPAN SCENEY DISK
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
For use with Jel or Flight Simulator II. Disk covers the area from Tokyo to Osaka in great detail and is ideal for both sight-seeing and VR or IFR navigation. High lights include Tokyo Tower, Mt. Fuji and the Shin Kassen ballet train network. Airports are highly detailed. Many include towers and stirring facilities. Many VR, NDB and ILS transmitters are available.
- Apple (SUB15AP) $24.95
- Comm 64 (SUB1B4CDM) $24.95
- IBM (SUB11PC) $24.95

STEALTH MISSION
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A 2-3 jet simulation that puts you in the pilot seat of one of three fighter jats. Select from eight different missions and ten skill levels. Use the targeting computer to help you detect, track and lock onto enemy targets. Features realistic visual flight periods such as day, dusk/evening and night. Color monitor and joystick recommended. Compatible with all SubLogic graphics disks.
- IBM (SUB12CDM) $49.95

TAILO SOFTWARE
ALCON
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Welcome to the year 2095. The planet Orac is under an alien occupation of terror. The ALCON has chosen you to pilot the top secret experimental SW475 Starfighter. You’re the last hope there is to stop the enemy take-over. To reclaim the planet, you must destroy the aliens once and for all. There won’t be a second chance. Requires joystick.
- Apple (SUB15AP) $24.95
- Comm 64 (SUB189CDM) $24.95
- IBM (SUB11PC) $24.95

RASTAN
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
This arcade epic transports you to the ancient and mythical land of Logarath. Rastan, the young warrior king, embarks on a quest to save the land from the deadly grip of the sinister Castle King. Travel through six levels of rocky plains, wild rivers, forested forests and volcanic caverns, to defeat the mighty Castle King. Requires joystick.
- Apple (TAT5AM) $34.95
- Comm 64/128 (TAT5CDM) $34.95
- IBM (TAT5PC) $34.95
- IBM 3.5 (TAT5FC) $34.95

ARKANOID
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
Beyond the unknown reaches of the galaxy, the last survivors of the Planet Earth journey aboard their intergalactic carrier “ARKANOID” in search of a new home. Break through the 33 walls of living energy that stands between you and the destiny of the universe. Each level contains different survival caps to improve your defenses against this complex being of incredible power.
- Apple II (TAT5AP) $29.95
- Comm 64/128 (TAT5CDM) $29.95
- IBM (TAT5PC) $34.95
- IBM 3.5 (TAT5FC) $34.95

RENEGADE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
As the city steeples, danger lurks around corners, in the shadows and in the subways. You must defend yourself from multiple attackers and out maneuver the local mephitic gang. The streets are a mess and its time to do a little street cleaning. Features full range sound effects and multiple levels of play. Requires joystick.
- Comm 64/128 (TAT5CDQ) $34.95

BATTLE SCAPE
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
You and your buddies, Balb and Bob, are up to their usual huffy trouble. You’ve got to battle battlefields of bullets by blowing and busting hylons of bubbles. Balb and Bob need your help if they ever are to survive the attack of evil beasties. Requires joystick.
- Apple II (TAT5AP) $29.95
- Amiga (TAT5AM) $34.95
- Comm 64/128 (TAT5CDM) $34.95
- IBM (TAT5PC) $34.95
- IBM 3.5 (TAT5FC) $34.95

NIGHT MISSION PINBALL
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
The ultimate arcade simulation, with five bumper, bumpers, stand-up targets, side-rolling targets, bumpers and more.
- Apple (SUB12AP) $29.95
- Comm 64/128 (SUB122CDM) $29.95
- IBM (SUB12PC) $29.95

OPERATION WOLF
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
A rescue adventure which takes place in the steamy jungles of South America. Heavily armed mercenaries are holding innocent civilians hostage. Armed with a machine gun and grenades, you must complete all six missions to free the hostages and get them to a transport plane. Requires joystick.
- Amiga (TAT5AM) $39.95
- Comm 64/128 (TAT5CDQ) $39.95

WESTERN EUROPEAN TOUR SCENEY DISK
Level of Play: All Levels
Appropriate For Home Use
For use with FLIGHT SIMULATOR II and Jel. Disk includes scenery covering large areas of Great Britain, France, and West Germany. Appropriate for both visual flight and VR or IFR cross country navigation.
- Amiga (SUB21AM) $24.95
- Apple (SUB15AP) $24.95
- Comm 64/128 (SUB128CDM) $24.95
- IBM (SUB12PC) $24.95
- IBM 3.5 (SUB11FC) $24.95

For Product Information, See Page 174
THE ONE TWO PUNCH FROM CAPCOM

With these two new programs from Capcom, you will throw plenty of punches. With "Street Fighter", you'll travel around the world defending yourself against 10 of the most vial thugs ever imaginable, stopping fierce assaults with shrewd jumps, flips and stoops...then counter with precise kicks and punches. Or, you can become "Bionic Commando" and battle to save your people from certain extinction. Equipped with an arsenal of rapid-fire, armor-piercing and heat-seeking weaponry, you will have the power of an entire army in your hands!

Like all Capcom games, "Street Fighter" and "Bionic Commando" come at you fast and furious, so punch up your arcade skills and get ready for action!

Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Byte. Computer 64 is a registered trademark of Commodore, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
One-third of all U.S. schools wouldn't believe in us if we didn't live up to their expectations.

MECC. A name you can trust.

Educational computing awards are the mark of successful software. MECC has won more than two dozen awards for its innovative products from respected publications such as *Classroom Computer Learning*, *Parents' Choice*, and *A+*.

But when MECC's software teams design a product, they're not preoccupied with awards or potential recognition. Their focus is on education. Every MECC product is academically sound, based on continual feedback from teachers and parents nationwide.

*Products designed for every user.*

Teachers rely on MECC software's helpful management options and ease of use. This way, students' individual abilities can be closely matched with the most appropriate levels of difficulty.

Children delight in MECC's captivating graphics and irresistible characters, such as Munchers and Zoombies. And true-to-life simulations such as *The Oregon Trail* encourage children to solve problems while having fun.

Parents also trust MECC's home products to continue education at home. By practicing the same skills both at home and at school, students can reinforce what they've learned.

*Software for every subject.*

MECC offers more than 200 products, from early learning skills to higher-level science. And, because most MECC software includes a variety of levels, they will continue to be challenging. It's time for you to explore the most trusted name in educational computing.

The Leader in Educational Computing.
Two to Make Money in 1989:

Curious George and GARFIELD

At last, Curious George comes to life on the computer screen! New fun-and-learning software features the world’s most famous monkey in adventures that take unique advantage of the computer’s interactive capabilities.

Curious George™ In Outer Space
Every kid’s favorite monkey is up to new tricks as Curious George explores a strange planet and helps youngsters sharpen their skills in comparing sizes. Two levels of difficulty. Apple II Family (64K)—5¼" or 3.5" Disk.

Curious George™ Visits the Library
Another new adventure, with Curious George bringing all his mischief to the library while providing a fun way to learn the use of position words like in, out, up, down, and many more. Apple II Family (64K)—5¼" or 3.5" Disk.

Curious George™ Goes Shopping
Snatching a shopping list from the man in the yellow hat, Curious George is off on a mall adventure, showing children how to classify objects such as food, clothing, pets, and more. Apple II Family (64K)—5¼" or 3.5" Disk.

GARFIELD Companion Disk
More great GARFIELD graphics for designing your own comics: the fat ‘n’ sassy cat in sports, at work, at play, and more. New backgrounds, props, and all his pals add to the fun. Easy to use, works exclusively with Create with GARFIELD! Regular and Deluxe Editions. Apple II Family (64K)—5¼" Disk.

GARFIELD Trivia Game
300 hilarious and intriguing questions about the world’s favorite fat cat. Insert your own categories, too. Great for entertainment, learning, motivation. Apple II Family (64K)—5¼" Disk. IBM (256K)—5¼" or 3.5" Disk.

SPECIAL BONUS FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS:
FREE
Full-color, 17" x 22"
Curious George™ POSTER
in every package!

And don’t forget about Create with GARFIELD! Regular and Deluxe Editions
A smash bestseller! Tons of fun in creating original posters, cartoons, labels, and more—prints out in black-and-white and color (Deluxe Edition only). Apple (64K), Commodore (64/128), IBM (256K)—5¼" or 3.5" Disks.